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ARTISTRY WITHERS IN DAT . . . Mrs. Isabella Coleman , who has spent a lifetime designing and creating floats
for Pasaden a's New Year's Day Tournament of Roses, stands
beside one of her unfinished floats for Friday's parade. Like
every one she has created over the past 50 years, it will be
completely covered with flowers and buds the night before
the hours-long floral extravaganza. She had designed more
than 100 prize winners. (AP Photofax)

"Everything's beginning to
look a lot rosier ," reported Bill
Sowle, Yreka Civil Defense
chief.
'They're getting back down
into the towns now and starting
to dig out ," said Morrison. "No
more people want to be evacuated. They want to be sustained
where they are. "
The flood, described by Department of Interior water specialists as probably the greatest
ever experienced in the West,
caused 19 known deaths in California and 18 in Oregon.
It carved federally designated
disaster areas out of northern
California , Oregon and Washington , where federal , local and
charitable organizations are
hold (he balance of power in the running emergency recovery
fight between Reps. Charles A. centers on a "for-the-duration"
Halleck of Indiana .and Gerald basis.
R. Ford of Michigan for the
California 's damage was estiHouse GOP leadership.
mated at upwards of $500 milThey may take sides between lion.
now and next Monday morning In Oregon , many evacuees
when the 140 House Republicans returned to devastation left by
meet to elect their le ader.
the Willamette River . Oregon 's
Neither Halleck , the floor damage totaled $315 million in
leader since 1959, nor Ford , what Gov. Mark Hatfield terms
chairman of the Republican his state's worst disaster.
conference, would make any
At Reedsport , an estimated 1,public predictions about the out- 500 persons were still receiving
come. Each previously has said clothing and food from volunhe expects to win.
teer centers and the Red Cross.
Assuming all 140 Republicans Several dozen homeless were
attend Monday 's session, the bedded down at the Independwinner would need at least 71 ence, Ore., city hall.
votes . Voting is by secret ballot In Washington , latest state to
and a last-minute switch in be added to the disaster list by
promised support could not be President Johnson , most highwater problems have ended . No
detected.
Following a strategy session persons are known to be strandTuesday in Ford 's office , one of ed.
his lieutenants who preferred
The Yakima River In central
not to bo identified said there Washington posed a potential
were abou t 30 or 40 members threat because of two huge ice
who thus far are uncommitted. jams , one a mile long and the
Even without them , he said , other three miles in length.
"Ford will make a respectable Many passes in the Cascade
showing ond I think he will Mountains remained closed by
win. "
snow slides.
its
estimated
Washington
damage as $7 million.
In Idaho nnd Nevadn , snow or
cold weather prevailed , replacing fl ood conditions unusual for
those areas. Rivers nenred normal levels.
hard-hit Humboldt County.
The report was identical In
tbe five flood-distressed states
of California, Oregon , Washington , Idaho and Nevada.
Helicopters and jeeps brought
the first outside food supplies in
a week Tuesday to the last
known isolated pocket — 500
persons stranded in lumbering
villages west of Yreka , Calif.,
near the Oregon border .

Halleck-Ford
Race Undecided

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Money requests from state agencies total
$840.1 million , Commissioner of
Administration Stephen Quigley
reported today.
This is $153.3 million more
than the departments asked two
years ago and is $208.5 million
more than actually was granted
by the 1963 legislature.
The staggering requests come
at a time when national economic conditions make it appear
Minnesota can count on less
"growth" revenue than tv/o
years ago, Quigley said.
He *nid his staff Is working
closely with Gov . Karl Rolvaag
in analyzing the requests, which
are likely to be rut sharply when
Rolvaag presents his budget to
tho legislature.
Traditionally , the budget message is delivered in mid-Januarv.
Quigley said that two years
ago , it was estimated the state
would gain an extra $112 million
because of increased gross national product <( JND.
On the- basis of a CNP estimate for Jfl fif. of $059 billion ,
Minnesota could expect only
$49.7 million in add itional revenue for the next two years , Quigley said.
Herr are Ihr request * for tli «
next two years compared with
requests submitted two years
ago, separated into major appropria tions bi lls:
Semi - state activities - J-V
740, 167 and $2,74«,.174; state departments - $102 ,H22 .BH2 nnd
$85.1187,082: welfare — $I0:I ,40D,8i>r> and silW .tiil'i .r.T; education
-- SftlfiJiB-UTfi and $4O6;i02 ,2fM.
nnd highways -- $;tl ,fi :£M16 and
$.'10,222 .|9fi .
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ese troops -were killed, more
than 100 wounded and more
than 100 missing in the fight to
drive out the equivalent of about
a regiment of the Red guerrillas.
A partial count showed 32 "Viet
Cong- dead.
A U.S. Ranger captain was
snatched from the jaws of

Former Tennessee
Governor Headed
For High Ag Post

Billion-Dollar Loss
In Western Floods

State Agency
Requests Up
SI 53.3 Million

¦

BINH NGHIA, South Viet
Nam (AP ) — Vietnamese troops
reoccupied this crowded Catholic refugees town at noon today
after losing nearly a whole Ranger battalion in winning it back
from the Viet Cong.
Two American Ranger advisers were captured by the Communists, more than 60 Vietnam-

Johnson still has some major
budget decisions' to make, and
he'll study these today with
Budget
Director Kermit
Gordon. Still to be decided are
how much to ask for a big education package, whether to
6eek a pay raise for government
civilians, and how much will be
needed for what Johnson calls
his antipoverty program.
Johnson discussed the world
situation Tuesday with Secretary ot State Dean Rusk , touching bright spots as well as
gloomy ones.

WASHINGTON (AP) - An
estimated 30 to 40 members who
have declined to commit themselves seemed likely today to
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Viets Retake District
Capital in Hot Battle

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
— President Johnson works on
the budget and his State of the
Union message today, reportedly making good progress on
both.
Foreign affairs also demanded the President's attention; He
Is to receive a call from George
C. McGhee, U.S. ambassador to
Bonn, who will review with
Johnson developments in West
Germany.

SAN FRANCISCO (II The Far West's "flood of a theusand years" entered the recovery stage toda y as 15,000 homeless families and hundreds of
stricken farms and businesses
dug out from nature's $t-billion
blow.
"As far as the real emergency
— that's over, right now ," said
Jim Morrison , Civil Defense
spokesman at Eureka , Calif,, in

-

Reds Seize 2 Americans , Kill 2

LBJ Works on
Budget State
Of Union Paper

Officials said Rusk had told
Johnson he regards Southeast
Asia and the Congo with deep
concern. But he reportedly told
the President of some signs rival factions in South Viet Nam
are moving toward some semblance of unity. Rusk feels this
is a prime requirement in the
war against Viet Cong Communists.

!

Living Costs
Rise Slightly

WASHINGTON (AP)-Living
costs , heavily influenced by
strikes In the automobile industry, rose two-tenths of one per
cent last mont h , the Labor Department reported today,
"The incrca.se was caused in
large part by higher prices for
new and use<l cars ,'" stemming
from the strikes aga inst General Motors nnd Ford , the Bureau
of Labor Statistics said.
The increase brought the government 's consumer price index
to lOfl.7. This means it cost
$10.87 las! month to buy goods
that cost $10 In the 1 057-50 base
period .
Prices for housing, clothing
and medical fees aUso contributed to the November increase.
The rise in the ind«x was tbe
eighth mont hl y increase this
year, and brought it to 12 per
cent above November of 15)63.

Men Responsible
It's true that men are responsible for most auto accidents—particularly the men
wlm teach their wives to
drive . . , From Bob Hope:
"There 's one Heverly Hills
doctor so swanky that ho
won 't let you In his office if
ynu 're sick" . . . You can
tell which Christmas toy
your child didn 't like •- it' s
the one that still isn 't broken the day after Christmas
. . . In H' wood a marriag e is
considered a success if both
parties agree to the divorce
terms.

(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4)

WASHINGTON (AP) - Reports circulated today in political, government and farm circles that President Johnson will
name former Tennessee Gov.
Buford Ellington as secretary or
undersecretary of agriculture.
Some sources said Ellington
may be named to a high advisory post at the White House.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation reportedly was making
a check on h.im of the type that
is routine for possible appointees to high government posts.

said he usually makes such a
visit during the holidays. In reply to a question , he said he had
no plans to leave Tennessee at
this time.
The White House has not commented on the possibility that
Ellington might take a federal
post.
As for the Agriculture Department possibilities, neither Secretary Orville L. Freeman nor
Undersecretary Charles S. Murphy has indicated any intenti on
to resign. Nor has Johnson given an indication that he wants
either of them to quit.

Ellington returned to Tennes- Ellington, 57, Is a Democrat
see Tuesday night after visiting and has a farm background. He
Johnson at his Texas ranch. He was reared on one , operated
one, and served as Tennessee's
commissioner of agriculture
from 1953 to 1958. He was elected to a four-year term as governor Ln 1958.
Four years ago he figured in
speculation about appointment
as secretary of agriculture in
the Kennedy administration. Be
said then he intended to serve
his full term as governor .
Ellington now is an executive
of the Louisville & Nashville
,
BROWNSDALE, Minn (AP)— Railroad He worked actively
.
Two cars hit the same train to- for Johnson in the Southeast
day. No one was seriously hurt.
A Chicago and Great Western during the recent presidential
freight train was southbound to campaign.
Oelwein, Iowa, when it was
struck by a car just north of
Renova , a vitlage six miles east
of here in Mcwer County.
Engineer Marvin Bocke, St.
Paul said an air line broke and
the train was stopped . Before
the crew could get the train
moving again , it was hit from
the opposite sdde of the track by STEWARTVILLE, Minn . (AP)
— An 18-year-old farm youth
a second car.
Five Mower County youths was asphyxiated Tuesday when
were treated at an Austin hospi- he crawled into r. silo to clear a
tal , but attendants said none jamm ed auger.
Stephen R. Schrandt, working
was injured seriousl y.
with his brother on their parents'
farm , was dead when firemen
cut a hole in the silo to remove
his body.
The accident happened about
2:30 p.m. on the Robert
Schrandt farm some 10 miles
south of Rochester . Officials
NEW DELHI, India (AP> — said gases from the corn in the
Hundreds
of
Communists silo apparently knocked out the
throughout India were arrested youth as soon as he crawled inbefore dawn today.
side.
Prime Minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri' s government said the
Reds had been "preparing for
violence" and. "acting as a fifth
colum n " — appa rently meaning
they had been working for Communist China.
The government, which faces
a close election contest with the
Communists in Kerala State,
hauled Red le aders out of bed in
closely coordinated raids all
across, the country .
MONTREAL (AP ) - An
Ameri can
cancer
specialist
Pope Asks Balancing forecasts that final breakthroughs toward controlling
Of Spiritual Books
cancer by vaccines and mirnculous curative drugs will be
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope achieved "quicker (ban we'll
VI,
nt
his
last
general
auPaul
get to the moon" — perhaps
dience of 1964, urged Roman soon after 1970.
Catholics today to balance their
Dr. Jacob (Jcrshon-Cohen of
"spiritual accounts " in the final Philadel phia said he based thai
hours of the o Id year , pardoning prediction on his confidence that
offenses and asking pardon.
by that time:
About fi ,000 persons attended
1. Final proof will have been
the audience in Ihe Hall ol established (hat many , if not
Benedictions in Ihe Vatican most , cancers are caused by
Palace.
viruses ; nnd 2. Further development will have been made on
recent discoveries in underWEATHER
standing the structure of the
basic core of all viruses — speFEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA A N D VICINITY - cifically, the nucleic acids DNA
Variable cloudiness t o n i g h t , nnd RN A.
Thursday fair . Colder tonight ,
He wald these discoveries »rt
low 8- 15, a li ttle colder Thurs- "probably more significan , it
'
day, high 10-20.
less appreciated by the public ,
1A)CAL WKATIIKU
than the unlocking of atomic
Official obs ervations for the energy. "
24 hours end ing at 12 m. toGershon-Cohen , a radiologist
day :
of the Albert Einstein Medical
Maximum , 33; minimum , 20; Center , spoke at n news confernoon , 31; precipitation , .04.
ence prior to acting as chair-

Two Cars Hit
Same Train,
No One Hurt

Youth Dies of
Gas in Silo

Hundreds of Reds
Arrested in India

death when an armed American
helicopter swooped down to him
in the face of the intense enemy
fire and lifted him out of the
battle. The captain was surrounded by Viet Cong when rescued.
But while the Vietnamese flag
rose again over the town, 40
miles east of Siagon, the action
was not necessarily over. Viet
Cong patrols were reported
pressing around several military outposts in the area.
Vietnamese fighter planes and
armed helicopters were throwing hundreds of pounds of high
explosives info suspected Viet
Cong positions.

coup attempt was afoot.
Outwardly things appeared
peaceful as negotiations continued on the dispute between U.S.
authorities and Lt. Gen. Nguyen
Khanh, the armed forces chief ,
over military intervention in
South Viet Nam 's civilian government. But there was widespread fear, apparently based
on inside information , that a
new and possibly violent plot
was about to hatch.

old deadlock.
However, Secretary of Stat*
Dean Rusk was reported to
have told President Johnson
Tuesday that the next few dayi
may see steps in Viet Nam toward establishing a measure of
unity in the divided government.

In Washington, Sen, Richard
B. Russell, D-Ga. chairman of
the Senate Armed Services
Committee, said he wants a reevaluation of the U.S. position in
South Viet Nam.
Informed sources in Seoul
said South Korea has decided to
send about 1,200 army men and
marines to South Viet Nam to
serve as technical Instructors.
There was no official confirmation.

Khanh and his general staff
continued conferring at the seaside resort of Cap St. Jacques
not far from beleaguered Binh
Nghia.
"U.S. Ambassador Maxwell D.
"They haven 't gone far Taylor conferred with civilian
away ", a U.S. adviser com- Premier Tran Van Huong. No
mented. "They could come back break appeared in tbe 11-dayagain tonight."
Binh Nghia has been attacked
four time^ this year by the MEW ATTORNEY GENERAL
Communists, possibly because it
is a Catholic village filled with
6,000 refugees from North Viet
Nam. The refugees* morale is
high and U.S. advisers say Binh
Nghia is the model village in the
province. They felt that the Viet
Cong might be trying to break
its spirit.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Walter P. dent-elect Hubert Humphrey,
The captive Americans were Mondale was formally appoint- who resigned his Senate seat
U.S. enlisted men.
ed U.S. Senator from Minnesota Tuesday to await inauguration
Two other U.S. soldiers, mem- in ceremonies this morning in day Jan. 20.
bers of the Special Forces, were the governor's reception room, The actual act of appointment
killed Tuesday night in another with most of his staff and other was signing of the appropriate
action 30 miles north of Saigon. officials looking on.
document by Gov. Karl Rolvaag
Their deaths brought to 241 the Mondale, six days shy of his and Secretary of State Joseph
number of Americans killed In 37th birthday, flies to Washing- Donovan.
combat since December-1961.
ton today to file his oath ef
As Rolvaag sat at tlie big oval
Thirteen Americans now are office with the Senate. This will table with pen in hand, Monmissing.
give him a few days' seniority dale's 2-year-old son William
Six U. S. servicemen also were on newly-elected Senators who strolled over and said , "Hi, Rolwounded in the three-day battle take office with the opening of vaag."
The governor grinned a refor Binh Nghia, 40 miles east of the Senate session next week.
Following the handing over of turn, "Hi."
Saigon. Fighting still flickered
Wednesday evening, but the the certificate of appointment,
Viet Cong was believed to have M ondale's successor, Robert Rolvaag and Donovan alto
made its final onslaught on the Mattson , also was formally ap- signed four copies of an official
pointed attorney general of Min- notice to the secretary of the
town.
Senate, which Mondale will denesota.
At the peak of the fighting
liver late this afternoon to offisome 1,200 government troops Mondale succeeds Vice presi- cially put himself on the payroll.
faced about the same number of
For Humphrey, his resignaCommunists, making it one of
tion meant he was out of public
the largest engagements in Viet
office for tbe f irst time since
Nam in the past four years.
being elected mayor of MinneThree U.S. helicopters were
apolis in the mid-1940s.
shot down Tuesday.
Mattson, 40, is a native of
The town, j ammed with 6,000
Virginia, Minn., and a former
deputy attorney general. He
Roman Catholic refugees from
Communist North Viet Nam,
lives in Bloomington and has
was occupied by the Viet Congo
been in law practice in Minneon Dec. 5 but government forces
apolis since leaving state servdrove them out.
ice.
A powerful Viet Cong unit
The governor handed Mondale
overran Binh Nghia again Mon- ASHLAND, Wis. (AP ) - A
a
certificate
which he said mad*
day. Two government Ranger block-long fire raged out of conhim
a
senttor
as of 12:01 a.m.
trol
at
this
northern
Wisconsin
companies tried to re-enter the
today.
town but were driven out. U.S. city this morning, destroying
"Minnesota has a tradition ot
helicopters poured in troops eight business places.
Tuesday for the final assault. The blaze hit the 70-year old great senators," said the goverIn a seething battle around brick structure known as the nor . "Senators Eugene McCarthe town Tuesday, 175 battle- Central Block about 7:45 a.m . thy and Hubert Humphrey have
hardened Vietnamese Rangers and was out of control by 10:30 left an indelible mark on the
history of our nation . I know
were pinned down by the Viet a.m.
Cause of the fire was not de- you are going to f ollow in the
Cong. This unit suffered at least
24 killed and an unknown num- termined im mediately but smoke tradition of greatness. "
Mondale expressed bis gratiwaa first seen on the roof at
ber of wounded and missing.
one corner. The business places tude for the appointment and
Many of the missing were included in the block were a concluded:
seen being led off as captives drug store, music and gift shop , "To Gov. Rolvaag and to the
of the Viet Cong. Amon g them flower shop, photographer 's, people of Minnesota , I pledge
were two American advisers.
barber shop, two insurance my every effort to Justify the
In Saigon , a number of offi- agencies and radio station trust that has been placed in me
cials said they believed another WA.TW.
and to well and truly represent
this magnificent state in the
United States Senate."

Mondale Formally
Appoin ted Senator

tight Business
Places Burn at
Ashland, Wis.

Control of Cancer
Seen Early in '70s
man today of a symposium on
viruses and cancer at the 131st
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
Gershon-Cohen also told newsmen :
1. Achievement of better control over ordinary viruses —
including thote of the common
cold — may help reduce the
danger of getting cancer. It is
possible some Ruch viruses may
be insidious hcl pmntcs of cancer causers, or even cancer
causers themselves.

dev ices based on infra-red detection techniques "will be as
important as X-ray " in helping
detect ailments.
3. All people may he harboring latent , non-active cancer
viruses — with cancer developing only in those people exposed to some triggering action
such as excessive radiation ,
certain chemicals , or some internal disturbance.
"I think we'll get positive results quicker than we'll get to
the moon ," sairl Gershon-Cohen.

2. The day will come when Ui* When a reporter Raid the
taking of the temperature of American space agency has its
specific areas of the body with sights set on a moon landing by
1970, Gershon-Cohen said he
expected the cancer breakthroughs would bo almost
achieved by then.
Carrier Price
In answei to another question ,
he MI id thnt by then he expected
Because of no pub the way would finally be open to
lication on New Year 's
perfecting vaccines and curaDay, (he short-week
tive drugs . He added that it
wou ld he only "wild speculac a r r i e r delivery price
tion " to hazar d a guet> s on when
will bo effective.
Mich vaccines and drugs actually would be developed.

After receiving his certificate
from the governor, Mattson
went to the Supreme Court
chamber where he waa sworn
in by Chief Justice Oscar Knutson.

Also present for the ceremony
in the crowded chamber were
Associate Justices Walter Rogosheske, James Otis and Robert
Shcran.
Knutson congratulated both
the new attorney general and
the new Senator nfter speaking
of the close relationship between
the attorney general's office and
the operation of the court .

Canadian Woman
Dea d in Collision
FOSSTON , Minn. (AP ) - A
Canadian woman was killed and
a companion critically' injured
late Tuesday when their car and
a HemIIroller collided on slippery Hi ghway 2 about seven
miles east of Fosston.
Dead was Edo. M. Troup, MJ,
Jordan Station , Man. Hosplta*
lized here was Edith Mae Duncan, 25, also of Jordan Station
and Identified as driver of th*
car In which the two rode.
Polk County authorities said
tho car skidded into the path
of the truck , driven by Jamen
Sntive , Red Lake Faila , who
escaped unhurt.
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
CHRISTMAS holidays in a hospital or hospice sounds
pretty grim , but it wasn 't at all. All the patients and
guests had their rooms decorated to the ceilings, the whiteclad nuns in charge went around smiling and radiating
good will. Most people went to the Christmas Eve Mass in
the exquisite little chapel on the first floor.
My Indiana farm son breezed in on the 24th , swooped me
up in my wheelchair , and we went off to my mother ' s big
house on the lake front , occupied by my sister since mother 's
death last fall. It was the first Christmas family party without my mother , but the gay presence of young nieces and
nephews kept sadness at arm 's; length. Change is the order
of things in this world.
On Christinas Day after seeing a lot of old friend visitors
my son and I went to a festive Christmas noon party held in
the third floor suite of a gallant and gay friend of mine ,
Margaret Murp hy who is confined- to her bed most of the
time.
Other guests were her sister and brother-in-law , both
of them college instructors , Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Nydegge ,
her brother , a brilliant Madison lawyer and his wife , the
Robert Murphys , and a college librarian , Gwen Miller. After
eggnogs we had turkey dinners on trays , and there was a
good deal of laughter and gaiety.
Later a good visit with my son. and he gave me full details of beloved Shoshoni whom they have adopted. Shoni
loves the farm , roams the woods with Winnebago , the young
female Golden Retriever , and plays with Delia the family
house cat — but he chases the other four barn cats. He and
the children adore each other , he loves the horses , rides happily in my son 's truck. So he 's leading a happy dog 's life.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President-elect Hubert H. Humphrey sasy he plans no recommendations for additional legislation when he reports to President Johnson on proposals to
coordinate the administration 's
civil rights efforts ,
Humphrey said he plans to
give his report to Johnson this
weekend and that it will contain
only suggestion s on how (o
make administration actions
more effective in the civil rights
field.
The vice president-elect , who
resigned Tuesday as a senator
from Minnesota , said in an interview that he has held a number of conferences on what
Johnson calls the j mtipoverty
program.
He Indicated he Is moving
cautiously in this field until
Johnson outlines what he wants
in messages to Congress. The
President has asked him to
serve as a coordinator of both
programs.
As a prospective full-time operator for Johnson in several
biggest
fields ,
Hump hrey 's
problem at the moment is to
find space in tlie Cap itol building from which to carry on his
forthcoming duties as pre siding
officer of the Senate.
Johnson has assigned him a
four room suite in the Executive
Office Building next door to the
White House. Humphrey has a
small suite in the Senate Office
Building but as yet he has been
unable to wrangle any conference room space in Ihe Capitol.
John.son bad several conference
rooms there when he was vice
president ,
Although Hump hrey Is expected to be keyed in on all major
administration programs , he is
likel\ to proceed cautious ly as
the President 's spokesman in
Congtcss Senat e and House
lenders have a way of preferrin g to interpret While Mouse
requests lor themselves Humphrey probabl y will work close)> will ) them , but give adv ice
only when il is ;iskrd
By law. Hump hrey will be
come a meml iei' of the Nat ional
Security Council . As such be
will he ennlinnoti sly informed on
foreign policy matt ers. Secretary of State Dean Husk is expected to as.Mgn n high ranking
department ttKiri u] lo fill in
Humphrey period ically, as he
did Johnson ,

know?"
You may have ihe makings
of a specialist , and as a specialist , enjoy greater achieve
ments, a better living, and
most certainl y, a personal satisfaction. Take your job , for example. Whatever it is, ask
yourself , "Do I know all there
is to know about it?" Whether
you 're a farmer , clerk , executive, or housewife , there is a
chance for you to become a specialist in your line by increasing your knowledge and organizing that knowledge into
usefu l information.

MOST people spend at least
eight hours a day, five to six
days a week at their jobs. Now ,
if you were to practice on a
musical instrument eight hours
a day for five days a week ,
you should becom e quite accomplished at it. The same
should be true of any task one
works at so constantly . Add to
that time spent , all you can
learn about your job by taking
special courses , readin g books
the subject , and exchanging
ideas a bout it with others in the
same line , and before you know
it , you wilj find you are on the
road to being a speciali st . Now
as long as you ' re already spending eight hours a day on the
job , why not put forth u liitle
effort and go the rest of the
way and start today Learn by
doing something to add U P your
knowledge. He (.'(insistent each
day. We still live in a land ol
opportunity, but it ' s up to us
to avail ourselves of that opportunit y
I'erhiips (be greatest drawback lo becoming a specialist
b y organizing our knowledge
and by adding to it , is comp lacency ; acceptin g tilings as tbev
arc , and never setting one ' s sites
higher . A person that ' s just a
daydre amer and nev er materializes those dreams with action ,
certainl y won ' t get anywhere
wither , but a d a y d r e a m e r willing to pay ihe price , can
achiev e great «'nds

IT'LL TAKE effort iitut time .
but it "will also pay good dividends . Ignore your day in and
day out oppoi luiiilit ' s to improve , ami \ou will soon become a mediocre .s ort , with little or no real perspective in
life So
what do you know '1
Add to what you know about
your jo -b. and vvj ilch it turn inlo a specially, 'l ake stock of
your knowledge , organize it , add
,
Humphrey >>n s been desig- l o il and make it work , and
before
Mm know il, >ou loo will
nated to h ead die President s
Committee on Kiru al Employ be a specialist
menl Opp ortunities lis job is to
eliminate racial discrimination fining t in-in into programs
In the fulfillment of government
Hut there is one d rawback
conli acts rind in government The vic e president elect , ;» MI III
empl oyment
minoiis speakci in the Senate ,
All of I his looks exciting to has lo- l his foiij in. He w i l l h a \ e
Hum ph rey, who is regarded as lo a w a i t .lohir nn ' s signal to
juirli . iil nrl v .adept at (Hilling break this newl y cnfui -ccd .sinew iilea. s out of the air and re- lence.
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The Luckiest Baby in Town Will Be the First Mew Citizen ~^'&*W
Born in Winona After Midnight on January First!

WHAT do ya know ? Now there's a familiar greeting, and
do you know what? The answer to that question would
surprise even you.
It' s quite common for people to meet on the street and ask ,
"What ya know?" "Not much, " is the reply often heard . But
lometimes a person will come back with , "You 'd be surprised,"
and while he really doesn't mean anything by it , the "You 'd be
surprised" is probably the more
accurate answer of the two.
You see , it's not but what
most of us have a good knowledge — it' s that our knowledge
isn 't organized into useful information. A specialist is a person
who knows a lot about a given
thing, and usually is continuing
to learn more. Which brings me
to the point , "What do you

Humphrey Not
Planning New
Rights Action

>*

—A tBRf MoBamam UBEEmT *—
<r ^Wj, 5^

Whoever ,t »* be i.< sure to get
a grand start in life, because he
or she will be an honored guest
at all these stores, with each con-

tributin g something to the first-
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counties:
Winona ,
1- Parents must reside in one of the following
¦
Fillmore , Houston or Wabasha in Hinnesota , or Buffalo ,
¦
_
-r,
i '
-i i
•
Trempealeau
, Jackson
or Pepin
in MIWisconsin.

_ Bgby

born in Winona. So here 's luck
to all of you pareuts-to -b « . . . and
may yours be the first bundle of
joy in the New Year. Please read
carefully all the rules and the advertisements of the contributing
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1965 Baby
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Engraved wit h flu

Dairy Products
m
,
. CERTIFICATE
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Tho extra goodness of Polly Meadow s Products will
help the new baby on the road to good health.

WINONA MILK CO,
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*. Copy of birth certificate must be brought or mailed to the
Winona Dail y Ne\vs "First Batoy" Editor as soon as possible
after birth of baby, an case of a tie in the time of birth , the
award will be given to the baby3 whose entry arrives first.)
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3. Exact time of birth must be stated on the ce rtificate by the
attending physician.
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WINONA'S FIRST 1 963 BABY
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WINONA MIDLAND STATION
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Our Gift to Winona 's First 1 965 Baby

"*^ A Sterling Silv er
v'Jf Feeding Spoon
^~r

y

practical gift th*r w ill
beconi t • family trtaiure.
A

Q) la ger (j ewe lry QJ lore
Third «nd Centmr

Miserable Weather
May Last Into '65

AJthough ¦
predicted heavy
snowfall failed to materialize, Winona today continued
to receive miserable weather
with all indications that similar conditions would extend into the New Year holidays.
Variable cloudiness Is predicted for tonight with the temperature dipping to between 8 and
15. Thursday , says the forecast ,

will be mostly fair with a high ter a mild beginning, colder
weather is expected over the
of 10-20.
Colder wi th snow is the out- weekend.
Rain , sleet, freezing drizzle
look for Friday.
and a little snow fell on WinoEVEN THE extended forecast, na in the past 24 hours with
which i n c l u d e d predictions the total moisture measuring
through Monday, indicates tem- .04 of an Inch .
peratures will average near
The hea vy snow , predicted for
normal daytime highs of 20-27 late Tuesday afternoon , got litand nighttime lows of 1-10. Af- tle further south in Minnesota
than the Twin Cities whelre
three inches were reported .
Winona 's temperatures opera ted in the narrow range from
a high of 33 to a low of 28. At
noon today the reading was 31.

City, School
Filings Close
On Monday

Filings for city offices close
Monday at 5 p.m., City Recorder John Carter said today.
To be elected are: Mayor , five
aldermen , city treasurer , municipal judge and special judge .
If a primary election is necessary, it will be Feb. 1. The
general election will be April
5.
To date, no three-way contest for any position has appeared, either in city administration or in the school district
election which is held simultaneA YEAR AGO the Winona
ishop Frederick W. Freking, high was 4 and the low -10 with ously. If three or more candidates file for the same position ,
former chancellor of the Winona two inches of snow on the a primary must be held.
ground
in
contrast
to
about
diocese, has been transferred
three inches today. All-time
from Salina , Kan., to La Crosse, high for Dec. 30 was 55 in 1875
tbe Vatican in Rome announced and the low -18 in 1946. Mean
today.
for the past 24 hours was 30.
A native of Heron Lake, Normal for this time of the winMinn., he was the Winona dio- ter is 17.
Highways and sidewalks recese's 13th priest to be named mained slippery from the freez a bishop at the time of his ap- ing rain which fell this mornpointment in 1957.
ing to early noon when traffic
Bishop Freking was born Aug. and a slight rise in tempera11, 1913, attended Heron Lake tures cut through the glare ice . One traffic charge was dispublic school and graduated - Morning motorists were* re- missed for lack of evidence and
from St. Mary's College in 1934 ported traveling partly on the another was continued to Jan.
with a bachelor of arts degree. shoulder of some blacktop high- 27 today in munici pal court in
From 1934 to 1939 he attended ways to secure better traction. the state's two cases against a
the North American College in
Trempealeau man.
CITY. COUNTY and state
Rome, where he was ordained
Richard A. Schmidt. 20, Trema priest May 31, 1939. He then : sanding trucks were active on pealeau , Wis., was refunded his
took a year of philosophy and street intersections , highway $30 bail on a charge of failure
four years of theology at the hills and o t h e r dangerous to yield the right of way Nov.
stretches of roadway.
G eorgia University, Rome.
27 at 4th and Huff streets (causMost n o r t h e r n Minnesota ing an accident). City ProsecutHe attended Catholic University of America , Washington , points reported snow overnight or James W. Soderberg moved
D. C, from 1945 to 1948 , re- while Rochester and other south- for dismissal of the charge on
ceiving a doctor's degree from eastern Minnesota stations had grounds of insufficien t evidence.
freezing rain and drizzle.
the school of canon law.
Schmidt is also charged with
International Falls had a low
One of his first assignments
making an improper left turn at
of
13,
was director ot Lourdes High
Bemidji 15 and Duluth
Dec.
School, Rochester. Later he was 22. At Rochester the low today 4th and Lafayette streets
) as lie
(causing
an
accident
17
pastor of St. John 's Church was 29 after a Tuesday high of
here, of Holy Cross, Dakota , St. 33. La Crosse posted figures of was on his vay to court to
Mary 's , Minneiska , Precious 29 and 33 for the same times- plead to the Nov . 27 charge beBlood Church, Lamoille, and St.
Minot , N.D., again was a cold fore Judge John D. McGill.
Schmidt's attorney . Dennis A.
Paul's, Minnesota City.
spot with -11.
Challeen , obtained a continuance
He was founding editor of
WISCONSIN, too, Is caught np of trial on this charge to Jan.
the Winona edition of Our Sunday Visitor , offi cial diocesan in a siege of dismal, cloudy but 27 at 9:30 a.m. in municipal
newspaper , now the Courier. He mild weather that gives every court. Both cases were to have
was secretary to the Most Rev . indication of continuing into the been tried today.
Leo Binz , apostolic administra- new year .
tor for the diocese, from 1948 Light freezing drizzle mixed
to 1949, auditor and secretary with snow was reported at Eau
of the tribunal , defensor Vin- Claire and Ashland today and
culi , member and secretary of freezing drizzle was falling at
the civil corporation of the dio- La Crosse. Light drizzle was recese, vice chancellor , then ported at Lone Rock.
Most of the state received
chancellor.
A setback variance to allow
In 1953 he went to Rome to some form of precipitation
serve as spiritual director at Tuesday and Tuesday night in construction of an office annex
the North American College.
the form of rain , snow , sleet , was granted in an uncontestfreezing rain and freezin g driz- ed hearing Tuesday night by
zle. Fog also occurred in many the Board of Zoning Appeals.
B urg lars Get Nothing areas.
Presenting t h e application
Eau Claire had .21 of an inch was the Winona Heat Treating
In Boat Club Building of precipitation , Park Falls .13 Co., represented by its president , Stanley Spooner , and atSheriff George Fort reported and Wausau .10.
The snow was confined gen- torney , Richard Darby.
today that the Minnesota City
The firm will build an addiBoat Club headquarters was erally to northern areas.
Temperature highs Tuesday- tion containing office , laborabroken into late Tuesday night ,
ranged from 43 at Beloit to 28 tory and lunch room space for
but nothing was taken .
the plant at 978 E. 4th St. DiThe sheriff is investigating a at Superior.
Early today the coldest olace mensions of the proposed anreport that a car was seen leaving the club premises Tuesday in Wisconsin was Eau Claire nex , to be situated on the south
with 15 degrees.
side of the present building, are
about 11:50 p.m. A patrol car
20 by 40 feet.
sent to the club about 1:30 a.m.
McALLEN, Tex., topped the
Legal setback requirements
today found the door unlocked, country Tuesday with 86 and
for buildings in this M-l (light
the clubhouse entered , but noth- Havre , Mont,, had the low of industrial)
district specify 25
ing missing.
25 below zero early today.
feet between front walls and
lot lines. The proposed annex
will be 20 feet from the 4th
Street curb and less than six
feet from the lot line. Some intervening space is taken up by
boulevard and sidewalk.
Spooner sain the variance was
requested because the proposed
location was the only practical
place for such an addition. No
objections were raised by nei ghboring property owners.
The addition will be built
early next year.

Bishop Freking Named
To La Crosse Diocese

Trempealeau
Man Freed
On One Charge

Bishop Freeing

Paternity Charge
Hearing Waived

A paternity charge w a s
made today in municipal court
against a Winona man who
waived preliminary hearing and
was bound over to District
Court.
Judge John D. McGill set bail
at $300 on Samuel Murray, 259
Mill St., who is charged with
fathering a daughter born Sept.
17.
Attorney Loren Torgerson represents Murray in . the case
which will be disposed of in District Court. Murray was attempting to raise the $300 bail
at n oon today.

Plainview Getting
Second Doctor

PLAJNVIEW , Minn. - Plainview anticipates having an additional doctor earl y in February.
Dr. Richard Castillo, Berkeley, Calif., and his wife were in
Plainview last weekend and
made arrangements for the
transfer. The office will be in
the Henry Kreofsky addition in
a home built for that purpose.
The family will live in a residence nearing completion in the
Hillcrest addition .
Dr. Castillo will be affiliated
with the Olmsted County Medical Group, Rochester , on a referral basis and in Plainview
will operate a diagnostic and
gene ral practice medical center.
The Plainview Area Improvement Corp., which has been trying some seven years to get
an additional dorlor here , will
assist Dr. Castillo in setting
up his practice.
The practitioner now is associated wit h another doctor at
fturbnnk , Calif. Mrs . Castillo is
a trained physiotherapist. They
have throe children , 7 , 5 and 2

Plainview to Hold
Joint Banquet
On January 20
PLAINVIRW , Minn . - T h e
Plainview Commercial C 1 u h ,
Junior Chamber of Commerce ,
and agriculture committee of
Plainvirw Knterpri se Development Corp. have set Jan. '20
as (he date for (heir annual
joint commun ity banquet . /
Highli ghts of Ihe bancjUet at
the school c;ifoteri«-*fc-7-?45 p.m.
will lie an award hy the Jaycecs
to a distinguished riliznn for
outst andin g service to the community ; a distinguished service
award lo a young man under
.% for valuable contributions.
and an outstandin g farm award
for achievement in area agriculture.
Area fanners will he guests
ot P lniiwiew husine ssmen , lr-ntorlalnincnt will Include a Polynesian dunce by Miss Minnesot a , narbnrii llasselberg, and
JI speech by H F. Herman of
Josten ' s , Owatonna manufacturers
HOUSTON I .I. I .ION DAN ( i:
HOUS TON. Minn. ( Special ) Arnet Sheldon American Legion
Post 4'X will sponsor a New
Year 's dance Thursday night.
Hill ' s Music Makers wil l play.
.ST. ,\1 WIY ' S MASS AT S
St Mary ' s Catholic Church
here will have an II n.m. Muss
New Veur 's Day in addition to
its r. ¦»:>, i> :-r> , !>: '.t» nnd II "• ¦roam I i:M '> P in Masse- . A New
Year ' s I'-ve Mass at St. Mary ' s
will he at » p.m.

Board Approves
Office Addition

DRrVLR ESCAPED DEATH . . . James O'Connor , 25,
rural Preston , was pinned under the loader of this tractor
when the wheels locked and it tipped. He escaped with injuries. ( Mrs . Irene Kiehne photo)

Tractor Pins Farmer;
He 's in Good Condition

PHKSTON . Minn. (Special ) - I milk hauler, hnd passed O'ConA 25-yenr-old Preston farmer I nor. Glancing into the rea r view
escaped with his life Monday mirror , he saw the tractor go
nflernnon when the wheels of ' over. He stopped an oncoming
Ihe tractor lie was dri ving lock- car. With Ihe aid of the truck ,
ed and it turned over , p inning I I hey were able to remove the
him beneath the snow bucket tractor from O'Connor . Ho was
rushed to the hosp ital by amlondcr.
bulancc.
!
O'Connor
James
is in good
condition
this morning , his | James and his brother , Patmother , Mrs. Paul O'Connor , rick , run the 295-acrc farm ownsaid. Ho received a cracked ed by their parents , who operpelvic hone and punctured blad- ate O'Connor 's Recreation Center at Preston. James , who will
der. He is a
he hospitalized for some time ,
patient nt St .
married Ann La Van of MazcpMary 's llor.pipa in November ] !X».'l.
lol , Rochester ,
¦
where he underwent s u r! Young Republicans
g e r y Monday
niRbt.
To Meet Monday at
He had been
Rushford Restaurant
it the home of
h i s brother ,
LANE SRORO , Minn. ( Special)
Patrick , w Ii o
—A steak dinner and a speaker
lives a short
will be featured fit a meeting
O'Connor
distance away,
of the Fillmore County Young
to get a wagon, He was on his llcpuhllcnn league at Golfvlcw
wwy home «t 2 p.m. when the Supper Club , Rushford , Monday
accident. occurred just at the at 8 p.m ., Phili p Abrohainson ,
drivewiiv of the O'Connor farm Lanesboro , county chairman ,
nine miles southwest of Pi cs- said. Martin Kellog . St . Paul ,
ton.
j state Young Republicans chalrKenneth Ristau. a Preston i man , will talk .

New Charges
A gainst Trucker
To Be Drawn
Two charges against trucker
Jack Mnus , RolIinR stone , were
dismissed today in municipal
court .
However , formal complaints
will be drawn up bv Assistant
County Attorney Richard H.
Darby to avoid the technical objection to the dismissed charges raised today by Mnus ' attorney, William A. Lindquist .
Maus will be charged with
driving a truck—Dec. 13 at 3
p.m. on U .S. 1 4—that was four
feet longer th nn the legal limit and had the wronR gross
weight .stenciled on it.
The dismissed charges accused Mnus of driving a rig
four feet longer than allowed
and having a gross weight of
7,1,000 pounds stenciled on his
truck when it wns only registered al 17.000 pounds.
Darby will have the formal
romnlnints dr»wn up, restraining the charges.
The Rollings! one man pleaded
guilt y in munici p al court Tuesday to a charge of drivin g a
truck that wns loaded 42,720
pounds over the limit at the
snme time and place
¦
HOUSTO N PATIENTS
HOUSTON. Minn . (Special) ~
The Rev. J. D. Drake of Loon
ey Valley Lutheran (Mun ch ban
surgery at Lutheran Hospital ,
La Crosse, Monday morning.
Mrs. I« . II. Hriggs hud surgery
Saturday for a ruptured appendix at St . Mary 's Hospital ,
Rochester.

Chamber Names Four Directors

Four new directors of the Winona Chamber of Commerce
have been elected in mail balloting that ended Tuesday afternoon .
Named to three-year terms
are Harold S. Streater, Dr. W.
O. Finkelnburg, Keith Schwab
and Myron Findlay. They will
take office at the chamber 's
annual meeting, to be conducted
some time in January.
The new directors will succeed George Robertson Jr., Dr.
Roger Hartwich, Royal G.
Them and John Glenn .
Officers of the chamber will
be selected by the board later
this week . They, too , will take
office at the annual meeting.
STREATER, who has practiced law here since 1941, is
currently a member of the firm
of Streater , Murphy & Brosnahan . A member of the Board
of Fire and Police Commissioners, he was city attorney from
1950 to 1960 and has also been
Winona
County
Republican
chairman and president of the
YMCA, He has been a chamber director in the past.
A graduate of Winona Senior
High School, he received his
bachelor 's degree from Dartmouth College, Hanover , N.H.,
and his doctor of laws degree
from the University of Michigan. He and his family live at
275 Wilson St.
DR. FINKELNBURG, a new
member of the Winona Housing
and Redevelopment Authority,
lives with his family at 328
W. 5th St.
He is a graduate of Winona
Senior High School and the University of Minnesota medical
school , and he served 38 months
as an Army physician during
World War II , much of it in the
Pacific theater.

Since setting up his practice
here in 1950, he has been active
in Kiwanis Club, the Winon a
County Medical Society and the
Red Cross blood program .
He is a member of the American Medical Association,
American College of Surgeons,
Minnesota Surgical Society and
the American Legion. He is a
past president of the Southern
Minnesota Medical Association .
Dr. Finkelnburg has been a
state director of the American
Cancer Society the last 10
years. He is state chairman of
its committee on tumor regis
tries and tumor boards and is
a member of its research division .
SCHWAB, who lives with his
family at 1078 W. Broadway,
is a partner in P. Earl Schwab
Co., a contractin g firm. A Winona native, he was graduated
from
Winona Senior High
School and attended Hamlin*
University, St. Paul.
He is a member of Central
Methodist Church .
FINDLAY has been assistant
manager of the Warner &
Swasey Co. Badger Division
here since 1957. Before that , he
was with Warner & Swasey in
Cleveland since being graduated
from Brown University, Providence, R.I., in 1936. He is a
Massachusetts native.
Currently a member of the
YWCA board of trustees and
the Botary Club, Findlay has
served as secretary of the Rotary, president of the Winon a
Community Chest and of the
Winona chapter of the Minnesota Association for Retarded
Children and vice chairman of
the Boy Scouts' Sugar Loaf district.
He and his family live at
1620 Edgewood Rd .

Harold S. Streater

Dr. W. O. Flnkelnborg

Keith Schwab
(Edstrom Studio )

Myron Flndlaj

Root River High Saturday Holiday
New Liner to
Schools to Hear For Some Workers Replace Queen
offices and al- Saturday, giving city employes
Cigarette Talks mostGovernmental
Mary Planned
all businesses will be a long holiday weekend.

SPRIN G GROVE , Minn. — closed New Year's Day, but
Students of the seven schools in most will maintain their regular
the Root River athletic conference will be told the perils hours Saturday.
of cigarette smoking at a se- In general , that means that
ries of assemblies scheduled businesses or offices usually
open Saturdays will be open ,
Jan. 20.
Arrangements for the educa- and offices that are closed Sational program were announced turdays will be closed.
by Dr. V. A. Homuth , superin- State and federal offices will
tendent of Spring Grove High close at the end of the business
School and chairman of the day Thursday and remained
project. Fillmore and Houston closed all weekend. County ofcounty units of the American fices , however, will be open
Cancer Society are cooperating. until noon Saturday.
The opening assembly will be The exception is city offices ,
at 10:15 a.m. at Rushford High, usually open Saturday mornPeterson and Houston schools ings. They will be closed this
invited, The subsequent sessions
will be at 12:45 p.m . at Mabel
High for students there and Smarf Women Just
Canton , and 2 :30 p.m. at Spring
Grove, also for Caledonia stu- Wear Nothing Else
dents.
TRUMANN , Ark. (AP) - Ken
Dr. Donn Mosser, radiation LaGrone, editor of the Trumann
therapist at Northwestern Hos- Democra t , reports this sign in s
pital , Minneapolis, will speak at shop window here:
each program and to Parent- "Our lingerie is the finest.
Teacher Association members Smart women wear nothing
of the two counties the same else."
evening at 8. He has been active in the cancer society 's WOMAN AT "VATICAN
WASHINGTON W) — The first
smoking and health program
American
lay woman named as
addressseveral years and has
ed thousands of Minnesota stu- auditor at the Second Vatican
dents on the subject. He will Council is Mrs. Joseph McCarparticipate in a workshop for thy of San Francisco, president
health education te achers at of the National Council of CathHolmes Elementary School, Ro- olic Women , with headquarters
here.
chester , Jan. 21.

Girl's Leg Broken
In 2-Car Collision

A 7-year-old girl had her leg
broken , a driver went to the
hospital with minor injuries and
more than $1,000 damage resulted from six traffic accidents
Tuesday in Winona.
Jane Glubka , 7, 317 Franklin
St., has her right leg in traction today at Community Memorial Hospital after it was fractured in an accident at Sarnia
and Franklin streets at 5:04
p.m.
Carol A. Czaplewski , 25, 978
Gilmore Ave., was driving west
on Sarnia Street when she hit
the Glubka girl running north
across Sarnia at the west side
of the intersection.
The Czaplewski veh icle strurk
the girl with its left front
fender and traveled 20 feet before stopping. Patrolmen .fames
L . Bronk and William A. King
investigated.

ROBERT V , .lodge , IR , 59" i
E. Sanborn St ., was drivin g
north on Franklin SI rcet about
2:35 p.m . when he ran into a
li ght pole on the east side of
the street across from 31(1
Franklin St . Judge was taken
to the hospital with cuts, but
his injuries proved to be minor.
More than $200 damage wns
done to the front nf Judge 's
car. The accident was investigated h y Patrolman Willis II.
Wogan.
A collision at Main and How
nrd streets at 12:20 p.m. caused
more than $:i(W damage to two
cars.
Wilmer L, Lnrson , 11.70 Monroe St., was driving north on
Main Street , and Carol J. Ziefiler. 22, La Crosse , WAS driving
east on Howard SI reet when the
collision occurred , Mrs. Ziegler
said that Khe stopped for a stop
sign liut saw no one, then proceeded across Main Street .
Patrolman Robert A. Theis

measured 57 feet of slide marks
from the wheels of Larson's
car. More than $100 damage
was done to its front , and more
than $200 damage to the right
side of the Ziegler car.

MRS. ROBERT Seliuclcr , 765
Lake Blvd., had stopped her car
about 1:50 p.m. behind a city
bus at the railroad crossing at
406 E. 3rd St., when a collision occurred with a car going
the same direction , which was
um'ble to stop in time .
The second car slid into the
Schueler vehicle at an angle ,
doing $290 du mage to Its right
side. The Schueler vehicle received more than $1)0 damage
to its left rear. Patrolman Willis II. Wogan investigated. The
second car was driven by Alice
.1. Kronehusch , II) , Altura , Minn.
A RKAR -F ,NI> collision on 5th
Street , 75 feet west of Huff
Street , nt 2 p.m., caused more
than $150 damage to the two
cars involved.
More than 4100 damage wns
done to Ihe front of a car driven
hy Mrs . Hevcrly A. Bucgfl , 1740
Kraern er Drive , and morn than
$50 damage to the rear of a
car driven hy Harold L. Tungesvik , 22 . 522 Hint field St. Both
ours wore ho ruled west on 5th
Street .
Another kind of rear-end collision c aiiRod ni<or« than $100 damage to one car at 10 :.'lfl n.m.
on Kwin R Street , 75 foot .south
of r»lh Street,
Tho in IIN J . Iiiesnnz , 10. lift
W. Wabasha St ., WHS hacking
out of n driveway east across
KwiiiK Sh eet when lie- bucked
into ix parked ear at Ihe east
curb of Ihe street .
Diuriag o wics to Ihe left rear
floor of JI car belonging tn Carco, In<\ . Mimir-ni iolifl. Patrolman
Robert A. Theis Invest igated.

The post office will be closed
Friday. Only special delivery
service will be provided. Regular hours and delivery service
will be maintained Saturday,
however. Window service will
end at noon .
The Winona Public Library
will close at 5 p.m. Thursday
and will remain closed New
Year ' s Day. It will be open
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. Saturday.
Almost all Winona business
firms will close at their regular
times Thursday , remain closed
New Year 's Day and open, as
usual , Saturday.

Bulletproof
Shield for
Inaugura l
WASHINGTON (AP) - Taking a tip from J. Edgar Hoover ,
the Secret Service has ordered a
shield of bulletproof glass for
President Johnson when he
views the inaugural parade Jan .
20.
And officials are considering
a similar precaution on the inauguration platform at the U.S.
Capitol.
The Warren Commission that
investigated the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy
asked FBI Director Hoover his
recommendations for improving
presidential protection .

Milwaukee Firemen
Win 56-Hour Week
MILWAUKEE W-Milwaukee
firemen won a six-year fight
Tuesday when t h e Common
Council approved a reduction in
their work week from 63 to 5S
hours , effective next May 1.
The cut in the work week will
require the recruitmen t and
training of 50 new firemen.
¦
AIR CLEANER STOLEN
Roland Hanson , 605 E. Mark
St., reported the theft Monday
night of a chrome nir-clenner
from his 1905 sedan. Hanson
tol d police that the theft probably occurred while his car was
narked in the Y/estgate p:\rkinj !
lot that night. He reported Ihe
theft Tuesday at 8: in p.m . Value
of the cleaner is $15.

LONDON (AP) - John Brown
& Co., the Glasgow shipyard
which built the Queen Elizabeth
and the Queen Mary, today received the contract for building
a new ship for the Atlantic run.
The contract for the new 53,000-ton liner was signed by Sir
John Brocklebank , chairman of
the Cumard Steamship Co., and
Lord Aberconway, chairman of
John Brown.
The cost is estimated at $54.4
million.
The keel will be laid in midsummer.
j The new ship—code named Qr
until its 1968 launching—will be
lighter compared with the 83,S73-tor» Queen Mary, which it ii
to replace .
Modern materials and building methods mean it will equal
the Mary 's 2.000- passenger capacity . It is planned to make the
Southampton-Ne w York run in
4 1, 2 days , relying on luxury appeal and elaborate recreation
facilities to attract passengers
from the airlines ,
a

Injured Lewiston
Woman Hospitalized

LEWISTON , Minn . (Special)
—Mrs. fothur Radat2 , injured
Sunday in a collision on the east
outskirts of Lewiston, was taken
to St. Mary 's Hospital , Roches*
ter , Monday ,
X-rays at the St. Charles Medical CVnter showed a broken
bone in the right knee, and
surgery was scheduled.
Stewart Cunningham , admitted to St. Mary 's several days
ago, is much improved and may
be discharged the latter part
of this week . Mrs . Marvin
Sackreiter is convalescing at
home following major surgery
there.
¦

Barry to Have
Surgery on Back

PHO KNIX , An/. , ( A P ) ~ Sen.
Barry (ioldwater will enter a
Washin gton hospital next week
for bock surgery.
His hack ailment was difct loscd publicly in January 10M
when ( ioldwater noted that his
physician , \1v . .land Tvavdl ,
had bcon chosen a.s trie official
While I louse doctor hy the lat e
President John I*". Kennedy .
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By Jimmie Hallo

They'll Do It Every Time

U.N. Out to
Wind Up '64
Session Today

Nohobjective Oil
Collage Show Set

High School Art

Phillips here, the painter got his
4it rt from two local teachers,
Carol Kinley ' and Mrs. Warren
Richards , who encouraged him
and allowed him to devote study
lull hours to painting in an improvised studio at school.
He received a scholarship to
Layton School of Art , Milwaukee, received his degree from
the University of Wisconsin ,
studied in Paris on two Fulbrlght scholarships and had other fellowships and grants in this
country.
In recent years he has
taught in Greece and Italy, and
new is in London doing graphic
art for a magazine.
The art club is trying to raise
money for its gallery. Student
art also is on display.

UNITED NATIONS , N.Y.
(AP) - The U.N. General AsStudents Start
sembly makes another attempt
Own Gallery
today to finish its 1964 business
without a showdown over the
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
—Senior high school art students
Soviet Union 's assembly vote.
here are starting their own galAssembly President Alex
lery of originals with a paintA
group
of
nonobjective
oil
is
currently
of
Women
Artist*
called
Quaison-Sackey of Ghana
ing by James Phillips, alumnus
chief delegates to his office this collages by Yetta Bornstein will showing representative works by of Black River Falls school.
Mrs.
Bornstein
in
its
European
morning for a second informal be exhibited in the little gallery and South American traveling The club bought the painting
at a show of Phillips' work at
poll which he hoped would give of the College of Saint Teresa exhibitions.
Jackson
County Bank in Septemfrom
Jan.
5
through
24.
Jordan or Mali a two-thirds maThe
show
is
open
to
the
pub-A
mate
to the large pastel Mrs. Olson Named
ber.
The
show
ts
sent
out
under
the
jority for a seat on the Security
lic daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. drawing was donated to the
Council starting New Year 's auspices of the Old Bergen Art All works in the show may be school by Dr. John Krohn , for- HOUSTON , Minn.-Mrs. HazGuild , Bayonne , N.J. Earl Pot- : purchased . Entrance to the gal- mer classmate and a friend of el Olson has been named HousDay.
ton County chairman of the
vin of the Saint Teresa art de- lery is on the Broadway side of Phillips.
In one such informal poll partment
Saint Teresa Hall.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl March of Dimes.
is
responsible
for
arTuesday the assembly members ranging the exhibit.
gave Malaysia 80 votes, the
Netherlands 91 and Uruguay 92 MRS. BORNSTEIN. a Norfolk.
for the other three council seats Va., former portrait painter, has
that became vacant Jan. 1. At been painting non-objectives
an assembly session afterward , with a suggestion of subject
Quaison-Sackey declared thern matter both figurative and othelected by general consent.
erwise. In this oil collage exhiOn this informal poll Jordan bition her technical devices ingot 70 votes and Mali 50. Mali clude combinations of different
refused to withdraw unless one papers .
of the two got the two-thirds Twice within a five-month
majority required for election period , Mrs. Bornstein has
OSSEO, Wis. - Public Servon a formal vote. Apparently amassed paintings for two travice Commission action Tuesday
some of the 112 assembly mem- eling exhibitions. This was acresolved a long struggle to terbers polled cast ballots for both complished in addition to her
minate dual telephone service
Jordan and Mali.
regular activities , which include
in the Trempealeau County
keeping
house for her husband
Quaison-Sacl;ey
a n d Secrecommunity of Osseo.
and
two
teen-age daughters ,
By KARL WILSON
tary-General U Thant awaite d
The commission authorized
NEW YORK — Edie Adams and her husband Marty Mills Soviet acceptance of a U.S.-ap- teaching children 's art classes
General Telephone Co. to buy will attend the Inaugural festivities in Edie's chic 1953 Mullinerat the Hebrew Academy and
Beef River Valley Telephone Co. body Rolls-Royce which is all white — except for the black fend- proved plan to recess the as- Jewish Community Center , givsembly late today, seek volunfor $106,000.
ers. It is ri ght-hand drive , with four speeds, and is usually driv- tary
financial contributions ing local demonstrations and
In October the firms , filed a en by a chauffeuT who has gone to school two years to master it. irom
members and resume the painting for exhibitions and galjoint application with the comThe Queen of England — and hardly anybody else — has a assembly Jan. 11 without rais- leries.
SUPPER CLUB
mission asking that General be Rolls like it. The late Ernie Kovacs found that it stopped traffic ing the Soviet vote question .
Her previous show comprised
TJW3W
given permission to buy facili- in England , where Rolls-Royces
21
watercolors
and
is
booked
for
Thant proposed . to appeal at
ties of the Beef River firm.
are not unusual. Edie will take said. "He's had his beard 6 an afternoon session to all two years in colleges and muGeneral is the state's second it out of storage in New York years — I' ve had mine 25." members , "without prejudice tc seums.
largest telephone company and to drive to Washington Sunday,
their previous positions on the She recently won the top
RICHARD Burton may play question of finances ," to bring award in the 17th Tidewater
Beef River is locally owned.
Jan. 17. She suspects that the
For more than half a century magnificence of her car "will , "Macbeth" on the screen, with the financial situation of the Artists museum annual exhibithe community and surr ounding perhaps, for the first time, make Liz Taylor doing Lady Mac- organization to solvency by vol- tion with her oil collage, "Sidewalk Troubadour. "
area has been served by two some of the visiting Texans feel beth. They're discussing it with untary contributions.
Martin Itansohoff . . . "Status- He also proposed to have the In recent years, Mrs. Borncompanies. For more than two inferior. "
years the commission has been Mitch and Skitch : A fan saw lowering devices" are dreamed assembly authorize him tc stein 's work has been exhibi ted
pressing its policy that there Mitch Miller and , due to his up by Producer Max Youngstein spend money for U.N. purposes in National Juried shows in New
should be one firm providing ¦ bead , thought he was Skitch in his spare time. Seeing some in 1965 at the 1964 budgetary York and across the country.
service. The dual arrangement i Henderson and addressed him star get out of a tremendously- level "pending decisions to be THE NATIONAL Association
expensive new car , he says, taken at the resumed session "
was the only one of its kind ! as Skitch .
operating in the state.
i "Now that isn 't fair ," Mitch "Why did you buy such a cheap on a new budget.
I •"'il ¦
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model?" . . . CBS is anxious to
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Lanesboro Paintings
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put Marty Allen and Steve Ros- Quaison-Sackey t h e n would
proposals LANESBORO, Minn. - PaintThant' s
si on TV immediately after see- declare
lF3"" j r L J J • ENDS TONITE •
ing their "Hello, Dere" pilot in adopted withou t obj ection ; call ings in oils and water colors by
CHARLIE"
05
which Marty plays three parts , for consultations on the Soviet- Norman Waage , formerly of
I^J W k \ ImA "GOODBYE
but they prefer to start next fall. U.S. assessments dispute during rural Lanesboro, are on display
(t^jL-JLeAjaJLmJ 7:00-9 : • 25<-65*-«5t
Allen & Rossi portray employes the recess, and announce that at Johnson 's furniture store
This is the perfect time to come up and see th ose fine
of a small TV station called the assembly would "proceed here. They picture local scenery .
I KW AK . . . The trend now is with its business" on Jan . 11. I Waage moved to Rochester
TONITE ONLY AT 11:30 P.M,
last
folks at- Wally's because starting Monday, January 4th,
for the "mature" glamour gals The two statements were de- ; year.
for
groundwork
signed
to
lay
the
to grab off the younger guys,
the dining room will be closed for the annual vacation
Mamie Van Daren 's new one, settling the Soviet-U.S. dispute I SINGS WITH CHORUS
singer Johnny Rivers, at the over Article 19 of the U.N. I ARCADIA , Wis. — A former
until January 27. Make it a double-barrel celebration
Hollywood Whisky Au Go Go, I Charter , which says any mem- Arcadia
girl
sang
with
the
for you and for us!
ber two years behind in assessis all of 22.
, Kan., city chorus when
ments "shall have no vote" in Wichita
it gave its 20th annual presentaIT'S REFKRSMNG to find an the assembly.
tion of "the Messiah" at a preactress
who
isn
't
bored
yet
by
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ler,
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building
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a
strange
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City,
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Cal.,
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me
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in
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the Wichita Symphony Orches"Beach Blanket Bingo," asked how well I do the dishes ."
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tra. Mrs. Micek is the former
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:
me,
"Would
you
like
to
see
my
REMEMBERED
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FOUNTAIN CITY , WIS.
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Sally
Gautsch , daughter of Mr.
fan
letter?"
I
would
"I
Tallulah
Bankhead
said
it:
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It
was
ADMISSION
PASSES , GIFT
CHA - HCE
CMA.NC
S TO
TO SES
SEE
TICKETS
,
GOLDEN
1
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
Gautsch.
J
from a guy in Phoenix who know the greatest complimen t
THE TEEN EVENT
AOI NOT HONORED
J ] 25
doesn't spell very well, but he one human being can pay anoth•
I
OF THE YEAR I
thought , from seeing her pic- er is to tell her the truth . But
ture in Look , that she was ador- dahling, I simply loathe flatable.
tery!"
"Is this your first fan letter?"
EARL'S PEARLS : Football's
I asked Patii.
becoming a branch of show
"Oh no," she answered ," — business. Now they toss a coin
"it' s my eighth!"
to see which team 'll kick off
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H : facing the camera.
Traffic Commissioner Barnes , Jackie Clark tells of the Inbuying traffic lights , got a very dian who wandered into a dis¦M ^HHfflHH*79e^e\
low hid. "And no wonder , " says cotheque and watched the dancLionel Hampton , "—they have ers do the Twist , the Frug and
only one color. "
Watusi . "No good , " he grunted ,
WISH I'D SAID THAT : A lo- "—they never get rain that
cal fellow tells us his wife has wav. " . . . That' s earl, brother.
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DEAR ABBY:

Increase in
Badger Traffic
Patrol Asked

Husband Still
Sucks Thumb
By ABIGAIL \AN BUREN

AR BB
l know this is «oin
h..» r~ asuham \t0
* ^ sound ridiculous,
,afik ^y"116 else- How can I break my
uZvL A ,

husband of sucking
^ his thumb? When he sleeps , reads the
newspaper or settles down to watch TV , he sucks his left
thum b ] know he Isn 't aware of it because when I tell him
to quit it he a always shocked to find his thumb in his
moutn. we have two small children who also suck their
thumbs when they 're tired , and it is so hard to break them
or it when they see their father doing it. Is it hereditary?
It s such an unmanly habit for a 34-year-old man. It's caused
many fights between us. Can you help me?
SUCKER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: A psychiatrist would probably tell you
that your husband is longing for the security of his baby
days. ( They call it "regression.") It isn't hereditary.
Children are imitative , which is partly the reason your
children suck their thumbs. Granted, it's not "manly, "
but it' s not worth fighting about , so if it irritates him to
be reminded — skip it.

DEAR ABBY: I recently visited my
sister , who lives in another state. She is
married to a quiet , well-to-do man . They
have a 16-year-old daughter. I didn't realize
how much tension my sister was living under until I stayed there. He is a dictator
and no one dares to disagree with him on
anything. My sister has no car and if, she
isn 't home when he calls, he comes home,
waits for her and makes her account for
every minute . He handles ail the money.
ABBV
She never sees a red cent. Everything is
charged and he pays the bills. The daughter isn 't allowed to
date or to accept a phone call from a boy. At dinner he demands that the daughter • finish every speck on her plate,
so the child has to choke it down with tears running down
her cheeks. My sister sits there trembling, afraid to say
a word. Once she tried to take her daughter's part against
him and he slapped her from one end of the kitchen to the
other. Now I know why people kill each other. Is there
something I can do , legally, to relieve the situation?
CONCERNED

7th Dead in
Iowa Accident Oshkosh Girl

Everett Gerald Horner of Des
Moines. The truck driver . Lester Stafford , 5fl, of Versailles,
Mo., was not injured.
¦

WATERLOO, Iowa (AP ) —
Iowa 's worst traffic accident of
the year claimed its seventh
life Tuesday and sent the state 's
highway toll for 1964 to 844 , or
116 more than ever before.
James Kendall , 5, of DenveT ,
Colo., died in a hospital of injuries suffered in a car - truck
crash that claimed the lives cf
his paren ts, grandparents and a
brother and a sister Monday.
Killed were the boy 's father ,
William E. Kendall , 32; mother
Mary Lou, 32; brother , William
Jr., 9; sister, Sarah , 9 months;
and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

MADISON, Wis. 'Jf t-A number of private and government
agencies recommended Tuesday that an increase in the
State Traffic-Patrol be given
top priority in a legislative
package to strengthen Wisconsin 's highway safety program.
The Wisconsin Council of
Safety made the patrol increase
the first suggestion in a list of
proposals presented to the Legislative Council's highway safety committee.
William Red mond of Wausau,
president of the council's traffic safety division , said the 250>
member patrol is not able to
adequately enforce rules of the
road in the face of mounting
pressure on Wisconsin 's highway system.

Redmond said Wisconsin citizens must stand ready to spend
more money for accident prebottoms near Trem pealeau , Wis. This is the
PROUD HUNTER . . . Peter , Jerowski ,
vention and be willing to accept
new controls on their driving i 315 E. 2nd .St., proudly displays this 12011th deer Jerowski has taken with a bow
privileges.
and arrow. (Daily News photo )
pound doe he killed with a bow and arrow"A $10 million program for
Tuesday morning while hunting in tbe river
accident prevention if conducted
by the state would cost each of
us $2.44—and where can you
get cheaper accident insurance," Redmond said.
The council also called for
mandatory driver education for
lights are turned on until
not dampened much by the alSunny California
applicants 18 years and young- j
well
past midnight.
most
continuous
rain
although
er, and the transfer of youthful i CALABASAS, Calif. — "Unusit
kept
saddle
horses
in
the
ual"
is
the
word
natives
out
accident cases from juvenile to
Biblical scenes, often with livhere in the foothills use freely hoof-high mud of the corrals.
traffic courts.
,
to characterize the weather. We The youngsters of the neighbor- ing actors cover whole front
Stuart B. Wrfeht. general man- i have been here nearly a week hood got out for carols on horse- lawns, with special stage-lLke
ager of the Wisconsin division ! and are still waiting for the first back on Christmas Eve , riding lighting. Christmas music, soft
of the American Automobile As- 1 day of sunshine. Heavy fog or the trails from ranch to ranch but clear, prevails. It's an enDEAR CONCERNED : You can 't — but your sister can
sociaticn , said his agency also : low hanging clouds prevail. on a sort of trick or treat pro- chanted ChristmaslandL
if she wants to prefer charges against him. I doubt that
favored an immediate increase ! Downtown it is smog.
gram.
she will, however , because a woman who puts up with
New Year '8 "Reminders
in the size of the State Patrol, j
the cruel and inhuman treatment is as "sick" as tht husAnother
«vent
that
was
M
ost New Year 's resolutions
"Today 's traffic volumes , par- J
band -who dishes it out. The most tragic victim is the
It h all due to the storm
the
downnot
dampened
by
will
be forgotten by the time tlie
ticularly
on
the
interstate
sysdaughter , who must be subjected to such a brutish tycenter lodged against the
pour of water was the open j final gun sounds on the last
tem, call for additional state
rant. Try to persuade your sister to improve her situacoast that has resulted in a
house cocktail party. There
patrol manpower to provide
tion or extricate herself and her daughter from it. But
j bow l game Jan . 1.
"once in a thousand years "
have been at least two nearThe ephemeral nature of resmore
patrolling
and
prompt
as't
he
surprised
if
she
doesn't.
don
storm that has put a large
by each d&y since our arolutions
is universal — we make
sistance to stranded motorarea of the coastal states in
rival and if you do not at, but reall y don't intend to
I
'em
DEAR ABBY : I would like to offer a solution to INADEists," Wright said.
a federally proclaimed distend you are immediately
QUATE MOM. I am a 16-year-old high school junior. After
keep 'em. Where fishing is conAssemblyman James Azim ,
aster
area , with destructive
labe led "a stuck-up Eastcerned, resolutions are seldom
dinner , 1 am expected to help with the dishes and then get
R-Moscoda , chairman of the
floods,
unusual
heavy
rainerner."
my homework done. There is no television until ALL my
needed . . . "common sense retraffic safety committee, said
fall , and some loss of life .
homework is finished. If a "B" average is not maintained ,
! minders " are more appropriate.
Gov.-elect Warren P. Knowles
Fog
has
played
havoc
with
I can 't watch TV until after the next report cards come out.
had directed him to offer speSouthern California , the Los plane transportation in and out
Along these lines, -we pass
Phone conversations are limited to fi"ve minutes. (A timer
cific legislation to the 1965 leg- Angeles dailies declare , is out- of International Airport. The fog j
I
have
reminder.)
kitchen
is
the
which Mother uses in the
on
a list of "reminders"
islative session.
side the real storm area. It that Lingers from early after- J which — when observed —
a 10 o'clock bedtime. If my hair isn 't washed and rolled by
I
Azim noted that Wisconsin 's wrought its destructiveness up noon to noon the following day I will stand anglers in good
that time , it's too bad. I have to go to bed anyway . I must
record highway death toll now the coast of Northern Califor- has bLacked-out this biggest air- j stead all year long.
be at school by 8:20 a.m. so I get up at 6:45, which gives me
nia , Oregon and Washington. It port on the Coast half of the
stands at 1,050.
plenty of time to decide what to wear, dress, eat a good
—Fishing is fun , net work .
breakfast , fix rny hair, put on my m ake-up and straighten
"There is only one course of will be a month before U.S. time, flights have set down inRelax.
my room before leaving for school.
action open for Wisconsin if we Highway 101 will be travelable land as much as 100 miles
—Respect property rights .
KATTTY K. IN AMARILLO
are to turn back the trend to- again. This is the main north away.
Ask permission .
ward higher and higher accident and south route along the coast.
—Observe safety rules.
Fortunately, the day we
DEAR KATHY : Good for you . You're organized.
tolls," be said. "We must step
Hooks
are for fish, not men.
arrived oar pilot found a
And it sounds so easy when you write it.
D e s p i t e the unusual '
up the counter attack."
—Be courteous to other
hole
in
the
clouds
and
came
weather and t h e muddy
————
————
———•—— *—
—mmm—mmm—
————— *—————
Azim said his committee
anglers. Most respond in
——mmmm—
in for a good landing. Ten
track , there were 60,000
could consider tougher penalk ind.
minutes later the port was
racing fans at the opening
ties foT speeding, more effective
—Report law violators.
closed. Th« freeways also
of the Santa Anita racing
coordination among state and
That' s your fish and game
fog-br»und with great
are
season S a t u r d a y . The
county traffic patrols, and a
they're swiping,
traffic jams . Radio and telparking lots were a mass of
crack down on drunken drivers.
—Take the kids along.
evision stations tell the mosticky mud. A great day for
Fishin 's good education.
torists
lo
get
off
and
staj
wet track horses.
—Care for equipment . It's
off if they want to make
cleaper in the long run .
time.
The trait of Old Spain that
—C o n s u m e what you
makes a California Christmas a
The rain doesn't seem to have
catch. Or release 'em.
bit gayer than elsewhere was dampened the wild Christmas
—A v o i d
litterbugging.
decorating that takes place in
F ish don 't thrive on empty
the Los Angeles area. Nearly
beer cans.
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Speevery residence is bedecked
—Study up on the sport.
cial) — The traveling trophy for
with colored lights and pine
Old
dogs can learn new
the best overall decoration in
greenery.
tricks
.
the La Crescent Chamber of
—Go, fishing more often.
Commerce sponsored Christmas
Candlestick Lane, one of
decoration contest was awarded
the Christmastime showSure, most of these ideas are
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gasper.
of
the
area
,
covering
places
hat. " But if they serve to
"old
ELE"VA, Wis. (Special ) Chamber plaques for the best
several blocks of elaboratejog your memory and guide
window display went to Mr. and Winners in the first Christmas
ly and unusual decorated
your actions when the occasion
Mrs. Carsten Christenson and lighting contest sponsored by the
hom.es, is a bigper drawing
arises , they 're worth stating at
for the best li ghting to Mr. and Eleva Women 's Civic Club
event than ever . A steady
the
beginning of the year and
Mrs. Ed Wagner. Special men- were : General category — Gorline
of
cars
moves
through
repeating
all season long.
tion for light ing was awarded don Semingson, first , $10, and
the
area
from
the
time
the
\Ve
agree.
lo Mr. and Mrs. John Stejskal , Ihe Perry Kolve home, second ,
and overall special mention to $15; Religious — Obert HalverMr. and, Mrs. H. M. Mc Laird , son , first , $10, and Daniel Van
Rt. 1, and Donald Schumacher . Pelt , $5.
The Raymond Lebakken home
Members of Ihe La Crescent
Home and Garden Club were and the Rodney Higley home
judges . They gave honorable were given honorable mention.
FREE
Judges , members of the Eau
mention to Lloyd Tessmer for a
^ -Sf
Hats , Horni,
m^P^I
silhouelte on a fiber glass ga- Claire Art League , were Mrs.
^
^ ^p
| |p
rage door and to Ihe Rileys for Jeanette Tornowske , president ,
their rep lica of the Mexican and Mrs . Harriet Kunce and
custom of placing illuminated Mrs. Llewellyn Higlev .
candles in brown paper bags to
light the way for the Christ
Child. The club also commend- German Girl Dies
ed 3rd Slreet North as the mo.st After Operation
decorative street.
ROCHESTER , Minn. (AP)-A
German girl died in a hospital
Lonel y Boys Camp
Tuesday less than 24 hours
b
Entarfctinment
y
after completion of a comj
!
Residents
Remembered
[
plicated heart operation.
\ With Gift s , Outings
Corduln Seilz of Frankfurt ,
I'^L
F<J
• GALA CELEBRATION _
FAfil
who
would hnve been 9 on Jan.
' BLACK RIVER
*¦««•¦»> •»
FALLS , Wis. 19, succumbed at 2:10 p.m.
TOMORROW NIGHT • m m Vj k
Jr<W
j
— Local and area business
No autopsy had been performplaces , organizations and indi- ed to determ ine the cause of
viduals saw that residents of death , hut attendants said the
the slate Boys Camp near here child Imd great strain following
¦MBBJHBVJBBKHBBHBBMBI
who d idn ' t leave for Christmas the lengthy heart surgery.
i were remembered for the holiMayo Clinic surgeons who
day.
performed the open heart surWithout the help o( outsiders , gery Monday said they found a
some boys who had earned n very complex condition inside
furlough would have had to stay the heart.
'*)
Mu iic By the
at camp for lack of funds , Otht'oith ila had arrived here 10
___
\$£k> MI:MBI -. RS
Deliver y any pl»c» In town on Haw Vmar 't B\a for order*
ers would have received no pifl s days ago , accompanied by her
ord»r»
in
«arly
to
Plmse
call
mora.
*»tur»
of J4.C0 and
hecnu.se tln\v either have no mot her , Klsa.
gtMlrifl tham on <lm«. W« will b* Apart till 2 a.m. N»w
home or because their parents
Fifteen months earlier , CorYear ' s Eve . Plan your party around Chicken and w«
didn
't
bother
tn
send
them
nnyriula
underwent prelim inary surFrench
,
baktd
Via
also
have
salads
It,
t>*ant,
will del iver
tilin g . Some -w ho have parents gery. ' Doctors connected two
fries , onion rinqi , tater tot» , pi«a, b»r-b-q'i, Coney Itland*
didn 't even receive a Christmas arteries in that operation.
and all ua food,
card from home.
.So they received homnmnde
NOON IUNCHEON SPECIAL
—
cookies
and candies from womMonday through Saturday
en 's groups; trips to the movies; free lotio((nnninp , downtown lungers nnd mnlt y , etc.
FRESH
Muslii'd pi it nines «ui(l Knivy , biscu its mid Jf Jf
M
and
bevernKc
AT THE NEW
hut In. vegHnhle. .VI I IK I,
1.AKK CITY HC1KNC1-: IW1K
LAKK CITY , Minn. (.Special)
- The annual science fair is
scheduled for *YI> . 23 nt Lincoln Mtfh School auditorium. All
Mu*le by
Happy New Yea r
students wish ing to participate
ARNIE'S ORCHESTRA
are to contact Miss Edwin
Phona 3107
Carl & Staff
Atcotb* r«
1558 Sorvitm Drlvai
Sphincter. More seniors are
urged to enter projects .
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OSHKOSH, Wis. tin—A 12-yearold rural Oshkosh girl was reported in good condition today
after being struck in the head
by a .22 calibre rifle bullet fired by a youth who said he wa»
"shooting at sparrows."
Linda Pagel was wounded an
she walked along a town road
with her mother , Mrs. Robert
Pagel. The bullet was removed
from behind her right ear at
Mercy Hospital.
Winnebago County sheriff^
deputies said that the girl was
wounded by a 16-year-old youth.
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New Year 's Eve
PARTY
LABOR TEMPLE
Thursday, Dec. 31

Get a party together and come In lor

OPEN BOWLING
• NEW YEAR'S EVE

* NEW YEAR'S DAY
Starting At 1.00 P.M.

HAL-ROD LANES
403 Weil Third Street
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J. Edgar Has Lost

Difference in
Conferences

None of His Ability
J. EDGA R HOOVER , reaches the Biblical definition of old age — "Three score
years and 10" — on the first day of the
New Year so much a public figure that he
is looked upon almost more as an institution than as a man. Consider some statistics. When appointed acting Director of the
Federa l Bureau of Investigation in 1924 by
President Coolidge, Hoover was but 29.
Hoover then had been in the Justice
Department seven years. He had a law
degree earned in night school. Now he has
served as FBI Director under seven Presidents and 13 Attorneys General without
becoming a political fi gure . His name has
been brought into political controversies, but with a recent exception , never as
a partisan. He is the nation 's top law-enforcement official — in a sense at least ,
the world' s top cop — but lie has publicly
fou ght against a national police force.
Hoover has had — and still does have
—his critics. But a measure of the prestige
of the man is the mere thought of a replacement. President Johnson last May
waived "for an indefinite period of time "
the requirement of law that Hoover retire
on his 70th birthday,
JOHNSON MORE recentl y — on Nov.
30 — said that he had never entertained the
thought of replacing Hoover as FBI Director. The denial was in answer to a magazine report that Hoover was on his way
out.

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press Newi Analyit
WASHINGTON Liv-The Constitution doesn 't
require presidents to hold news conferences but
President Johnson , like his predecessors, is
holding them. His are different from theirs.
No one can say his way isn't working out
well for him , 13 months after he took office,
since at this point it isn 't clear why Johnson
thinks it' s necessary for him to be different.
But there 's a pretty good explanation for
why bis way hasn 't caused him trouble. He
hardly ever says anything that would. Conflicts
set up roadblocks and so far Johnson seems
to be making a career of not creating them.
IN THIS sense he is up till now the most
noncontroversial president since Calvin Coolidge.
Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry S
Truman , Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F.
Kennedy all held so-called formal news conferences, Eisenhower less often than the others.
The formal kind is announced long enough
before time for all the newsmen in Washington
to go, if they want to. There the president is
wide open to any kind of question and his answers become a matter of record.
This serves the double purpose of letting
the president get his ideas out to the public
while letting the public get a close-up look at
him.
KENNEDY , the first to hold news sessions
on live television , did a brilliant job. This helped build up the popularity of a man who had
won the presidency by a hair in 1960.
Roosevelt thought he got as much good from
the newsmen's questions as they did from his
answers. He used to hold two conferences a
week.
Johnson has almost entirely eliminated the
formal kind of meeting with the press.
In Washington he usually, and suddenly,
calls together the newsmen assigned to cover
him and trots around the White House grounds
with them , answering them as he goes.

Hoover 's 40 years as a G-man almost
certainly wiil set a record for public service. Sen. Everett Dirksen (R.-Ill.) says he
will reintroduce at the next session of Congress a bill to limit the tenure of any future FBI Director to 15 years. A bill that
also would give the Senate the responsibility of confirming FBI directorship appointments was adopted unanimously by the
Senate last year, but two companion bills
died in the House Judiciary Committee.

THE SUDDENESS of this peripatetic conference leaves out scores of newsmen who
would like to be present if they knew there
was going to be a cenference-on-the-trot. Their
absence also limits the number of questions
that are asked.
Or Johnson calls in reporters at the White
House or his ranch , either individually or in
selected groups or just those who happen to be
around , and then talks to them in one of three
ways.
1. On the record, meaning anything he says
can be attributed to him.
2. Off the record , meaning nothing he says
can be used .
3. Background , meaning what he says can
be used so long as the reporters don 't say he
said it. This can have strange , almost weird
results.

On the occasion of Hoover s 40th year
in office last May, House Speaker John W.
(D.-Mass.)
McCormack
asserted
that
"love of God animates his every action ,
and love ot country." The Republican leader, Rep. Charles A. Halleck (Ind.), said
Hoover had "earned and deserves the respect, confidence , admiration , yes , and the
love of all the peopl e of our country. "
FOR MANY YEARS a tort of fatherfigure for American politicians of either
party, Hoover has never had any difficulty
in getting FBI appropriations — almost
$150 1/2 million this year — approved on
Capitol Hill. He heads some 6,200 welltrained agents.
Obviously nettled at criticism that probably hit close to home. Hoover last month
made some uncharitable remarks about
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., other civil rights leaders, and the Warren Commission.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954

A special session for 4-H club leaders will
be held in Green Hall at the St. Paul campus
of the University of Minnesota. Speaker at the
morning meeting will be George M. Robertson ,
president of the Fi rst National Bank .
The 50th anniversary plans of Rotary International, which will terminate with a convention
in Chicago, were discussed at the local Rotary
Club meeting.

Hoover , who at 70 will still take a drink
or buy a $2 ticket on a horse, is turning
down a $30,000 a year ta:x-free pension to
stay on the beat. "I just don 't like the
rocking chair life," he says. "If I retired I
wouldn 't enjoy life very much."

Twenty-Five Years Ago .. .1939

J. Edga r Hoover is the author of many
articles and several books, including the
best-selling "Masters of Deceit ," which the
New York Times flatly called: "The most
authoritative book on communism ever
written in America. " Perhaps more important to Hoover — and certainl y to the nation — is the fact that he has created his
job in his own image , has become the archetype of the professional policeman.

Water board members and aldermen held a
joint meeting attempting to reach an agreement in a two-hour conference at the city hall
on construction of water mains to further a
council sponsored sewer construction project.
A play , "If I Were Santa Claus ," was presented under the direction of Mrs . Fred Korupn at the Christmas party of the Woman 's Relief Corps.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

IT WOULD BE a mistake to summaril y

Retail conditions in Winona daring 1914
were good , and as compared with the rest of
the country, exceptionally fine.
Ice cutt ing operations were begun by a crew
of men for the Western Elevator Co.

retire this dedicated and courageous man.
It is quite apparent that he has lost none
of his energy and abilit y and that the FBI
is functioning at top performance under
his direction.

Seventy-Five Years Ago .. . 1889

Harold Hayes will leave for temporary shore
duty in the Navy yard at Norfolk , Va. following
his appointment as assistant engineer.
A Iota) of $!!52 was spent in Winona during
the year in improvements.

Prevention Only Way
To Handle Inflation

One Hundred Yea rs A go.. . 1864

A GOOD MANY peop l* and publications think that inflation may he one of
t h e most pressin g problems of the comparatively
near f u t u r e .
Nationa l Review
t h i n k s so, defining it as ". . .tho old inso luble puzzle of prolonging a monetary spree
without aggravating the eventual economic headache. "

Business in the wheat and pork tr ade continues live ly, and prices are having an upward
tondencv.

Try and Stop Me

Moreover , in the magazine 's view , if
the problem docs arise ". . .the outloo k
cannot fail to include f u r t h e r fede ral intervention . . . exchange controls (e.g., the
special tax: on overseas investments ) , economic isol ationis m and protectionism , dev a luation iTr ciisiiry is h a t c h i n g p lans t o
t ,«kc the silver out of our coinage) , and ult i m a t e l y the stagnatio n af a st rait-jacketerl economy — the unwanted end-product
oi an inflation u n d e r t a k e n original ly as a
'stimulant ' . "
Inflation is a disease , and Ihe cur es
that are attempted simpl y pile more trouble and distress on top of troubl e and distress. The only way to meet the problem
of inflation is to prevent it in the beginn i n g — not to try dubious cures when the
h o u r is too lat e . There arc various causes
of Inflation , and at the top of the list is
virtually unbridled government spending
on a deficit basis. If the remainder of our
cu rrency 's degraded value is to lie saved
this fact must be resolutely acted upon.

"If Worst Comes to Worst, Dean, I Guess It Would Beat Walking."

World Today

By BENNETT CERF

An altercation in a deluxe Broadway
delicatessen the other evening was initiated
by a patron who objected to being served
;i six-dollar order of pr ime ribs of beef
w i t h no f^reen vegetable on th e side. The
waiter indignantly hollered , "I'll ask you a
question , wise guy. Are those nickks blue?"
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US. Bombs Red Supply
Trail in Neutr al Laos

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Here
are some of the backstage
developments taking place
behind the headlines in the
explosive Vietnamese imbroglio :
Development No. 1 — The
United States has begun
bombing the Ho Chi Minh
trail just across the border
inside neutral Laos. In the
past ten days three strikes
were made by Air Force
jets, one • strike by the
Navy .
The strikes were made
with the kno-wledge and tacit approval of the Laotian
government, which is irked
over the flood of Communist arms corning into its
own territory.
Reason why U.S. bombers
are striking at Laotian territory is because the Ho Chi
Minh trail , named for the
fame<l Communist leader of
North Viet Nam , fans out
after it hits the South Vietnamese jungle and is almost impossible to detect.
Even where the trail is
more easily discernible in
Laos, the bombing is difficult and the strikes frequently miss the targets.
Wartime bombing of the
heavily populated Ruhr and
Rhineland was much easier.
Development No. 2 —
Gen. Khahn 's ousting of the
South Viet Nam civilian
government took Ambassador Maxwell Taylor completely by surprise. This is
the second time he was
caught off-base by a government turnover.
U.S. MILITARY men In
Saigon , in contrast , were
not taken by surprise. They
suspected the coup was
coming.
Probable reason why Ambassador Taylor was in the
dark was because Gen.
Khanh is now suspected of
being a neutralist , of wanting to follo-w the lead of
Loas and Cambodia in
ditching the United States.
His recent blasts against
Ambassador Taylor uppcar
to bear this out , also his
statement , "it is better lo
live poor but proud as free
citizens of an independent
country rather than in case
and shame as slaves of the
foreigners
and
Communists. "
Development No. .1 — The
American embassy in Cambodia has warned that the
lop neutralist of th« Indochina peninsula , Prince Sihanouk , is seriously considering breaking diplomatic

THE WIZAR D OF ID

relations with the United
States.
Some Asian experts in
the State Department propose beating the prince to
the punch by breaking with
him first , accusing him of
aiding the Communists and
then blocking Communist
arm shipments by bombing
Cambodian bases along the
border.
Development No. 4 —
Gen. William Westmoreland , the U.S. commander
in South Viet Nam , came
home to attend his father 's
funeral , and while here
dropped in at the Pentagon
to brief the joint chiefs of
staff. His report was anything but optimistic.
THE WAR against the
Communist guerrillas is going so badl y, Gen. Westmoreland said , that is will
take a dramatic and drastic move to reverse the
t i d e . Obviously Gen.
Khanh' s seizure of the government is not going to be
such a reversal.
This leaves Presiden t
Johnson w ith constantly
narrowing alternatives :
He can bomb North Viet
Nam and risk a World war
which nobody wants.
Or he can struggle along
trying to bolster a regime
which isn 't worth bolstering and whose leader now
says he doesn 't appreciate
American bolsterage .
Or he can turn the whole
problem ove r to the United
Nations.
What Johnson faces Is essentially what Eisenhower
inherited in Korea after he
was elected by a tremendous margin in 1952. Ike
accepted what was actually
a defeat in Korea. But his
prestige was Wh that he
got iiway with it. Johnson 's
prestige is great enough to
turn the Viet Nam problem
over to the U.N . if he acts
soon . If theTe is too much
erosion and too much delay,
he can 't.
THE PR ESIDENT nnd
Mrs. Johnson have sent
their friends each a jar of
honey and a loaf of homebaked bread for Christmas.
Roth are delicious.
When the President was
a senator, he used to .send
friends Tcans-gr own turkeys. Out as his circle of
friends increased , he switched to Lady Bird' s homehuked bread .
Today Lady Bird' s circ le
of friends is even lnrger , so
now she gets help from the
White House cook In bak-

ing the bread. However,
the White House cook follows Lady Bird 's recipe and
most recipients of the bread
wouldn 't know the difference.
The honey comes from the
bees on the LBJ ranch.
They " are Italian bees — as
are most honey bees in the
United States — and they
produce a pale, very sweet
honey, different from the
darker
honey 'produced
from poplar trees and wild
flowers in Maryland.
President Johnson raised
cain when he read this column last week and noted
that members of his "President's Club" had been sent
a questionnaire asking them
their race and religion as
a requirement for getting
choice inaugural
tickets.
The President's Club is composed of contributors who
have coughed up $1,000 or
more for LBJ's re-election ,
and the President didn 't like
the idea of requiring them
to state wheher they were
Catholic ,
Protestant , or
Jew; white , Negro , or Indian .
So a letter was hastily
sent by the Democratic National Committee signed by
Dick Maguire which read:
"Dear President's club
member:
"Due to an inadvertence ,
my recent request lor biographical material from you
included the suggestion that
you list your race and religion.
"I want you to disregard
this request , and have you
realize that these categories
sli pped by in our haste to
get out the inaugural mailing to you. "
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Letters to The
Editor

To Your Good Health

Help
For Leg
Cramps

Christmas Was Merry
At Manchester Home
To the Editor:
Christmas is over and a
very happy and merry season it was at the Manchester Rest Home. There was
that extra special pleasure
of extending to the many
dear friends, special greetings of good will and friendship and the bringing of the
Christmas spirit Into the
hearts of the dear ones
who reside in the home.
Sweet voices of hundreds
of young folks were raised
in song, bringing the message oi joy and peace and
the Christmas spirit. There
were many who brought
gifts , and now that it is all
over , these memories still
remain. This was all made
possible by the hundreds of
good folks who remembered
the folks at the home.
Our special thanks to the
carolers : the young people
of Central Lutheran Church
and the Rev. W. C. Friesth;
the children of Calvary
Bible Church ; women of
Calvary Bible Church ; St.
Martin 's young people ; McKinley Methodist Church
Choir and Mr. Spencer;
Central Methodist Youth
Fellowship ;
St.
John 's
Choir and the Rev. Paul E.
Nelson;
St. Stanislaus
young people; Salvation
Army young people and
leader; The Sweet Adelines ; The Baxbershoppers ;
girls from the Winona Secretarial School ; young people from Winona State College ; Four Little Boys—and
all others wlio sang for
us.
We also thank those who
sent gifts to the home including Salvation Army ladies; Lady Bugs; women of
Calvary Bible Church; our
neighbor Laura: all those
who sent Christmas cookies : Mrs. L. E. Brynestad
and her scouts for special
services ; Mrs. Robert Bauer for her special services
and to the many guests
who attended the open
house and the gifts they
brought.
We hope we have remembered you all. Many thanks
for bringing the Christmas
Spirit into OUT home. And
we say God Bless You All.
Residents of the Home and
Mr. and Mrs. LawTence
M anchester
406 E. 4th St.
Says AMA Will Fight
Medicare Bitterly
To the Editor :
One of the longest legislative battles in history
will go into another round
when the 89th Congress convenes in January.
Hospital care for the elderly under social security
is the issue, and its chief
foe, the American Medical
Association, has served notice it will fight more Bitterly than ever against the
hospital care proposal.
This could add up to a
big piece of change. It is
estimated the AMA will
shell out another $7 million
to renew hospital care
fight.
The AMA h ad little to say
about the cost of medical
care. For the record , it's
going up, up and up. In the
last ten years medical care
costs have rocketed 33 percent faster than any other
item in the family budget ,
according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
It is a disgrace and a
sorry tribute to the "saintly healers" who guide the
destiny of the AMA that
the United States stands
alone among enlightened
western nations In having
no
government - insured
medical care in force this
day.
Health care under social
security might appear dangerously radical to the
AMA . but the fact is it's
been around in one or another form for nearly a
century.
Germany has had a contributory health program
channeled through the government since lBfrj ; Austria since 1888; Sweden
since 1(1*11; Denmark since
11192; Helgium since 1894 ;
Norway since 1909; Switzerland since 1911; England
and France since shortly
after the world war.
To those who say such a
program wo uld bring socialized med icine , one can
say that Medicare reflects
a basic American princi"
By P. rkar and Hart

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER,
M.D,
Dear Dr. Molner: A
short time ago I sent
for your booklet on
"How to Stop Leg
Cramps
and Foot
Pains," and I am writing to tell you thanks
from the bottom of my
heart. No longer am I
awakened with cramps
in my feet , and I can
walk without getting
pains in the calves of
my legs. To me it Is a
miracle.
I just cannot understand why my doctor
did not advise me to do
that instead of filling
me with medicine that
did not help.
I wonder if you know
the good you are doing
for so many people.
God bless you—H.A.
Thank you , and others
have written about getting
relief , and quickly, from
such leg and foot cramps.
But before you berate
your doctor , let me tell
you how this problem looks
from MY side of the desk.
Part of it is psychological. Part of it Is a peculiar
and special kind of problem.
FOR THE psychological
aspect , when people go to
a doctor they generally expect him to give them
thing or do something for
them. They generally have
a let-down feeling if the
doctor doesn 't, or they go
away saying , "He didn 't DO
anything for me. He just
talked to me." Or, "He
just said I should lose
weight.'1 Or , "He told me
to quit smoking." Or whatever.
The fact of the matter is
that , with leg cramps, as
you now know , the best
treatment often is something that the patient can
do for himself.
Likewise often a combination of things (all simple,
luckily) will work when no
one thing, employed alone ,
will succeed as well.
IT IS nearly impossible
to get this group of ideas
a c r o s s , conversationally,
without some factors being
forgotten. Thus in this
problem , a little booklet
happens to be the most efficient way of transmitting
the information.
One final point: Maybe
you didn 't get relief from
your doctor 's medicine, but
it may have helped more
than you realize, just by
being PART of your treatment. Skim through the
booklet again and note that
I stress the importance of
using all the possible helpful factors , including medication when needed.
Dear Dr. Molner : If
a person expelled a
tapeworm will another
develop ? What can be
don e to make sure there
won't be any more?—X.
Segments of tapeworms
can break off , in which case
the remaining portion continues to grow. Vermifuges
(drugs to attack such parasites) are very effective
but must be used under
medical supervision.
ple—freedom of choice in
the selection of hospitals ,
nursing homes and doctors..
A . B. Guenther
713 Ha rriet St.
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War Hero From BRF

Citizenship Book
Honors Red Cloud

BLACK RIVER FALLS , Wis.
—Cpl. Mitchell Red Cloud, the
Black River Falls Indian who
posthumously was awarded tho
congressional medal of honor,
has returned to his school here
in a way few men do: He's listed as a "Good American" in a
high ichool citizenship book,
In the ninth grade text , "The
Citizen and His' Government,"
Red Cloud is listed neither as
a former Jackson County resident nor ss a Winnebago Indian, but there's a picture of
him in uniform and an account
of his heroism in the author's
introduction which reads:
"ALL American heroes are
not famous , nor are their lives
portrayed on stage and screen.
These good Americans, ordinary
men and women, are working
in various occupations and doing their jobs well. When a situation arises which demands
Initiative , persistence and courage, they must mc.it the challenge — do their duty and
more.
"Most Good Americans we
shall never know about. Others
receive some form of recognition of their service .
Of Red Cloud, the author,
Robert Rienow , wrote : "Though
severely wounded, Cpl. Red
Cloud remained at his post and
continued to fire at advancing
troops. At the . cost of his life ,
he checked the assault and gained time for his company to
evacuate the wounded."
RED CLOUD served in the
Marines as one of Carlson's
Raiders in the South Pacific until the end of World War II. In
1949 he enlisted in the U . S.
Army and died at 28 while fighting Chinese Communists in Korea in November 1950. the medal of honor was presented by
Gen. Omar Bradley, to his mother, Mrs. Nellie Red Cloud, Merrillan, Rt. l, at the Pentagon.
His body was returned for burial at the Indian Mission cemetery here In 1955.
Red Cloud was descended
from a French nobleman and
the daughter of an Indian chief
on his father 's side and from
Chief Winneshiek on his mother's side. The latter was one of
the first Indians to leave southem Wisconsin after the Black

Special Laws
Will Die Within
Next 2 Weeks

ST. PAUL (AP) - Fourteen
of the 245 special laws enacted
by the 1S63 Legislature will die
unless local governing bodies
act within the next two weeks,
Secretary of State Joseph Donovan sald Tuesday.
Under the state Constitution
and an implementing law, special laws enacted by one legislature expire unless they are
approved before the next session opens by the governing
body of the local unit of government involved.
Special laws are those whclh
apply to specifically named
counties , cities, villages, townships or school districts.
Donovan said that on Nov. 30
a check showed 25 special laws
lacked local approval. He was
notified that 11 of these had been
approved after he sent letters to
sponsors of the laws involved.
This left 14 still needing local
approval.
Among these are bills granting village powers to townships
in Anoka, and Carver counties,
for joint county - village nursing homes in Mahnomen County, setting the salary of the register of deeds in Cass County,
for firemen's relief in Edina,
establishing boundaries and a
financing plan for the Hennepin
County Park Reserve District,
providing for membership by
certain villages in the Ramsey
County League of Municipalities
and authorizing higher school
levies in 16 independent school
districts in Hennepin County.
The latter proposal was the
only one requiring a vote of the
people. A check shows two of
the districts involved have rejected the proposal and only
one — District 275 — has approved.

Hawk war , bringing with him a
small band of Winnebagoeg who
settled In the Black River Valley. Chief Winneshiek was the
great-grandfather of Red Cloud.
LEGEND HAS it that treaties and decorations for bravery
received from Gen. G e o r g e
Washington by Winneshiek were
stolen many years ago from the
home of Mrs. Red Cloud. Documents taken from the home are
now in a Chicago museum, she
says, but she doesn 't know how
they got there.
Memorials to the Winnebago
who brought the greatest glory
to his people Include a bronze
plaque in the Black River
Falls school library ; Red Cloud
Memorial Park on the site
where he learned Indian dances
as a boy ; a rifle range at Ft.
Benning, Ga.;
a Korean
Army camp; Red Cloud Park,
La Crosse, and ThompsonRed Cloud VFW post, Black River Falls.
Philip Meyer , principal of the
Black River Falls Junior High
School, presented Mrs. Red
Cloud with a copy of the book
which honors her son as a "Good
American."

Home Being Built
On New Dakota Road
DAKOTA , Minn. (Special) A new home is under construction in Dakota and several
changes of residence have occurred.
The three -' bedroom frame
ranch style home with attached garage is being constructed by Dakota Lumber Co. along
the new service road that parallels Interstate 80.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Straight
purchased the George Tibbetts
place from Mrs. George Reko,
Cleghorn, Iowa. Mrs. Reko is
a daughter of Mrs. Tibbetts,
now widowed, who resides in
Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pierce and
children and Mrs. Beverly
Pierce are renting the Henry
Radsek farm in Dakota. They
formerly lived in Dresbach.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Dobrunz
and daughter, Lori Ann, moved
Saturday from the Fred Schroeder property to the Chandler
place in Dakota.

150 Evacuated in
Eau Claire Scare

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (iR-More
than 150 teenaged persons were
evacuated from the State theater in downtown Eau Claire
Tuesday night after a bomb
threat.
The young people had gathered at the theater for a live
radio show and a rock 'n' roll
movie when the cashier received a telephone call saying that
a bomb was scheduled to go off
at 11:30 p.m.
Police and firemen cleared
the theater quickly. No bomb
was found.
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By LESLIE J. NASON , Ed.D.
No wonder this boy was havUniversity of S. Calif.
ing trouble with his school work.

Homework gives a student
something the classroom work
cannot duplicate — a chance
for independent work a n d
Btudy !
Every student needs more
learning than can be acquired
in a closely-supervised classroom. Jugglin g two open text
books and a notebook and, at
the same time , doing an acceptable job of writing on a tabletarm chair is impossible!
Moreover, classrooms fail to
provide opportunities for the unsupervised type of study required in coll ege or after college. Nor are most school libraries large enough to meet
the need. In many high schools,
there is more space provided in
the cafeteria than in the library.

BUT AT SOME time in his
career before he gets to college, and certainly before he
leaves school, every student
should not only develop the
abilities to read and understand
but to locate ddeas in reference
material and , most essential of
all, to express these ideas in
writing. The five or ten minutes
of supervised work in a classroom does not get the job done.
Homework , therefore, has a
vital part in every student's development. W« cannot expect a
student leaving school or entering college to suddenly carry on
independent study if he has
never been left on his own to
practice ;this type of study. Neither can we *xpect this transition to take ]>lace suddenly as
a student ent ers junior high or
high school.
Thinking and learning habits
are acquired very early in the
educational game ; perhaps in
the first grade. Gradually and
methodically, the responsibility
for the production of certain assignments must be transferred
from mother and teacher to the
child. If this is not done, the
purposes for which homework
should be assigned have not
been fulfilled .
RECENTLV, the mother of a
junior high school boy asked me,
"How many times should I look
in on Boyce as he does his
homework to make sure he Is
doing it — and doing it correctly?"
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Further Reductions Because Everything
Must Co In Our Quitting Business Sale!
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The habit of depending on
mother's help and supervision
was so firmly fixed by this age
that it was difficult to undo the
damage.
Homework provides the slowthinking student time in which
to Bather his thoughts and gain
understanding of difficult points.
Once understood, the ideas are New Wa basha Masonremembered, even longer sometimes than by faster-thinking Officers Schedule
students.
Work in 1st Deqree
Let's not discard the one opportunity we have left in our WABASHA, Minn. — Work on
crowded educational system to the first degree will be held by
provide training vital to every WapahaBa Masonic Lodge 14
Monday night .
student.
¦
N<w officers are : Donald S.
Carr, master; Werner Stcgemann and Everett Marcou, senBRF Retu rning
ior and junior warden; Wilbur
To Own Generation
Koelmel, secretary ; F r a n k
Wachs, treasurer; William SarBLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. gent and Lyle Richardson, sen-The city of Black Eiver Falls ior and junior deacon; Lloyd
is switching back to its own Haas and Theodore Markey,
electrical generating plant from senior and junior steward ; LawNorthern States Power Co. serv- rence Balow, chaplain ; Howard
ice.
Quesenberry, marshal, and Bert
The work will result in an in- Melby, tyler.
crease in voltage from 2,300 to
4,170. The utility will retain its use its own equipment so far as
connection with NSP but will possible.
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problems that need
explaining.
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CHANSONETTE8

\l ^^^-W^¥-\ 2 for $3-32 or $1 - 69 each
^es ' fabulous Chansonette is now on sale
lh « st time . . . for ¦
limited time
for
fir
011'y' ^e famous circular and spoke
stitched cups shape you superbly, fit you
in
total comfort.
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WABASHA , Minn. - DirecT
distance dialing will be inaugurated in Wabasha next summer, according to J. E. Fernrite, Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. manager.
The additional equipment will
enable Wabasha telephone users to dial many of their long
distance calls direct throughout
the U.S. and Canada. It takes
operators an average of 90 seconds to complete a long distance
call. Direct dialing takes about
30 seconds,
¦
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Wabasha to Get
Direct Dialing

Yes , Homework
Is Necessary

THE END
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Badger Public Masons at Elgin ArcadiaElects
Group
Install Officers
Rehabilitation
ELGIN , Minn. (Special) — New President
School Enrollment Officers
installed by C. J. Weisbrod at a meeting of Elgin Ma- ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Stanley Wieragalla was elected Committee
Lodge 115 were :
Jp to 831,415 sonic
president of the Arcadia Busi- ST. PAUL (AP) — Appointmaster;
WilRonald Moore,
ness

Wmona ns to Watch Old Year Out
At Many Lodge and Club Parties

In celebration of the New
Year ' of 1965, various organizations, lodges and clubs in Winona will have gala New Year 's
Eve parties Thursday evening.
Together members and guests
will watch the old year out at
midn ight, following an evening
of fellowship.

THE WINONA Athletic Clob
will have its New Year's E\e
party for members and out-oftown guests, with dancing from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the ballroom, to music of a dance
band. At the stroke of midnight
novelties and noise makers will
be distributed to add to the
fun.
The Red Men's New Year's

Eve dancing party will also begin at 9 p.m. Attending will be
Red Men and Pocahontas members and their spouses, as well
as applicants for membership
and their partners. Out-of-town
guests may be brought by
members. Music will be by Bill
Kaehler's Old Time Band. Carnival favors will be gi ven
out.
At the Eagles Club, the
Rhythm . Kings will play for
dancing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
and novelties will be given as
favors.

THE ELKS Lodge will have
a dinner for members and
their wives from 6:30 to 9 p.m.,
after which there will be dancing to music of the Fred Heyer-

Bob Schuh Band until 1 a.m.
Favors will be distributed at
midnight.
The Veterans of Foreign
Wars will have their annual
New Year 's Eve party at the
clubrooms from 9 p.m . to 1
a.m. with noise makers and
other party favors. A trio
dance band will play.
The Jolly Polk a Band will
play for dancing from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. at the New Year 's
party at the Teamsters Club.
Passing out of noise makers
and holiday hats will add to
the merriment.
Winona Union Club's New
Year 's Eve party will be from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m., with Arnie's
Band playing for dancing.

NEW YORK WV-Wisconsin 's
public school enrollment for the
1964-65 academic year was estimated Tuesday at 831,415 compared with 800,037 last term .
The figures were compiled by
the National Education Association.
The NEA estimated that Wisconsin high schools will graduate 45 ,124 this year compared
with 43,809 last year.

A N N O U N C E M E N T is
made of the engagement of
Miss Mary Ellen Reiter,
Madison, Wis., daughter of
Mrs. Fred A. Reiter Jr.,
Alma, Wis., and the late
Mr. Reiter, to Dr. Robert
Eaton Hunter , Madison, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Howard L.
Hunter , Ctehison, S. C. The
wedding will be Jan. 23 at
St. John 's Lutheran Ciiurch,
Madison . Miss Reiter is a
senior at the University of
Wisconsin. Her fiance, a
graduate of Clemsort University and Medical College
of South Carolina , has a fellowship in pediatric hematology at University Hospitals, Madison. He is a 'member of Phi Chi.

D.- F. Leary Ml,
Barbara Knopp
Repeat Vows
Miss Barbara Effie Knopp,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Knopp, Gilmore Road,
became the bride of Daniel
Francis Leary DI, son of Mrs.
Stanley H. Taylor, Mount Vernon, Va., and Edward Leary,
Naugatuck , Conn., Saturday at
McKinley Methodist Church.
The Rev . C. Merritt LaGrone
officiated. Miss Jonelle Millam
was organist and Miss Andrea
Winston , violinist.

BPWC Members
Will Hear
Psychiatrist

THE BRIDE wore a gown ot
lace over satin peau de soie.
Her ivory silk veil was held by
a pillbox of lace and pearls.
She carried a sheaf of longgtemmed , ivory roses.
Mrs. Thomas Knopp was matron of honor. She wore a sleeveless floor-length gown of mistgreen velveteen with a jewel
neckline and carried an oldfashioned bouquet of iris and
small, yellow roses.
Attending the groom was his
father as best man. Thomas and
Steven Knopp, the bride's brothers, were ushers.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Leary III

X RECEPTION was held at
the church.
The bride's mother wore a
teal-blue brocade dress and the
groom's mother, a kelly-green
satin dress. Both had orchid corsages.
Following a wedding trip to
Williamsburg, Va., the couple
will be at home in Takoma
Park , Md.
The bride is a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
the College of Saint Teresa.
She has been employed at the
Washington S t a r Newspaper
Company, Washington, D.C. Her
husband is a graduate of the
Naval Academy and served as
an officer in the Marine Corps.
He is presently attending the
University of Maryland.
Prenuptial showers were held
at the home of the Mmes. Albert White, Milton Davenport
and Milton Knutson. A luncheon
was given by Mrs. Ralph Williams and her daughter . Mrs.
James Bierden. at the William 's
Annex.
¦

Al'XIlM/VRY MEETING
WHITEHALL , Wis , (Special)
—American Legion Auxiliary to
Ilulchins-Stend uhl Post 191 will
meet in the Legion room Monday at R p.m. Mmes. Eugene
Smit h and Don Possley will be
hostesses

Cancellation of the January
meeting next Tuesday of the
board of directors of the Winona Business and Professional
Women's Club is announced by
Miss Rose Schettler, president .
Board members instead have
been invited to attend the program of the Winona County
Mental Health Association to be
held at 8:15 p.m. at the College
of Saint Teresa. They will hear
Dr. Francis J. Braceland , one
of the foremost psychiatrists in
the country and head of the Institute of Living, Hartford , Conn.
Miss Doris Carpenter will be
club representative at the meeting and will be accompanied by
Miss Florence Caswell and other members.
Miss Schettler is in Washington , D.C , but will return in
time for the BPWC dinner
meeting Jan. 12.
¦

(Lftucks Phots)

Altar Society to
See Religious Film
LANESBORO, Minn.. ( Special) — Film slides showing incidents in the life of Christ will
be presented by the Rev. Donald Zenk Monday, when St. Patrick's Altar Society meets at the
rectory at 8 p.m. Mrs . Wilbur
Hall , president, will pr eside.
Plans will be completed for
serving a dinner Jan. 9 when
Fillmore County Co-operative-s
hold the annual meeting here.
A fall festival in 1965 will be
planned. Hostesses will be members of St. Joseph 's Unit.

AT HOME AT 416'? Kansas St.. are Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Davis following their Dec. 12 marriage at First
Lutheran Church , Mabel , Minn. The Rev. Bruce Boyce officiated. Miss Diane Treangen , Spring Grove , Minn., was
maid of honor , and Eugene Murray . Cresco, Iowa , best
man. A reception was held in the basement of the church.
The bride is the former Miss Sandra K. Olson , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Olson , Mabel. She is a graduate of
Mabel High School and attended the University of Minnesota one year . Mrs. Davis is employed as" a clerk at the
Prudential Insurance Company of America here. Her husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Davis, Cresco,
Iowa. He is a graduate of Crestwood High School and is now
attending Winona State College. (Covlin photo )

Miss Pearl Bowman
To Wed Mr. Porath
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special ) —Miss Pearl M. Bowman, local editor of the BannerJournal, will take a two-week
leave of absence from her duties to be married Saturday to
Herman C. Porath , Black River
Falls.
They will leave al once for
a western trip, returning Jan
1R . They will be at home at 22
Main St. upon their return .
The bride-to-be is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Fred J Bowman and is a graduate of Black River Falls High
Sc hool. She attended school in
Kan Claire and the University
of Wisconsin.
Mr. Porath is the son of Mrs.
Julia Porath , rural Black River Falls , and the late Albert
Porath . He is a graduate of
BHFHS and is employed by the
John M. Cox Construction Company of New Lisbon and Tomah.
During Miss Bowman 's absence, Mrs. T). W. A. Holder
will serve as editor.

ALCW TO MEET
ARCADIA , "Wis. (Special) —
American Lutheran C h u r c h
Women will meet in the church
parlors Monday at 8 p.m.

ROSARY SOCIETY
ARCADIA. Wis. ( Special) —
Rosary Society of St. Staislaus
Catholic Church will meet at 2
p.m. Sunday in the church parelective officers , with Miss May- lors. Following the meeting a
me Hallingstad . district deputy, social hour will be held with
Group I in charge with Mrs.
as installing officer.
¦
Donald P. Bautch as c hairman.

Coral Rebekah Lodge
Officers Announced
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special )
—Officers elected for the coming year for Coral Rebckah
Lodge are as follows: Mrs. Oti.<;
Briggs, noble grand ; Mrs. Jens
Klavestad , vice grand ; Mrs. Inga Jahr , secretary; Mrs. Theodore Duebbcrt , treasurer , Miss
Laurn Thompson , financial secretary .
The next meeting of the lodge
will be at 8 p.m. Jan. 12, in the
Lodge Hall. Officers report s will
be heard and the report n( the
auditing committee will he rend
Plans for installation of officers
will be m«ide. Appointive offi ; cers will he installed with the

Aclvr rf i sfmfn "

Arcadia Auxiliary
Will Meet Monday
A HCADIA , Wis. (Special ) —
Tlie Auxiliary to Tickfer-Erickson American Legion Post will
meet at tt p.m. Monday in the
C ity Hall clubrooms.
New member* will be initia ted and Mrs. Leon .1. Fnglish
u ill present a legislative program.
Hostesses for the social hour
after the meeting will be Mmes
lng;i Hjorgc , Dominic Schock .
Thomas Chisholm and Edwin
Peterson.

Stomach Gas?
GET ITUPAM)
Fed like a ba lloon thut's about
to burst? Hav e that raw , ncid-y
burn in your stomach? <lot that
Kas up nnd on .'- w i t h wonderful
Pfurui r r 's Tablet s. I ' f u n d p r 's
TVil)lets '"f(inmin K " nction rlnnrs
stomach of present f ^a s — rontt
li t iiiifi of nUi w rirh for continuingrtlicj. (Jet founder 's Tn MetH t<>day. At dniKic iMi s .

TOP GRADE "A"
SinaL 1912

"2_\__*
^

Shi pped Direct From
Tho Coast to:

^ -One .
,--4 ^"
(j\
\ooam

Westfield Golf Club members
and guests will have a New
Year 's Eve party at the Club.
Jerry Paulson's Band will play
for dancing from 9 p.m. to 1
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Mina.m.
nesota
Republicans Tuesday
A midnight lunch will be servnight invited Gov ! George Romed.
¦
ney of Michigan to be principal
speaker at their $100-a-plate
BIBLE STUDY LEADERS
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) — fund-raising dinner Feb. 18.
Taylor Parish Bible Study lead- Raymond Plank, Minneapolis
ers will meet at the Taylor financier who, as chairman of
,
church Monday at 8 p.m.
I the event, issued the invitation
said
Romney
was
chosen
bej
PRENTPTIAL SHOWER
Ij cause "he has done such a
)
BLA.IR, Wis. (Special - Miss j thoroughly Republican job as
Susan Johnson and Clarence Du- , Michigan governor. "
biel Jr., will be honored at a I Plank said the program also
prenuptial shower Saturday eve- would include several prominent
ning at the home of the bride- entertainers.
¦
elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs. .
Hensel Johnson .
j TAYLOR SEAL SALE
ARCADIA CAMERA CLUB
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - A total of $189.35 has been colA camera club is being organ- lected to date in the Christmas
ized at Arcadia High School. seal campaign , Mrs. David
Students wishing to join may Lunde. Taylor , sales manager ,
contact William Braun , adviser . said. Several have not answerEnrollment so far is 45.
ed their appeal letters.

Minnesota GOP
Invites Romney

ANNUAL JANUARY

nessmen's Association at a
luncheon at the Tally Ho restaurant Monday noon. He succeeds LeRoy Woychik.
Edwin Howard had been elected vice president at a previous
meeting. At a future meeting
Wiersgalla will announce his
committees. Also, a secretary
and treasurer will be elected to
replace Mrs . Ernest Sonsalla ,
resigned.

Lighting Prizes

Given to Six

At Independence
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — The Independence Lions
Club awarded prizes in two categories for decorating residences for the Christmas holidays.
In the religious group Frank
Kulig with a nativity scene won
firsts Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Kern , second , and Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Kampa , third. In the
traditional , Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Sosalla placed first , Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Sobotta , second, and
Mr. and Mrs. Roman Skroch,
third. Prizes were $5 , $3 and $2.
Honorable m e nt i on "was
awarded Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Wozney and Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Halama
¦
.

ment of three new members to
the State Advisory Committee
on Vocational Rehabilitation
was announced Tuesday by the
State Board of Education.
Named to serve for three
years were Dr. Arthur Bradley,
chief counseling psychologist at
Veterans Hospital , Minneapolis ;
Dr. Gordon M. Martin , Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, and Miss Sara
M. Young, president of the
board of directors of the Duluth
Rehabilitation Center.
They succeed Dr. Keith Still'
well, Mayo Clinic ; Dr. Evelyn
public
Minneapolis
Deno ,
schools, and Ray Rabideau, Iron
Range Rehabilitation Center,
Virginia.
Oven Steinfelt of Hopkins, a
member of the committee the
last two years, was named
chairman to succeed Dr. Stillwell.
The committee assists th«
State Board of Education in
planning a statewide program
to provide employment for persons disabled by some form of
physical, mental or emotional
handicap.

Durand Rinks Open
DURAND. Wis. (Special) Two ice skaing rinks were
opened in Durand last week.
The rink near the public school
has a warming house. The other is near Kovland's feed mill.
¦
GALESVILLE PATIENT
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—Helmer Moe entered St. Francis Hospital , La Crosse, Sunday .

Bayes Win First
In Galesville's
Lighting Contest

GALESVILLE , Wis. ( Special)
—Winners in the Lions Club
sponsored Christmas home decorating contest were :
Mr. and Mrs. William Baye,
first , $10; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Brown , second, $6, and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Smith,
third . $4.
Judges wore Ernest Crai g and
William Sacia , Holmen. Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Lippert and John
McKeeth Jr. . Galesville judged
the Holmen contest.
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SUPER VALUES IN SHEETS!
Cannon Mu slin Sheet s, over 130 thrtad count.
81x109 DoubU Sua
Regular
<M QQ
<M QA
^LtQU
4>JUOv
tf.49

72x108 Twin Siw
Regular
H.29

- -

Reg. SI .09

PILLOW CASES
Fruit of the Loom

- P .;,88C

SLEEPING PILLOWS - E.Ih 88c
60x76"-Reg. $1 .19

SHEET BLANKETS - ¦99c

72x90"-Reg. $3.49

$2.99

BEACON BLANKETS

Reg. 53.98. Full or Twin Size

$333

Chenille BEDSPREADS
Pink , White, Gold , Turquoise

68c

TERRY TOWELS
Matching

18c

WASH CLOTHS
20x40"

BATH TOWELS

- -

Matching

WASH CLOTHS - -

\

J

2 ,„ $1
-

10c

16x35" lovely icret n print

TERRY KITCHEN TOWELS 27c
Gi»nt 35x38" Pre.bleached

3 for 88c ;¦ ...our stunnin g new
¦: knit by
- - - 83c
|i
Fischer Fashio ns

Flour Sack TOWELS

FRESH SELECT

Oj ij ldsiJibu

Snow Foils
Conrad Landing
At Prescott

White Cannon Flowered

NEW SHIPMENT

Best You ' ve Eve»r Tastod—

liam Irwin and Roy Hoist, senior and junior warden ; H. E.
Arndt , treasurer ; C l a r e n c e
Searles, secretary ; Harry Sykes
and Darrell Moore, senior and
junior deacon; Clarence Kuhlman and Harold Patchin , senior
and junior steward; R o b e r t
Dickerman, chaplain ; Harold
Houghton , marshal, and Lyman
Houghton, tyler.
An oyster supper followed ini
' The total instructional staff In stallation .
the state's public schools is 38,015, the NEA said , of which 36,155 are classroom teachers, the
others supervisors and administrators. In 1963-64, the figures
were 56,557 and 34 ,762. The current average yearly salary for
all members of the instructional staff is $6,330, with an average for classroom teachers
along of $6,124 and $5,939 last
PRESCOTT. Ariz. W — Max
year.
Conrad , of Winona , Minn. , broke
Wisconsin public schools will the world's nonstop flight recreceive an estimated total of ord for light planes but a snow$549.9 million in the current storm over Prescot t Tuesday
academic year compared with foiled his landing there.
$525 million in 1963-64, the re- Conrad turned his twin-engine
port said.
plane toward Phoenix and landj The federal government will ed 80 miles away in warm ,
I provide 2.8 percent of the school clear weather.
funds, the state 28.3 percent , loSo he spent the day with his
I cal 69 percent. Expected total daughter , Mrs. William (Jane)
expenditures
this
year
will
be
I
: $502.2 million compared with Kosco, and their three children.
His flight last week from
$464.7 last year.
Cape Town, South Africa, to St.
Petersburg, Fla., added 190
Westfield Club
miles to his own world's nonstop
record
for light planes.
Plans NY Party
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WINONA'S
Q_ h A l P i yi ^/ /y / / J
JLL>
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HOMt-owNiD

,
.
Snacks taste
hotter ,orved

with light,
refreshing

Reg. SI 00 Decorator

SOFA PILLOWS
Full 36x67" Lined assorted

PLASTIC DRAPES ... „ M 2 „. $1
Floral pattern In red,

yellow , furquoiie .
turquoii* , lact In w hitt or land ,

Modt rn In red or

;
<l

A FRKSJ I FASHION I.Oi lK OF WON DK Hl l l „ \VK A R .
AP.I.K COTTON' ntti m .E KMT WITH THIN Ri:i.Th |)
PI.AII ) OVKUIII. OI SK rW O-IMECEI l .
NEW SEASON UOl.OKS . . . IN .SIZES (I In |«

milk.

PHONE 3626

FOR HOME DELIVERY

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l
Vlilflnfl hourIt Mcdlctl and luralcil
patltnle: J lo 4 end 7 te l:M p.m. (No
children undtr 12.)
MattmltY palladia ; i to J:JO and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

TUESDAY
ADMISSIONS

Ruwel Royce, 412 Walnut St.
Roxanne Boyum, Peterson,
Minn.
Mrs. Eveline Harrison , 123 E.
Sanborn St.
Jane Glubka, 317 Franklin St.
Kenneth Ross, 271 W. Mark
St.
Dale Boettcher, 1067 W. 5th
St.
Mra. Roman Thomas, Arcadia , Wis.
Mrs. Raymond Bluck , 20
Glen Mary Rd.
Mrs. Henry Gjerdrum , 1710
Gilmore Ave.
DISCHARGES
Charles Mierau, Rushford,
Minn.
Michael Schueler, West Burns
Valley.
Mrs. Arland OIness and baby,
Peterson, Minn.
Miss Barbara Micheel , San
Jose, Calif.
Mrs. James Hill , St. Paul,
Minn.
Brenda Doumas, 579 W. Sanborn St.
Mrs. Ralph Voelker and baby,
652V4 Wilson St.
Mrs. Harold Stoos, Rollingstone , Minn.
Patti Paulson, Utica , Minn.
M i s s Sharon Schumacher,
Rollingstone, Minn.
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Allen ,
Winona Rt. 1, a son .

TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Boe, Taylor, a daughter Monday at TriCounty Memorial H o s p i t a l ,
Whitehall.
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—Mr . and Mrs. Donald Wangen,
a son by adoption Dec. 22. He
is one year old.
BRIGHTON, Mich . - Mr. and
Mrs. Michael J. Jereczek , a
daughter M o n d a y . Paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Jereczek , 118 Carimona
St., "Winona. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Fischer, 214 E. 5th St., Winona.

Winona Funerals
Edgar V. Kiase

Funeral services for Edgar
V. Kiese, 270 W. 4th St., were
conducted today at St. Martin's Lutheran Churcli, the Rev.
A. U. Deye officiating. Burial
was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Carl Kiese,
Norman Stark, Pearl Robertson,
Ellsworth Kreckow and Stephen and Michael Andre.

Fountain Citian
Succumbs at 102

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) - Albert W. Suhr, 102,
died at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday at
Winona Community Memorial
Hospital. He was hospitalized
Dec. 4 with a broken hip.
He was born June 11, 3B62,
near Lewiston, Minn., to Frederick and Augusta Tesh Suhr.
He married Ida Dorge May 22,
1893. They farmed in the Town
of Waumandee until 1916 when
he retired and built a home at
Fountain City where he had
since lived.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Elsie Weber and
Mrs . Edwin (Esther) Passow ,
Fountain City ; 12 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren,
and two sisters, Mrs. Emma
Simon, and Mrs. Hulda Sackroiter , Lewiston. One son , Edward, and one daughter , Ida,
have died.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Saturday at St. Michael 's
Lutheran Church , the Rev. Harold Essmann officiatin g. Burial
will be in Buffalo City Cemetery .
Friends may call at Stohr funeral Home, Alma , Friday.
Pallbearers will be Marvin
Wald , Wilbert Pnasow , Alton
Suhr , Roy Suhr, Everett Ledebuh r nnd Willnrd Schrieber.

Two-State Deaths

Rudolph Tarns
Rudolph Tarras, W a u s a u,
Wis., native Winonan , died there
Monday after a short illness.
He was born here to Mr. and
Mrs. Erhil Tarras and married
Rita Fraumkorn. They lived
here several years after their
marriage.
Survivors include his wife ;
two sons, Ralph, Wausau , and
Harold, Eau Claire; two daughters, Mrs. Harold (Betty) Zastrow , Wausau, and Mrs. Ray
(Corinne) Coselke, Lansing, 111.;
s e v e r al grandchildren , and
three sisters, Miss Emily Tarras , Winona, and Miss Margaret
and Miss Laura Tarras, Red
Wing.
Funeral and burial services
will be Thursday at Wausau.

Ralph Nelso n Sr.
KELLOGG , Minn. ( Special)Ralph Nelson Sr., 56, rural Kellogg, died suddenly of a heart
condition Tuesday morning,
Funeral services will be held
at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at Kellogg
Methodist Church, the Rev.
Robert Dunn, pastor, and F, Allen Saekett , Seventh Day Adventlst Church , Rochester , officiating. Burial will be in Greenfield Cemetery.
Friends may call at BuckmanSehierts Funeral Home, Wabasha, after 2 p.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Augusta E. Wolpers , 82,
422 E. Sth St., died at 5 a.m.
today at the Preston (Minn.)
Nursing Home where she had
been a patient 12 months.
She was born here Dec. 6,
1882, to John and Marie Habickhorst Plate. She was married
to Henry Wolpers who died
about 18 years ago. She lived in
St. Paul and Winona and was
a member of Grace Presbyterian Church here.
Surviving is one brother ,
Henry, Etta Dell Nursing Homej
Lewiston , and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be at
1 p.m. Saturday at Grace Presbyterian Church, the Rev. William T. King officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home from 7 to 9 p.m.
Friday. A memorial is being
arranged.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Temperatures
will average near normal east
and 4-10 degrees below normal
west. Warmer north Thursday
colder over the weekend and
warmer again early next week.
Normal highs are 12-20 north
and 20-27 south. Normal lows
are 10 below to 2 above north
and 1-10 south. Precipitation
will average one-tenth to V* inch
in snow Thursday and again
about Monday.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
are expected to average near
the normal highs ot 19-30 and
normal lows of 1-14 Thursday
through next Monday. Only minor day to day changes in temperatures expected. Precipitation will average '/« to % in
water equivalent in snow north
half and rain or snow south
half about Friday or Saturday
and again about Sunday or Monday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
21 IS
Albany, cloudy
Albuquerque, cloudy 44 32
Atlanta, cloudy . . . . 44 39
Bismarck, clear . . . 19 -8 .00
Boise, cloudy
35 26 .01
Boston, cloudy
32 2€
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 45 38 T
Cincinnati , rain . . . . 61 56 .01
Cleveland, cloudy . 5 4 50 .02
Denver, clear
36 16
Des Moines , cloudy 40 32
Detroit, cloudy . . . . 48 42 .01
Fairbanks , cloudy . -32 -50
Fort Worth, rain . . . 75 71 T
24 7
Helena, cloudy
Honolulu, clear . . . . 80 73
Indianapolis , cloudy 54 52 .03
Jacksonville , cloudy 67 51
Kansas City, clear . 51 30
Los Angeles, clear . 57 41
Louisville, rain . . . . 62 56 .06
65 61 .34
Memphis, rain
78 72
Miami , cloudy
Milwaukee , cloudy 40 36 .02
Mpls. -St. P., snow . 32 20 .12
New Orleans, cloudy 77 66
New York , cloudy .. 32 M
Okla, City, clear . . . 67 38
Omaha, clear
34 24 ..
Philadelphia , cloudy 37 35
Phoenix , cloudy . . 54 44 ..
Pittsburgh , cloudy . 55 45
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . 35 21
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy 38 33 .33
Rapid qity, clear .. 27 6 .05
St. Louis, cloudy . . . 58 42 .08
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 29 22
San Fran., clear . . . 54 46 .52
Seattle, cloudy
39 31 .01
Washington , cloudy 45 38
21 -6 .02
Winnipeg, snow
(T-Trace)
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BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL
1C.Sc Per Oal.

GASOLINE
9c Por Gal>
26
STAMPS—NOTHING FREEI

NO

W EST E RN ;
AT THI END OF LAFAYETTE ST.

Mrs. Frederick Rand

KELLOGG, Minn. ( Special)Mrs. Frederick Rand, 76, Kellogg native, died Tuesday afternoon at Buena Vista Nursing
Home, Wabasha. She had been
ill after suffering a stroke in
July.
The former Flora Irish, she
was born<July 6, 1888, in Greenfield
Township, Wabasha
County, to John and Harriet
Irish. She was married to Frederick Rand Dec. 7, 1922, and
they lived here, at Racine,
Minn., and at Rochester before
returning here in 1948 where
they lived until she entered the
rest home. She was a member
of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church and the Royal Neighbors of America.
Survivors include her husband; one son, Dean, Danville ,
Calif.; one daughter, Mrs. Margaret Seiglestrom, Santa Monica, Calif. ; eight grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Monday at Kellogg
Methodist Church , the Rev.
Robert Dunn, pastor, and the
Rev. F. Allen Sack ett , pastor of
Seventh Day Advestist Church,
Rochester, officiating. Burial
will be in the Greenfield Cemetery.
Friends may call at BuckmanSchlerts Funeral Home, Wabasha, after 2 p.m. Saturday.

GeneralWouldn't
Reduce U.S. Army
Forces in Korea
SEOVL, South Korea (AP) Gen. Hamilton H. Howze, the
top American commander in
Korea, today took issue with the
suggestion by Sen. Frank E.
Church, D-Idaho, that U.S.
forces in Korea be reduced.
Howze said any U.S. senator
has a right to question distribution of American forces.
But he added : "A decision on
what will be done with the
troops is based on careful military analyses. All military analyses 1 have seen show that
maintenance of strong forces is
a strong necessity . "
¦

Plainview Winners
PLAINVIEW, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund Lee and
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Lawson
were winners in the Junior
Chamber of Commerce Christmas lighting contest. Members
of the J aycees at Wabasha
judged the Lee home best in the
religious theme and the Lawson
place, best in decorative grouping.
¦

Robin in Durand

State Political
Leaders See '65
As Hard Year
By ADOLPH JOHNSON
Associated Preit Staff Writer
Minnesota 's political leaders
see 1965 as a year of hard work ,
a year of improving their organizations and preparing for the
1966 election year.
"The Democratic - Farmer •
Labor party will be concerned
in 1965 with three major areas,"
said George Farr , DFL state
chairman, today.
"They are strengthenirg our
organizational base, trying to
expand our fund - raising efforts
and concentrating on programs
and issues. "
Robert Forsythe, the Republican state chairman, put it this
way:
"The year 1965 for the Republican party in Minnesota will be
a year of building grassroots
political strength throughout the
voting precincts.

DURAND, Wis. (Special) A Durand woman, Mrs. Sarah
"In a non general election
Stever, reported seeing a robin year , much can be done to perin her front yard Tuesday morn- fect a political organization and
we will be following the general
ing.
¦
format of our already successful VIP (Victory Information
Two-State Funerals Program) which was begun here
in 1959 and has since been adoptAlbert J. Dittrich
ed in other states. "
COCHRANE, Wis. - Funeral
Both men describe tbe upcomservices for Albert J. Dittrich, ing session of the legislature as
retired farmer , will be at 10 significant and important.
a.m. Thursday at St. Lawrence "In 1965 issues will command
Church, the Rev. Thomas Ash great interest and party attenofficiating. Burial will be in the tion," said Forsythe. "LegislatWaumandee, W i s . , Catholic ive reapportionment, school aids,
cemetery.
unemploy m e n t compensation,
Friends may call at Stohr Fu- party designation, state expendneral Home, Alma, today. Ros- itures and revenue, and tax asary will be recited at 8 tonight. sessment and valuation all loom
children ; two sisters, Miss El- large."
sie Gilbertson, California, and Farr said he believes Gov.
Bruno Somalia
Mrs. Esther Ballentine , La Karl Rolvaag will recommend
TREMPEALEAU, Wis . ( Spe- Crosse, and five brothers, Rol- "very aggressive programs in
cial) — B r u n o Sonsalla, 52, and, Wausau, and Storm, Otto, most major areas — including
Trempealeau, died suddenly of Arnold and Tillman, Holmen.
mental health, education at all
a heart attack at his home here
Funeral services will be SatTuesday morning.
urday at 2 p.m. at Zion LutherHe was born June 3, 1912, at an Church, the Rev. V. A. HinArcadia to Mr. and Mrs. John termeyer officiating. Burial will
Sonsalla. He had been employ- be in Pine Cliff Cemetery. Leed at the Brunkow Lumber gion members will render miliCo., Trempealeau, eight years. tary honors at graveside.
Survivors are : His wife, the
Friends may call at Smith
former Bertha Gilberg; one Mortuary Friday after 4 p.m. Hilbert H. Haeuser, 67, 1171
son, Kenneth, one daughter, and at the church Saturday aft- W. Mark St., died Tuesday
Mrs. Milton Uhl , and three er 12:30 p.m.
morning at his home after
grandchildren, T r e m p e ashooting himself, according to
Charles C. Kruger
leau ; eight brothers, Ignatius
Coroner Dr. Robert Tweedy.
PLAINVIEW , Minn. ( Special) Tuesday 's events were reconand Luke, Independence; Michael, Robert and Thomas, Wi- — Charles C. Kroger, 79, Plain- structed this way by Assistant
nona ; Adam and Valentine, view , died Tuesday night at St. Police Chief Marvin A. Meier
Trempealeau, and Adolph, Hol- Mary's Hospital, Rochester, aftand Fire Chief John L. Steadmen, and two sisters, Mrs. Gil- er an illness of five weeks.
man:
Haeuser siphoned fuel oil
He was born April 5, 1885,
bert (Harriet) Ale-xander, Sparout
of
a tank in his basement
CEva)
in
Elmira
Township
to
Mr.
and
and
Mrs.
Joe
ta,
Hurley ,
after
his
wife had left for work
Mrs. Christopher Kruger.
La Crosse.
He married Isabelle Graner in the morning. He set tire
The service will be Saturday at 12:30 p.m. at Fos- May 20, 1913. They settled in to the oil, *then shot himself
just above and behind his right
sum Funeral Home , Galesville, Plainview.
Survivors are : His wife ; three ear with a .38 special revolver.
the Rev. Edward J. Sobczyk officiating. Burial will be in Holy sons, Ralph, Plainview; Harold , THE BULLET passed through
Cross Cemetery, Trempealeau. Rochester, and Herbert, Canoga his head, killing Haeuser inFriends may call at the fune- Park , Calif.; five daughters, stantly. The fire he had startral; home Friday after 4 p.m . Mrs. Arthur (Rachel) Binder , ed generated intense heat but
The Rosary will be recited at Mrs. Maurice (Elaine) Kroen- burned out quickly when the
8:38 p.m. by Father Sobczyk.
ing and Mrs. Edgar (Mary ) oygen supply was used up. Fuel
Senst, Plainview ; Mrs. James
Miss Alva Lat
(Isabelle ) Hayden , P a s c o , oil remained to a depth of 2
WABASHA , Mian. (SpeciaD- Wash., and Mrs. Dale (Mildred ) inches in the basement.
Miss Alva Lee, 61 , Minneapolis , Brown , Los Angeles, Calif. ; 32 A telephone repairman, callformer resident, died at St. Eliz- grandchildren; 13 great-grand- ing at the house about 1:30
abeth's Hospital Jere Tuesday children, and three brothers, p.m. to check a short circuit
morning. She had been hospital- Fred, Joseph and Leslie , Plain- which had been caused by the
ized 10 weeks.
fi re, opened the door to be met
view.
She was born Sept. 13 , 1903,
The funeral service will be by a draft of smoke , He called
in Mohall , N.D. She was em- Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at St. firemen.
ployed here severa l years ago Joachim 's Catholic Church, the The firemen found every plasat the J.D. Dill Co. and the Rev , S. E. Mulcahy officiating. tic object in the house melted ,
Wabasha County welfare office. Burial will be in the church although very little fire damage
For the past eight years she cemetery.
was done. Smoke pervaded all
had worked as an accountant at
Pallbearers will be Patrick the rooms. An electric clock
the Viking Tool & Die Co,, Min- Lee, Ralph Hall , Edwin Gran- on the kitchen wall had toppled ,
neapolis. She was a member of er and Walter , Donald and Wil- stopped at 9:30 o'clock .
the Unitarian Church at Minne- fred Kruger.
Haeuser left a note , accordapolis.
Friends may call at Johnson ing to Dr. Tweedy, which elimSurvivors include one sister , & Schriver Funeral Home from inated all doubt that the death
Mrs. George (Norma) Weit/,, today until time of services. The was a suicide . Its wording was
Pepin , Wis.; one krothcr, Dono- Rosary will be said at a p.m. "confused ," the coroner said.
van , Minneapolis, and three today.
He added that he does not plan
nieces.
to conduct a post-mortem examO. B. Johnson
A memorial service - will be
ination .
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - O.
held at 2 p.m. Saturday at PepMR. HAEUSER was a retired
in Methodist Church, the Rev. B. Johnson, 84, died Tuesday at
of Armour & Co., born
employe
Charles Garel officiating. Buck- 11:30 p.m. at Lutheran Hospital ,
man - SchierLs Funeral Home, La Crosse, where he had been Dec. 12, 1097, in the Town of
Cross, Buffalo County. He liyWabasha , is in charge of ar- a patient three weeks.
rangements. There will be no He was born Jan. 1, ljB80, in ed in Fountain City prior to
visitation. A memorial is being Trump Coulee , Town of Pres- 1949.
arranged.
ton, to Bernt and Mnrtha Otter- Survivors : His wife , Ebbie :
son Johnson, who lived on the one son, Nuthan , Williston , N.
Mrs. Gladys Harm**
present
Ralph
Schansberg D.; two daughters, Mrs. Robert
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) - farm.
(Lois) Abraham, Winona , and
Mrs. Gladys Harrnes, 45 , EvansJohn (Joan) McGraw , AnoMrs.
His first wife , Christine Nordton, III., died Monday morning. ness, died in 1918. In 1019 he ka , Minn. ; 10 grandchildren :
She is the daughter ot Mrs. married Albertina Lynnes , Chi- three brothers , George , CochReglna Johnson, Town of Frank- cago. They farmed the home rane, Wis.; John and Oscar ,
lin.
place until 1938 , when they Fountain City : three sisters ,
Funeral arrangements will be moved to Blair , where he work- Mrs. William Stubcr and Mrs .
conducted at Upper Beaver ed as a blacksmith. He also Elmer Abts, both of Fountain
Creek Lutheran Church here, was a carpenter and mason 62 City, and Mrs. J. A. Foimcr,
the Rev. W. H. Winkler offici- years and was in partnership Los Angeles, Calif. One sister
ating. Burial will be In the with the late T. C. Hanson in a is dead.
church cemetery .
hardware store here. He and Funeral services will be held
Friends may call Jensen Fu- his wife moved to the Bethany Thursday at 2 p.m. at Watkowneral Home, Hixton , for further Home, La Crosse , in the fall of ski Funeral Ilome, the Rev ,
information.
1960. Mrs. Johnson died in Henry Hosting officiating . Rurial will bo in Woodlawn Ceme1961 .
Axal H. G-llb«rt»on
Survivors are: Two sons , Ben, tery . There will be no visitiv
GALESVILLE, Wis. - Axel
tion.
H, Gilbertson, 75 , died Tuesday address unknown, and Ralph,
,
Arlington
Heights
111. ; nine
afternoon at his home.
FIKK CALIFS
He was born Jan. 7, 1889, in grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren,
and
two
brothHolmen to Mr. and Mrs. John
Tuesday
Gilbertson, He was a veteran of ers, Bernardt , Whitehall , and 1:30 p.m. — 1171 W. Mark
overseas Army service In World Albert, Blair. One son, Ray- St., Hilbert Haeuser residence ,
War I. He married Ella Semb mond, died In 1958. Seven broth- fire out on arrival,
in 1921 and the couple lived In era and sisters have died.
Galesville since that time. He The funeral service will be
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
WAR a carpenter. He was a Friday at 2:30 p.m. at Zion
member of the Galesville Amer- Lutheran Church, the Rev. L. Karen Weilundt , 869 K. 2nd
II. Jucobson officiating . Burial St., 11.
ican Legion post ,
Survivors are : Hln wife ; two will be in the church cemetery
Steven Rockwel l, 79 Fiilrfax
Friends may cull nt Frede- St. , 9.
NODS , Stanley, Cialenville , nnd
Knute , Ames, Iowa; one daugh- rlxon Funernl Home Thursday Timothy Rockwell , 71) Fairfax
ter, Mrs. Joseph ( Beatrice) Ra- afternoon nnd nt the church Fri- St. . 3.
nlorl , Omnha , Neb ; five grand- day after l p.m.

Retired Man
Commits Suicide

Man Dead,
Woman Wounded
In Milwaukee

levels and resource development."
"With a conservative House
and Senate," he added, "gains
will be hard to come by, but we
expect substantial gains nevertheless."
Forsythe said he was sure the
conservative Legislature would
make a good record, as the 1963
Legislature, which also was under conservative control, did.
Both men stressed the importance of local elections. Farr said
he regards the Minneapolis election as the most important one
on the 1955 calendar and that he
expects liberal Mayor Arthur
Naftalin to seek and win reelection.
Forsyth* called on members
of his party to meet their responsibilities by being active in
local elections generally, and
working in behalf of able and
qualified people.
Forsythe listed party designatioi for legislators as among
pro {rams his party supports.
Fa: r said that, while a fight will
be made for it, he is not very
hopeful of success.
"I'm sure we can muster
strong liberal support in the
legislature ," he said. "But I
doubt where there will be substantial conservative backing. "
He blamed failure of the liberals to win majorities in the
Legislature — where Democrats
swept many other races — on
the absence of party designation. Forsythe said he was sure
that any division within the
GOP that may remain as an
aftermath of the presidential
election "will be washed out
with activity. There is no better
cure than work."
"The Republican party will
come out of 1965 a stronger party in readiness for the general
election of 1966." he added.
In his turn, Farr said he was
sure Gov. Rolvaag, Sen. Walter
Mondale and Atty. Gen , Robert
Mattson, the latter two new in
their posts, will make fine records during 1965.
Looking ahead to 1966, he said
he expects both Rolvaag and Lt.
Gov. A. M. Keith to be candidates for reelection. There is
continuing speculation that circumstances will make Keith the
DFL candidate for governor.

ii
i
Wa*\*- *A* A m

MILWAUKEE (AP) - A man
was shot to death and a woman
seriously wounded early today
at the Band Box , a near West
Side tavern.
Leo Heller, 56, was dead on
arrival at County Emergency
Hospital, Shirley Patrick , 32,
was reported in serious condition. Both are from Milwaukee.
The dectective bureau and the
medical examiner 's office said
the man apparently shot the
woman in a "fit of jealousy"
and then turned the gun on himself.
A bartender said the couple
had been drinking together at
the bar for about IVi hours before the shooting erupted.

New Labor
Plan Urged

WASHINGTON (AP ) - A
shif t from traditional lastminute bargaining has been
proposed by a blue-ribbon panel
after an 18-month study of nhe
causes of labor-management
strife .
The new style of bargaining
as recommended by the 12-man
panel would involve continuing
discussions between labor and
management instead of the traditional hectic bargaining that
often takes place when a contract is about to expire.
The group, composed of
prominent representatives of
both sides, was named by late
President John F. Kennedy.

Red China Claims
Army Is Stronger
TOKYO (AP) - Red China
claimed today its army, bolstered by new technical equipment and cleansed of the "bourgeois military line," is stronger
than ever before.
Vice Premier Lo Jui-cbing,
former secret police chief who
heads the army general staff ,
told the National People's Congress in Peking that the army is
"a completely new type" securely under Communist party
influence.

Goldwater Makes
Purge ol Burch
Personal Matter

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Barry Goldwater has told tha
Republican National Committea
he would regard the ouster of
Chairman Dean Burch as "a
repudiation of a great segment
of our party and a repudiation
of me."
Burch'* ouster, Goldwater
added in a letter to all committee members, would be "a capitulation on the part of those Republicans who have supported
me and the principles for which
I stood. "
The defeated GOP presidential candidate thus put on a personal basis the retention of
Burch in the chairmanship for
which he chose the Tucson,
Ariz., lawyer at the beginning of
his unsuccessful campaign.
Th« letter was made public by
Goldwater 's Washington office
today.
The national committee will
meet Jan. 2C-23 in Chicago. The
issue of whether Burch will be
deposed or retained is expected
to come to a showdown then.
A powerful wing of the GOP
has been clamoring for Burch's
scalp since the election.

Red China Raps
Subs Off Coast

TOKYO CAP) — Communist
China charged Tuesday that the
stationing of U.S. Polaris sunmarines off the Communist
Chinese coast is an "act of war
provocation."
"It is a naked war provocation by U.S. imperialism against
the Chinese people and the other
peoples of the west Pacific
countries," Peking said in a
government statement released
by the New China News Agency.
The statement was commenting on reports that a Polaris submarine is in position to lob
massive nuclear iire on Communist China.
The U.S. Defense Department
has confirmed that the submarine Daniel Boone — which has
sixteen rockets aboard — has
sailed from Guam into waters
off the Asian mainland.
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Islanders Nip Cotter 5 4-52 in Action-Packed Finale
By GAKY EVANS
Daily N'e ws Sports Editor
They packed enough action
Into two minutes and 15 seconds at Winona State's Memorial Hall Tuesday night to
leave some 1,600 fans breathless, speechless and completely worn out.
The occasion was the chamf-ionship of the Second Annual
nvitational Tournament , a
game that wasn 't decided until the final buzzer.
In the end , DeLaSalle, the
state's third-ranked Catholic
team, upended Cotter 54-52
behind a second-half rally.
Although the action was
torrid for a full 32 minutes ,
the best was saved for last.
With just under three min-

utes left , Cotter tied the score
at 46-46 on a pair of free
throws by tournament sensation John Nett Jr .
DeLaSalle captured the lead
on a basket by Tom Ihnot
from behind the free throw
circle and Cotter tied it on
a ti p by Nett, who spun past
an Islander on a missed free
throw by Bill Browne.
DeLaSalle came back to
lead by three points on another of Ihnot' s dazzling jumpers and a free throw by Mike
Riney.
The Ramblers came within
51-50 on Nett' s t w o free
throws with 31 seconds left
and Mark Jteiger rolled down
the lane for another Islander
three-point advantage.
Before you could transfer

\our eyes to the other end of
the court, Nett was wheeling
out of the right corner to gun
home a one-hander. That happened with roughly seven seconds left .
DeLaSalle. hoping to l ast it
out . saw forward Mark Reiger
fouled by Dan Pelowski — his
fifth — with one second left .
Reiger dropped the fi rst to
make it 54-52 , but it wasn 't
quite over. Hoping to hit the
rim but miss the shot to run
out the clock , Reiger missed
everything. The clock showed
one second , Cotter had it to
play from out o( bounds at
the side and the Ramblers
took time out .
Coach John? Nett , a crafty
strategist in tight situations ,
sent in 6-5 Joe Wildenborg.

sixth straight triumph to
make its record 6-2. Cotter
had suffered its first loss in
four games to stand 5-3.
It began as a rout for the
Ramblers , but the complexion
changed for good near the
end of the second quarter .
Taking advantage of a DeLaSalle cool streak , the Ramblers spurted to a 15-7 lead
at the end of the first period

The thought was to send the
team 's tallest man under the
basket to decoy DeLaSalle defenders.
It worked as three Islanders
made the trip with Wildenborg. Next came a pass to
Bill Browne ju st over the
time line. His shot was long
enough but wide to the left
as the buzzer sounded.
DeLaSalle had gained its
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and were in command 21-9
with half the second quarter
gone.
At that point , Ihnot scored
on a long jump shot and Reiger pitched in a free throw
before Chuck Kulas count ered on a drive to make it 23-12.
The Islanders opened up.
Ihnot hit a one hander , followed with two free throws
and Riney cashed two jumpers to make it 23-20 at halftime.
DeLaSalle bounded into its
first lead — 24-23 — with 7:15
to play in the third quarter.
Cotter was to lead on twp
more occasions in the quarter, but the Islanders spurted
from a 33-33 tie to make it
37-33 at the buzzer on goals
by Pete Froelich and Ihnot.

That set the stage for the
wild finale.
Ihnot , the calm tormentor
at crucial points, led the Islanders with 19 points. Riney
got 14. Nett paced Cotter with
24When it was over , neither
Cotter 's Nett nor DeLaSalle 's
Dick Reinhard were displeased.
•'It' s a satisfying win in
view of the way we had to
come back ," summed up
Reinhard , who admitted to being "plenty worried" in the
first quarter.
"I thought we had them on
a ten-second violation ," mused Nett of a play that took
p lace just before Reiger snapped in his drive to make it
53-50. "We were only a point
down then and we 'd have had

11 seconds to get a good
shot."
In the concensus of all assembled, it was a blistering,
dramatic finale.
Reinhard ended it gome 30
minutes after the tournament's conclusion.
"Come here you!"' he snap.
ped at the tall championship
trophy occupy ing a taping
bench in a darkened Memorial Hall dressing room.
"You cost me 20 pounds!"
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Redmen Bring Trophy Home, Rip Midland

FREMONT , Neb . — St.
Mary 's returned home this
morning with the championship trophy of the Midland
Holiday Tournament.
The Redmen coasted to
an easy 77-57 victory over
host Midland in the championship finale here Tuesday- night . St. Mary 's had
gained the finals by pounding Dana College 80-55 in
Monday night 's opening
round .
The Redmen raced to a
38-24 halftime advantage ,
then played cat-and-mouse
with Midland in the second
stanza, ouiscoring the Nebraska entry in the Tri-State
Conference 39-33.

A Redmen observer said
that Midland threw a tight
BOX SCORE

St. Mary'* (77>
fo It
Pytleski S S
Buffo
4 4
Kecnan
0 0
Valaika
S 3
Murphy
t i
Hoder
1 0
Maloney 1 4
L-ddcn
0 3
Sauser
7 1

. :td

"0--

Midland (37)
pltp
lg ir pl tp
4 IS Jorgemn 1 J 1 i
0 12 Pinkall
7 0 0 4
2 0 Bratsch S 3 7 13
3 13 Praunjr 0 1 0
1
l l Fowler
5 3 4 13
1 3
Oau
3 0 3 <
3 14 Draemel 0 0 1 0
1 3
Hagstrm 1 0
1 2
0 15 Mention 5 2 5 12

111)

'"3 1U?

ST. MARY'S
MIDLAND

Telalt

23 11 If 57
31 31—77
34 33—57

zone defense against the
Redmen in the first half.
AJter adapting to it , St.
Mary 's demolished it , thanks

mainly to the outside shooting of Jerry Sauser and
Roge r Pytlewski , who had
five buckets apiece in the
first twenty minutes.
Midland shifted to a manto-man in the second half ,
it made . no difference , as St.
Mary 's continued to score.
The Redmen man-to-man
contained Midland' s two top
gunners, Dick Mendenhall
and Tom Dau , capably.
Mendenhall ended with 12
points , w h i l e Dau , Ihe
team 's leading scorer , had
only six.
Five Redmen connected
for double fi gures. Sauser
and Pytlewski finished with
15 each to pace both teams,

cent in the first half from
the floor , compared to 48
in the second half.
In addition to copping the
champ ionship trop hy, two
Redmen were named to the
all-tournament team . Sauser
and Pytlewski.
St. Mary 's is now 7-2 on

while Mike Maloney had 14,
George Valaika 13 and Jim
Buffo 12.
Di ck Braesch and Rick
Fow ler each had 13 for Midland .
St. Mary ' s hit 23 of 27
free throws for the game.
The Redmen shot 31 per-

the season and rests until
Monday when the team travels to Dubuque, Iowa, for
a return match with Lor as
College. The Redmen won
the first meeting between
the two schools at Terrace
Heights Dec. 4, taking an
81-53 decision.

State Bounds Into
Championship Go

NORTHFIELD , Minn -Things
finally fell into place for the
Winona State College basketball team in the first round of
the Carleton holiday tourney
here Tuesday night.
A strong bench , accuracy
from the foul line, clutch shooting — all things which had been
lacking in earlier games this
year — meshed in the Warriors ' game with host Carleton .
As a result , Winon a State finds
itself in the tournament cham-

La Crosse Wins
Own Tourney,
Falcons Romp

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
La Crosse State 's undefeated
Indians reigned as undisputed
leader of Wisconsin small college basketball today after posting their eighth victory and winning their holiday tournament a
third straight year.
La Crosse , Wisconsin's only
unbeaten college team , broke
through a tight Eastern Illinois
defense for a 65-60 victory Tuesday night after the University
of Minnesota - Duluth captured
consolation honors by routing
Ripon 82-68 in the fourth annual
tournament held by the Indians.
At Apple Inn, host Lawrence
defeated Milton 7i>-7l> and St.
Norbert crushed Northland 10271 in opening round games of a
two-day tournament.
Wisconsin teams moved out of
state for other holiday tournaments .
At Northfield. M inn , Beloit
whipped Carroll 77-59 for the
right lo meet Winona State ,
which defeated hoxl Carleton
B4-750 .
Carthage edged boras fi)!-li6
(or the right to meet Iowa Central . a 61-51 victor over host St.
Ambrose at Dav enport , Iowa .
And River Falls , a member
of the Slide Universit y Conference , trav eled far lo bounce
Mchendree 01-8(1 at Wayne ,
Neb . River Falls will shoot for
the tournament cha mp ionship
loni Rht against host Wayne ,
which defeated Sout h Dakota
Trrh 7H-52.
At I.a Crosse , (lie Indians . <lcfending State Universit y Conference cham .is . overcame a tou gh
defense , aided
by superior
hei fiht , to deleat En stern Illinois. D OUR Potter , voted the
tou rnament ' s mus t valuable
player , hit for '.III point s in show in>.' Ihe wu\ .
River Falls , ow ner of a A- ->
record , advanced to the finals
of Ihe Wayne tournament hy
whacking tilcKendree of Nebraska . Ken Lee scored ill point s
and Nate Schilling .10 in pacing
the River Falls attack.
¦

Sports Scores
NBA

T u r i D A Y 'J NBSUI T
51 Louis 17). San f t t n c .v o 101.
TODAY'S GAMES
l»n foimiio vs Nt* Voik a| l'hil»
<ltlptil»
I oi Angtltt 'I PhiltoilpMo ,
Aotton at BUItlmora
il Idull al Drlioil

Mil.

T U t S D A Y ' T RESULT
OKAtjn 4. N«w York 7
T O O A Y ' V CAM*
Menu tal jl Tstonlo.

pionship match against Beloit
tonight.
THE WARRIORS sli pped by
the Carls 84-79 in the first of the
two games , while Beloit trimmed Carroll of Wisconsin 77-59
to gain the finals. The championship match will start at 9
p.m. , after a 7 o'clock consolation game.
"Our bench is what did it for
us ," said a happy coach Dr.
Bob Campbell, singling out one
specific as the key to the win.
"Diercks <Dallas) , M e i s n e r
(Dave), and Werner (Bill) did
some excellent work for us last
night.
"Werner and Anderson (Tim)
kept us in the game the first
hali with their clutch shooting, "
said Campbell. Werner had 10
in the first half and Anderson
had 12.
THE WARRIORS found themseh'es at the short end of a 4241 halftime score, but outscorcd
the Carls 43-37 in the second
20 minutes .
Campbel l singled out Dave
Rosenau and Diercks for fineboard work. The pair led the
Warriors to a 43-35 edge in
caroms. " Rosenau and Diercks
really hammered away at the
boards for us ." said Campbell.
Winona had .12 of 39 free throws.
Anderson had his best night
ever as a Warrior. The 6-4 sophomore from Bangor , Wis., finished with 19 points , high for the
Statesmen . He also provided the
spark needed for the win.
With 4:.=i2 remaining and the
score knot t ed at 7.'i-7.'!, Anderson
crashed home a pair of field
coals for a 77-73 Warrior ad-

vantage. Seconds later Werner
connected on a shot and Winona
never trailed again.

WINONA WENT into a stall
with 1 :30 showing on the clock
to protect its slim lead. In the
waning minutes , captain Dave
Goede sank four of five free
throw s to ice the contest.
Four other Warriors hit in
double figures. Werner a n d
Goede finished with 12 each ,
and Rosenau and Meisner had
10 apiece.
Emrnett Terwilliger , a transfer from tbe University of Wisconsin varsity squad , was high
for the Carls with 20. Rick
Chap had 19, John Kirby 16 and
Clayton Russell 15. The Carls'
high scorer , Tom Sanders , who
sported a 24.5 average going into the contest , was limited to
seven points.
ANALYZING BELOIT , < impbell said the two clubs (Winon a
and BeloiO are evenly matched as far as height and shooting
ability is concerned. "They like
to use the break ( fast break )
too ." noted Campbell . "We'll
have to be on our toes to cli p
them. "
Winona is now 2-5 on the
year , Carleton 2-3.
Winona Suit (84)
lq II pi »P
3 )
Petersen
17
Slallmqs 3 1 1 '
ftos rnau < 1 i 10
Diercks
1 ) 4 J
Goede
J 0 1 11
Anders n t I 4 It
Meisner J 4 0 U
We ,nor
] t » U
iV n- ci.cl
10
10
•' »l
WINONA STATE
CARIETON

Carleton

(71)
19 II pf tf
Kirhy
5 » IU
Chap
I 3 1 It
Russell
7 1 2 15
Sanders
1 1 1 7
Trucano
S 0 1 0
Wilson
0 • I 0
Marsnall 1 • i J
J«nsen
8 0 • 0
Tw .ll qr 10 0 4 30
Tunis

J4 il ?j 7»
41 43—84
43 17-70

TEST 'U' OF MANITOBA

Redmen Meet
Awesome Foe

St. Mary 's hockey coach Keith
Han/el pit s hi s Redmen ice
squad apj ainsl the awesome
University of Man it oba Bisons
toni ght in Aldrieh Arena al SI.
Paul.
K very one knows tha t Canada
is the hockey "hot bed" ol I lie
\w > r 'd and Han/ el probably realizes it < is much as anyone .
"All 1 k now about th em is
Ihiii t hey are supposed to l.e
st rnnger t h a n In st year. " says
Han/el , who 'hen furnished
some ( !at:i to back up his sup
position

••MAMTOHA has \i p lavei s
that played junior "A" hockev ,
which is i quival ciil lo American
baseball ' s class "!) " hall clul ^ . '
informed
Ilan/el
'What
il
amount s to is that lliese Junior
clubs are I he top ani.ilciir lai in
chins in ( 'anada and of the l.\
seven weir on Junior "A" .'illstar leani s . "
Docs ( Ins pose any unusual
problem ''
"Only t h a t lli< ^ will be ihr
best learn St. Mi »ry ' s h as ever
played , ' 1 countered Ilan/el,
"What c. in vnu say to thai e,
cepl a fl ;».l "oli. "
It) other word- , . Si M,u \ ' ,
¦
moves ll) 1n "bj f: lime hockey
competition toni ght .
STATISTICS on Hie Al .ioil cilm

nulfil show lhat il is a seasoned
club with an average age of 2\ .
their defensemen average 1!»0
pounds , and their [orw arils average 1II0.
Oh yes, Manitoba smashed
Ihe Universi ty of Minnesota !'- ,">
Tuesday ,
"Actually, we' re in pretty
good shape. " says Han / el. "Andrea ' Reaulien , the Kedmen ' s
Mr. Everythin g ) is evcellent
considering I he layoff. II h- line
has been look ing real g ood Our
e'efenscnien , JMike Rishop, Hot)
Paradise and Turn McCoriniek
have been doing line jot is. Those
lliree can .illeinad
in (here
without any I rouble
Ilan/el vv ill lie start in it Ins usual sestet. Reaulien at center ,
llrian De- ihieus and Dennis ( ' 00
ney at the wini '. s, lli. -diop and
Paradise at defense atut Jerry
Aicliamheau in the nets.
( IM I MA"S cut loot has healed
ailiicenl ly (or him lo compete
tonight .lean i 'aidin returned lo
terrace Heights with Ihe flu
bill should be available for to
night ' s game .
Prior to the main attraction
a top iiolch high school prelim
man will lake Hie ice al (i "n
y . nt. matching SI. Paul Hill and
While Hear I,;tke , both Twin
City prep hockey powers.

MIKE ON THE MOVE . . . Mike Riney, captain of th< De La Salle
basletball team and a forward for the Islanders , was a busy man Tuesday
night. At left , he accepts the championship trophy (De La Salle squeaked
past Cotter 54-52 ) at the cenclusion of the Second Annual Cotter Invitational

This Week s
Basketball
T O X I (i II T

|

CARLETON HOLIDAY TOURNAMENTi
Carroll vs. Carltlon , 7 p.m., contolalion.
Winona Stan vs. Beloit, » p.m., ch imp ionship.
MABEL HOLIDAY T O U R N A M E N T —
Ru-s hlord vs. AMbtl, 7:30 p.m . consolation.
p .m.,
Lanesboro V5. Preston. $ l i
championship.
CANNON F A L L S T O U R NA M E N T Cannon Falls vs. Milan, 7 p.m , contoUlian.
Goodhue vs. Applclon, » p.m , ch ainp-ionsh p.
PLAINVIEW DOUBLSHEADERLew islan vs . St . Charlev 7:30 p.m.
Plaiinvlew vs. Wabasha, » p m.
BANGOR DOUBL.EHEADERCas hton vs. Ona ls ika Lulher , 7 pni
Brookwoocl vs, Ba nqor, » p m.
OTHER
SCHOOLS
Fornl L»k» at Faribault.

Robertson, Wilt,
Russell,West
Unanimous Picks

Tournament from tourney chairman Dr. R. G. McGill. At right , he tries to
stop Cotter 's Chuck Kulas on a drive to the basket. Kulas missed the shot ,
but Riney was assessed with a foul. (Daily News Sports Photos)

Nett , Kulas Named to
All-Tournament Squad
Minneapolis Dp La Salle ,
Ihe champ ion , and Winona
Cotter , the runnerup, each
placed two men on the fireman all-tournament squad
at the conclusion of the second Annual Cotter Invitational Tuesday ni(,'hl.
The Islanders , who nudged
C utler M-5'2 in the finale ,
saw Mike Riney and Tom
Ihnot , their two fine generals , named alon^ with Chuck
Kulas and John Nett Jr. of
Cotter and Jim Galuska of
Rochester Lourdes. All received trophies courtesy of
the Winona Dail y N'ews.
The group was selected

hy a three-man committee
of Max Molock , Rill Harfiesheimer and Gary Evans .
Nett , play ing two of his
finest games of the season ,
emerged as the tournament's leading scorer. He
hit 25 against Minnehaha
Academy Monday night and
then got 24 aga inst De La
Salle for a total of 49.
Right behind was Ihnot
with 40. Rochester Lourdes '
Dexter Reiscli hit 38, Riney
and Jim Gilbert of Minnehaha Academy 31 each and
Galuskn , who was a sensational passer in Tuesday 's
consolation battle , 2!).
De La Salle went into the

contest as Ihe stale 's third
ranked Catholic team according to Ihe Minnesota
Catholic Education Association.
Cotter was rated seventh.
Austin Pacelli , which invades St. Stan ' s for an 8
p,m clash Saturday night ,
is Ihe Nr o. 1 team followed
hy defending champion St.
Louis Park Bcnildc , which
suffered its only loss at the
hands of De La Salle.
St. Cloud Cathedral is
fourth, Marshall C e n t r a l
fifth , St. Paul St. Thomas
sixth, St. John 's Prep eighth ,
Rochester Lourdes ninth and
,
St. Paul Hill tenth.

Look at
NI CW YORK ( AI M
the National H.askethall Association statistics tables and it ' s
easy to see why every wri ter
and broadcaster who voted for
the SUA Ml Stars picked Oscar
Kobertson. Hill Iltis sell . Will
Charsiherlai n and Jerry West
HoJierlson , Russell . Chamberlain und West were the Unit'
unan imous selection s for Ihe
two All Star squads that Mill
meet in SI Louis Arena .Ian IV
Clwisci! to Ihe Kasteru t e a m
along; with Kohertsnu and Itnssell were Phikiilel phia ' s I .uscious Jackso n :ind Hal C rrrr .
ItosUin ' s Sain Jones ami Tom
lleinsolm and Wayne Km liry
and Jerry Lucas of Cuicinnal i
Sel ected for Hie West with
CharYihevkmi and West , w ere
Wall Hellainy and (his Johnson
ol ll .illiiiKii e . I.en Wilkens ;nnl
Itoh I' el I it of SI Louis , Ml gin
Baylor ol Los Angeles „..;l Terry D ischinger of Del i oil
¦
K U I : SS

Rochester Lourd es , led by the
passing of playmakcr and B IItournament selection Jim Galuska , smashed Minnenpolis Minnehnhn Acad emy in the consolation batt le of the Second Annual Cotter Invitat ional Tournament at Memoria l Hall Tuesday nighl.
Gene Biewen '.s Eagles captured n 7l-«Hi victory with 12
players seeing act ion nnd eight
breaking into (he scoring column.
The winners romped away to
a 21-12 first-period !e,-<d . had it
out of reach nt :|7-?1 at halflime nnd too l! a 4-fl-:i2 lend into
the finnl right mi miles.
Dexter Reiscli , aided repeatedly on passes to the pivot hy
(Inluska , steered in 25 points
to lend Lourdes. Galuskn finished with Hi and J.arrv Koshire
grabbed 12
For Minne haha Aeadeinv , winless now in eight games , " Rnu - ft
Johnson came up with n pninti
while mates Del Anders on and
Jim Gilbert eneh 3md ||,
Lourdes evened it« record at
5-a.
Mlnn«ti»h»
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AI.l.TOl'HNAMKN T TEAM . . . These
live bos s
two each from De La Salle and
( otter and one from Rochester Lourdes iri .nle up Ihe all-to urnament t<e«im of the Cotter hnilalional. r'rom left , thoy are: Mike

Riney and Tom Ihnot of De La Salle , John
Nett Jr. of Cotter , Jim Caluskn of Rochester
Lourdes, and Chuck Kulas of Colter. ( L>uily
News S|>orts Photo )
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Caledonia Tops
Alumni 71-54

niis

Ml I.WALK KK ' .r Fran k ' !.
Kres -i . .'p 'l . former , president of
the 'vViM 'iuisin ( lolf ( 'nurse Superiiilendent
Association, d ied
nt Milwaukee hospital Tue.iduy
nfler i\ brief illne ss .

Lourdes Raps
Minnehaha in
Consolation

CAL KJM JN IA . Mum
- Caledonia ' s vnhsty e«ge SIIUIM I
emerged with a Tl 54 win over
its Alumni in a Wmp „on ,
T uesday n ight.
.hick Ila usi -r nette d 21 j,,,,)
Jon A.sk 11 t ( ,r (t .<. eurrenf edition ol the Warri or:. , while Wikft
I errocro counted 20 lor the
Alumni.

Lanesboro. Preston in Finals

Basketball
Scores

Burros' Bell
Alma Drop s Harmon y Hits Winning
In Match of Unbeatens Field Goal

COTTIR

ARCADIA FELLS C-FC

COCHRANE - F O U N T A I N
CITY , Wis , - Alma made it
seven In a row here Tuesday
night. The Rivermen frolicked
to a 98-67 win over previousl y
unbeaten Harmony in second
night action of the Holiday Doubleheader here.
Alma had blasted Arcadia
101-58 Monday, while Harmony
was idJe.
In the other game , Arcadia
surged from a 39-32 halftime
disadvantage to overcome host
Cochrane - Fountain City and
trip ' the Pirates 72-65.

Wisconsin • Minnesota a r e a j
cage teams Tuesday night in
the first game of the CochraneFountain City doubleheader.
The Rivermen flashed to a
98-67 victory over Harmony,
which had a perfect 7-0 slate
up to Tuesday night. Alma is
now 7-0 on the year.
j Coach Greg Green 's club was
I spearheaded by the sharpshooting of Larry Kreibich who
hit 15 of 19 field goals for 30
points. Kreibich was trailed in
the scoring column by Jokn
Stohr with 15 M i k e Moham
with 12 and Dick Ebersold with
ALMA 98
ten.
HARMONY 67
Kreibich , a senior , canned 11
Point-happy Alma proved it: straight field goals in the first
Is the class of the immediate ' half.

Jets Will Pay
$389,000 to
Sign Namath

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Alabama quarterback Joe
Namath has been offered $389,000 to sign with the New York
Jets of the American Football
League. In 1947, wit>i that kind
of money, you could have
bought the Detroi t Lions —
twice — and still received $69,O00 change.
The astounding offer to Namath, a major target in the
mutti million-dollar pro football
signing war between the National and American
Football
leagues, was revealed to The
Associated Press Tuesday in
Miami by sources close to Namath and the Jets.
At the same time, another
Sassing whiz , Tulsa's Jerry
.home , signed with Dallas of
the NFL although he was offered more money by the AFL's
Houston Oilers.
And Georgia 's All-America
tackle, Jim Wilson , wound up
with two contracts — one from
each league.
All three cases bore the mark
of the highest bidding war in
pro football history — hard to
believe .
Where Wilson will be, how ever, just might be a question
for lawyers to decide.
Drafted by Boston of the AFL
and San Francisco of the NFL ,
Wilson apparently signed a contract with the Patriots on Aug.
25 — the league office says it
has the contract — and then
signed with the 49ers after the
Sun Bowl game last Saturday.

Wingers Dump
Ellsworth 65-48

ELLSWORTH , Wis. — Red
Wing and River Falls won second - night games in the Ellsworth doubleheader here Tuesday.
The Wingers , members of the
Big Nine circuit , upped their
record to 5-2 with a 65-4B victory over host Ellsworth. River
Falls won the other game (K)-('»:i
over Prcscott.
Jeff Doyle meshed 2.'l for the
Wingers , while cohort Mick y
Bohmbach had 13. Jim Dougherty had 11 for Ellsworth.
Jay Wolland , the leading scorer in the Middle Border loop ,
blitzed the nets for 31 for River
Falls. Rick Most had 21 for
Prcscott ,

lint California then erupted
lor 15 straight points to take
over Iho lead and staRe a runaway the Miniic.sotiins couldn 't
catch Minnesota went into the
game ns Ihe nation 's third rank ed quint.
Aflrr n 40-37 lend at (lie half ,
thf Bruins copped a 13-point
lend rnidwny through t he second
half nnd went on from there In
Mind <lm Gop hers down for their
first loss In ei^ht starts.
In other Tuesday nipht action ,
previously unbeaten Augsburg

ARCADIA 72
COCHRANEFOUNTAIN CITY 65

Arcadia overcame a 39-32
halftime deficit to topple Cochrane-Fountain City in the nightcap of the C-FC doubleheader.
The Raidere -were led by Pat
Maloney 's 28 points, He was
aided by mates Mike Lien with
17 and Larry Dahl with 11.
Hal Chedester banged home
19, Rich Abts 17 and Can Dittrich 14 for Jim Danielson 's
Pirates, now 1-6 on the year .

HOLY TRINITY COPS

St. Felix in
60-45 Victory

WABASHA . Minn. - Rollingstone Holy Trinity and host St.
Felix High Schools captured
second-round victories in the
holiday double header here Tuesday night.
Holy Trinity rolled to its second win of the year with a €4-

Wabasha, Host
Plainview in
Cage Triumphs

PLAINVIEW, Minn . - Plainview, Wab asha , Lewiston and
St. Charles provide cage entertainment for local fans at the
Plainview gym tonight when the
four squads tangle in the second round of the holiday doubleheader here.
The St. Cliarles - Lewiston
clash will start at 7:30 p.m.,
and the Plainview - Wabasha
game will get under way at 9
p.m.
Tuesday, Wabasha ni pped
Lewiston 53-47 and Plainview
ripped St. Charles 55-40,

WABASHA 53
LEWISTO N 47

Pete Ekstr and of Wabasha
should be worthy of the nickname of "Points" to his teammates pretty soon.
The 6-1 junior guard was one
of the area 's hignest point producers in football last fall and
has been peppering the cage
nets at a high-scoring pace so
far this winter.
Ekstrand tallied 20 to finish
as the only Indian in double
figures Tuesday to lead his
team past Lewiston 53-47.
Lewiston was led by Jerry
Mueller 's 19 points .

PLAINVIEW 55
ST. CHARLES 40

Host Plainview raced tc * a
1.1-5 first quarter lead , then lipped it to 24-14 at the half , and
coasted in the second half to
score a 55-40 win over St. Charles, a fellow Hiawatha Valley
conference member.
Boh Johnson , a senior forward , hit 1.1 to pace Bob Bafiley 's quintet. Jerry Feldrnan
added 12 and Lyle Wood ten .
Gary Johnson was tho onl y
Saint to wind up in twin figures ,
netting 12,

Bruins Speed
Smashes Gophers
II> Till'; ASSOCIAT Itf) PHUSS
Falling before the fury of
UCLA 's full court p ress and
rampant speed , Minnesota's Gophers were dumped from the undefeated ranks Thursday niglit
in their 93-77 loss in the Las
Angeles Basketball Classic.
Playing (be Bruins off their
feet in the first 10 minutes , Minnrsotn built to n 2fi-17 lead
against the fourth ranked California team.

For Tom M culemans' Harmony Cardinals , Bill Barrett
connected for 28 and Mike
Erickson contributed 27, 17 of
them from the free throw line.

fell before Lincoln University of
Missouri 8.'l-fll in the start of the
Paul Biinyan tourney at Bemidji . Host Bernldjl downed Mor ningside 77-7$ in the second preliminary to toni ght' s finale .
Minnesota tenui s split ,r>D- .r>0 ,
with North Dakota entries in the
Bed Hivcr Classic at Moorhend.
Concordia stayed in Ihe title
running with an 70-77 defeat of
North Dakota Slate while N orth
Dakota was blasting Moorhead
State 117-5.1 The winners fight
for tho crown tonight.
In the Midland Houndtahle
tourney at Billings , Mont., Indiana Stale besled Mankato Stnle
filt-fiS in the opening round while
Minnesotn-Dnluth was elnirning
tbe consolation title fl2-flfi over
fii pon in the La Crosso holiday
competition . St . Mary 's took the
championship in the Midland
event id D.ina , Neh. hut St.
Cloud Stnte lost fl 72-71 contest
and Ihe consolation Ironli v to
Wetitcrn Utiiww In the hol iday
affair at (Jumcy, III.

45 victory over Pepin of the
West Central League, while the
Yellowjackets w e r e copping
their second win in as many
nights with a 60-45 decision over
Arkansaw .

HOLY TRI NITY 64
PEPIN 45

Rollingstone Holy Trinity won
its second game of the year
against five losses in the first
game ol the St. Felbc doubleheader Tuesday night -with a 6445 win over Pepin.
Four men hit in double figures for coach Jack Rader ' s
Rockets. The Rockets were led
by Otto Dingfelter 's 15 markers .
He was trailed by Denny Senton 's 13, and Ken Pes hon's and
Dave Arnoldy 's 11 apiece.
Holy Trinity led 16-14 at the
end of the first period, and 2621 at the half.
John Lawson count ed 13 for
Pepin.

WABASHA ST. FELIX 60
ARKANSAW 45

After a slow start, Wabasha
St . Felix picked up speed in
the second half to take a 60-45
win over Arkansaw in the second round of the doiableheader
here Tuesday.
The Yellowjackets scratched
to a 19-14 first-half Lead , then
bolted to a 41-27 third quarter
advantage to settle trie issue.
Bill Glomski came alive in
the second half to score all 23
of his points, after watching ten
of his shots fall short in the
first half. Doug Kennebeck aided Glomski in scoring with 22.
Kennebeck had 13 in the first
half.
The Yellowjackets lost the
services of Gene Wodele in the
first quarter when he suffered
an apparent pinched nerve in
his hi p.
Arkansaw was led! by Bill
Luther 's 14 markers

2nd-Halff Rally
Paces Badgers
Info Title Tilt
HONOLULU wi -Wisconsin 's
basketball Badgers b roke loose
in the second half and romped
lo .an 89-(i5 victory over the
Subline Raide rs Tuesday night
in gaining Ihe fina Is of the
Rainbow Classic.
The Badgers flashed a balanced attack in defcatihj? Ihe submarine base learn which had
won seven of nine previous outings.
Murk Z II I KII , YV I IO connected
for only three points heforc fouling out in W isconsin 'a opening
70-60 victory over K-oston f'ollegp , and unherald ed junior
guard Paul Moren/. paced the
Badger attack , each scoring 111
points.
Four other Badgers hit in
double figures. Ken Bnrnr.s
scored 12 points and Jim Bohe n ,
Ken (lustnfson and Keith SI C IU T
10 t 'neh.
Wisconsin t ook a 3.r>-3l halftime lead nn<l then broke the
game wide open after the intermission with Kuhor .and Bohen
leading the w a y . Bohen , one of
two seniors on the Badger
squad , played a brilliant floor
game while Retting nip baskets
with his passing.
Wisconsin had n 37 -2-1 margin
in field KOH I S and hit on 15 of
24 free throws. Suh pnc cashed
17 of II) char ity losses.
Wisconsin will meet Ihe Ha waii Murines in the title showdown (oni Rlit . The Marines
stormed to their 17lh victory In
IB Raines hy humblin g previously undefeated Los An geles Slate
103-89.

¦MP);

Ktirney

Jlllt

101, C»nt

I]

(coniolatlon).
CARLETON HOLIDAY TOUBNAMINTtVlnsnt {tiff «4, Cirl.ton 11.
• •Kit 77, Carrtll If.
COCHRAMLPOUNTAIN C I T Y
DOUBLEHSADIR—
A lma M, Harmony «7.
Arcadia 7], Cochrant-Fountiln City (3
CANNON FALLS HOLIDAY
TO0RNIYOoedhua 71, Milan 14.
Appleton 41, Cannon Falls <4.
MABSL HOLIDAr TOURNEYPreitcn 7*. Mabil W.
Lanesboro 73, Ruihlord It.
• L A I N V I f W OOUBLEHIADER —
Plalnvlaw SS, St. Cnirlei 40.
W ibatha SI, V-ewitlon 47.
WABASHA ST. FELIX
DOUBLEHEADER—
Rollinj iiona Holy Trinit y il , Pepin 41
St. F«llx it, Arkansaw 45
ILLSWORTH (Wit .) DOUBLEHEADI R_

MABEL , Minn, — Thanks to
a last-ditch basket by Brian Bell
Lanesboro will clash with Preston in the championship round
of the Mabel Holiday Tournament here tonigfit .
Bell shoved in a jumper with
three seconds left here Tuesday to give the Burros a 72-70
squeaker win over Rushford in
first-round play, while Preston
was having little trouble with
host Mabel , winning 79-60.
Tonight' s games find Mabe l
and Rushford meeting in the
consolation battle at 7:30 p.m.,
the championship affair to start
at 8:45. '

PRESTON 7?
MABEL 60

INVITATIONAL

TOURNAMt NTD» La Jlllt M, Colltr I (clitmplon
ihlpl* «och»it«r Leurdai 71, Minn*
hahi Actdtmy 44 (contolallonl.
MIDLAND (N«b.) TOURNAMINT—
tt. Miry'i 77, Midland i7 (chimpion

Red Wing U, EII»worth tl.

River Fall* 10, Praicott i
l
T O U R N A M E N TS
CHAMPIONSHIPS

,

High-scoring Mike Knies pow- ;
ered Preston past host Mabel !
in first-round play of the Holi- 1
day Tourney here. The score :
was 79-60.
'
Knies flipped in 12 field goals ,
en route to a 32-point scoring '*
spree . Bob Hanson of the Bluejays contributed 14 markers.
For Mabel , Rick Ruehmanri
netted 23 and Ken Loftsgaarden
13. ¦

LANESBORO 72
RUSHFORD 70

|
i

QUAKER CITYSI. Joseph'i n. Wichita M; III! noil
74, Villanova U (third plact).
MEMPHIS STATE CLASS1CIndlara »l, Memphii stall 41; SMU
•1, St. Louts 7* (third place).
C H A R LO T T E INV ITATIONALDavidion tl, Ohio U. 41; Alabama 4],
Ouquesna 57 ('hird placa).
POINSETT IA CLASSICBaylor 41, Clamion I*; Auburn 107,
Furman 14 (third place).
HURRICANE CLASSICMiaml 10, Maryland 7}; Tulia 73,
Yale (I (third place).
MOTOR CITYPenn Stall 73, Detroit 71; Houston
S4 Valparaiso II (third place).
HURON PLAINSMANNorlhorn (S.O.) 47 Huron 41; Southern (S.D.I 4 t , General Beadle 41
(third place).
LA CROSSE HOLIDAYLi Crosse 4S, Eastern Illinois 40;
Mlnnmota-Ouluth tl, Ripon 41 (third
place).
SEMIFINAL RESULTS
LOS ANGELES CLASSICUCLA 41, Mlrineiole 77.
Utah tl, Iowa II.
WCACSan Francisco 40, San Joae J7.
Santa Clara 7S, Pacific 71,
BIG EIGHT—
Colorado 45, Missouri 41 .
Kansas 54, Kansas State 51.
ALL-COLLEGEOePaul 84, Brigham Young 75.
Oklahoma City 10, Xavlar (Ohio) 71,
FAR WEST CLASSICOrtgen State 47, North weitern i i .
Tennessee 70 Oregon 43.

Brian Bell's basket with three
seconds remaining provided
Lanesboro with a 72-70 win ove r :
Rushford in the other game . ]
Bell finished as the Burros '
high point man with 19) . He was j
trailed by Larry Strom with
16, Phil Erickson 's 14 and Tom
FIRST ROUND RESULTS
Wangen 's ten.
Ed Sandsness of the Trojans SUGAR BOWLLoulsvllle 77, Ga. Tech 71.
meshed 23 to pace all scorers.
Vanderbilt II, Taxis Tach 71,
Rex Manion contributed 16, OATOR BOWL—
Texas 46, Georgia 40.
Dale Olstad 12 and Vern Bunke
Florida 82, Waki Forest (S.
ten.
SUN BOWL—
New Mexico 76. TCU St.
The score at the end of the
Texas Wester n Si, William * Miry
first quarter was a 13-13 dead- GULF
SOUTH CL.ASSIClock . The Burros had a 23-18
Arkansas <2, Mississippi 41.
VMI
<1, Centeniry 16.
margin at the half and mainCLASSIC—
tained it at 56-50 at the end of KODAK
Navy I
I
, Fordham 71.
Rochester 71, Harvard 71.
three quarters.
Rushford had 20 free throws, PAUL BUNYAN—
(First Round)
compared to Lanesboro 's eight.
Lincoln (Mo.) 83, Augftiurg II.

Guerin Relaxes
Enjoys Contest
As Hawks Win

ST. LOUIS (AP)-Coach Richie Guerin of the St. Louis
Hawks could almost be heard
yawning on the bench Tuesday
night: "It's a snap. There 's
nothing to this coaching. "
All he had to do was sit back
and watch his Hawks race away
from the San Francisco Warriors 122-104 with a run-andgun offense that m ust have
pleased Ben Kerner , owner of
the National Basketball Association club.
The game was the first for the
Hawks under Guerin , who took
over the club Monday when
Kerner fired Harry Gallatin.
"It was a perfect game as far
as I was concerned , " Guerin
said. "They made coaching
easy . Everyone did the job .
"The only changes we made
were to add a couple new plays
and also adjust our fast break. I
believe we have the personnel to
run a lot and I think you get
more shots when you run. "
No other games were scheduled Tuesday night in the NBA.
When Danny Murtaugh resigned as manager of tbe Pittsburgh
Pirates his entire coaching staff
of Len Levy , Sam Narron ,
Frank Oeeak, Don Osborn and
Mickey Vernon was released.

SO.

Beir>id|l 77, Morningsld a 71.
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN—
(First Rovnd)
South Dakota Wisleyan f5, Iowa Weileyan »3.
Nebraska We-sleyen M, Oraceland 7f.
WAYNE (Neb.)—
(First Round)
River Falls tl McKendree 10.
Wayne 71, South Dakota Tech SI.
RED RIVER CLASSIC(Semltlnals)
Nortrt Dakota (7 Moorhejd SI.
Concordia (Minn.) N North Dakota
St at* 77.
(Consolation)
Mlnot 62, St. John's (Minn.) 40.
Mayvitle 72 St. Thomas 70.
QUINCV—

Semifinals)

Quincy II, Kantucky Stall 71.
Carson-Newman 71, Rcckhursf 71.
(Consolation)
Oklahoma Baptist 47, Fert Hay* 4!
Western Illinois 71, St. Cloud 71.
PAN AMERICAN—
(Third Round)
Gustavus Adolphus 60, Southwest Tex
as 55.
Pan American 11, McMurry 5».
MIDLAND ROUNDTABLE—
(First Round)
Indiana Slate 61, Mankalo 45.
Montana State 77, Eastern Montane
63.
LUTHER HOLIDAY(First Round)
Macalester 7B, Augustana (111.) S«.
Luther 107, Hamllne l».
OTHER SCORE S
Notre Dame 111, Kentucky »7.
Eva nsvllle tl. South Dakota 71.

App leton to Meet
Goodhue in Finale
CANNON FALLS, Minn.—Appleton and Goodhue will meet
for the championship in Cannon
Falls Holiday Tournament here
tonight . Both schools gained the
finals with wins Tuesday.
Goodhue pasted Milan 70-54
behind Bob Schniert "s and Dean
Dickie 's 20 points cadi and Appleton ni pped Cannon Falls
411-44. Tom Drometer netted 14
for Cannon Falls .

Hot Fish Shop in
3 ,056 Pin Series

Hot Fish Shop nearly reali gn- > City League at Hal-Rod ,
In the Westgate American eired top ton positions in Ihe WiAthletic
Club Classic I cult . Clary Butih' s 595 p aced
nona
League Tuesday night,
| Graham h McGuire to l ,0A;>.
The Ki.shmen slammed 1 ,05.1-- Grain Belt lipped 2,flfi0 and Cliff
3 ,05(1 to miss tenth place in se- Hoel of Earl 's Tree Service 242.
Three errorless series were
ries by eight p ins.
recorded
a.s Fran Mongol slid
Harvey Stever came up with
, Fred Huff 51.11
the outstanding individua l ef- 5114 for Westgate
for
Grain
Belt
and Ken Tepe
fort , recording a game of 257 55fl for Lincoln Insurance
.
for Hamin 's while mate .lor ry
WINONA
AC:
Elks
Heinle
Dureske was coming up with
Gerson of Home Furniture pom(124 .
meled 204— 527 as Hub' s and
Ill ) M IIO/l'i K hammered «I2 .I.C. Penney divided team lion
behind a 242 game, (iordy Fak- ors with «)5ti and 2, 703.
WKSTGAT E B C W I . :
Hlnler arid Unlph Palbicki slammed errorless sets o>l !>flf> nxtd wntha — Iliehnrdl Mouse of
5HB .
j KAG F slammed 245 while M IN
In th« ' Ladies City League at Thompson of Midland was comHal-Rod , Ruth Lilbi was on tnr- ing up with 572. Speltz Impleget for lflO-191 -202-51M for I.in- ment whacked 1,021 nnd Schmit nhan 's, which rapped 2 ,flfl4, Cor- ty 's Bar 2,«2I.
National — Jim Wiec/.orck
nelia INxlja ski of Linahan 's and
Yvonne Carpenter of Co/.y Cor- ; rapped 220—5511 for Kelly 's while
ner each totaled 20Gs nnd Reddi- 1 Hunger 's was talcin R team highs
with 1)117- 2 ,?li!) .
Kilowatt 927.
HAL-UOI) I.ANES: I' nrk-Rrr
Yvonne Carpenter smashed
556, Helen Nelson 550, Kleanor I Jr. (itrlii - All-Stars waxed 71)2
Hansen 546 , Esther Po/.nnr 541 , I -1,387. Bonnie Springer of Four
Retle Ridley 2M 527 and Sh ir- F' R registered Kill and Jan Wiciv.oi'ek of Pin Blisters ;i'.'4.
ley Squires 521
RKI> MKN" S Hill; iuexlavNOHI l THIU Ml plttlin l -.'»:>- nite - Dirk Otto led ( Joll z
R2:t for Bell' s Bar , which moved Pharmacy to 931-2 ,712 with ills
on to 1>97-2 ,BB1 In tho Four- I 193-802.

Coach Upset
After Wichita
Beaten 77-69

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wichita
basketball
coach
Gary Thompson didn 't fly a kite
but the way he figures it-he got
a bigger shock in Philadelphia
than Ben Franklin.
"This is the last time I'h
come here ," Thompson said
Tuesday night after his secondranked WTieatshockers were
beaten by lOth-ranked St. Joseph 's, Pa., 77-69 in the championsh ip game of the Quaker City
Basketball Tournament.
Thompson 's complaints were
about the fans and , of course,
the officiating.
"I don 't have rabbit ears,"
said Thompson , "but som« of
the things that were said were
pretty bad. The fans are too
loud ."
As for the officials , Thompson
said they were "not consistent
in tlieir calls. I disagree with
the tempo. There is more body
contact here than in the Midwest. "
The Wheatshockers had 23
personal fouls called against
them by referees John Stevens
and Jim Lennon to 10 for St.
Joseph's — and actually lost the
game at the foul line. Each
team connected for 28 fiel d
goals but the Hawks made 20 of
29 foul shots to 13 of 15 for Wichita.
The upset was the second in
two nights pulled off by the
Hawks, extended their unbeaten
string to 10> and continued local
mastery of the 4-year-old tournament. St. Joseph's also won
the tournament in 1962 while
Villanova and LaSalle won the
others.
Sixth-ranked Illinois , which
dropped a 75-71 decision to St.
Joseph's Monday night , took
third place in the tournament
with a 74-65 victory over Villanova.

Hull Drives
Goalie Wild

1 P. *VI. New York
Stock Prices
I

Stocks Rally
Strongly in
Active Trade

All'd Ch
51 Mi Int'l Ppr 32 s'*
Als Chal 19% Jns & L
68'«
Amrada 83 Kn 'ct
Wh.
41» »
Am Cn
iVia' Lrld
Am M&F 18Mi Mp Hon 120
Am Mt
14'/. Mn MM
W\
AT&T
67V4 Mn & Ont 32',»
33> 4 Mn P&L 52'i
Am Tb
Ancda
52% Mn Chm
85-lit
NEW TORK 1 AP)-The stock
Arch Dn 34 Vi Mon Dak 40 market rallied strongly early
Armc St
Wk Mn Wd
39H this afternoon , recovering most
Armour
52% Nt Dy
85' 4 of its losses of the two previous
Avco Cp 20n,4 N Am Av 55Vk sessions.
Beth Stl
35% Nr N Gs 58',i
Trading was active.
Bng Air
69% Nor Pac
51U i Gold and o t h e r nonferrous
Brswk
9'/4 No St Pw 40'£ metals issues led the way.
Ctr Tr
4P/4 Nw Air
62V Steels and motors also were
Ch MSPP 28vi Nw Bk
- \ strong.
C&NW
57% Penney
65% \ American South African , adChrysler 61 Pepsi
59% \ vancing more than 2 points, and
Ct Svc
79 Phil Pet
52% I Dome Mining, gaining mora
Cm Ed
54 Plsby
75% j than a point , hit new 1964 highs .
Cn Cl
52 Plrd
179% :
Cn Can
49% Pr Oil
56% ' Anaconda and Internationa]
Cnt Oil
76^ RCA
33% advaced around a point.
Cntl D
54% Rd Owl
26%
Jones & Laughlin tacked on
Deere
45 Rp Stl
42% half a point while U.S. Steel and
Douglas
29% Rex Drug 57% Bethlehem were ahead by lessDow Chm 76% Rey Tob
38% er fract ions.
du Pont 238% Sears Roe 130
General Motor s and Chrysler
East Kod 139% Shell Oil 59% added a point or so.
Ford Mot 53%SLnclair
57%
The a verages were helped b
Gen Elec 90% Socony
92
^
Gen Fds 80% Sp Rand
14% flains of i points by Du Pon t
and
a
point
by
Eastman
Kodak.
Gen Mills 48% St Brnds 78%
Polaroid advanced 3 points
Gen Mot 96% St Oil Cal 71%
Gen Tel
37% St Oil Ind 42% and IBM 2.
Internation al Harvester and
Gillette
30% St Oil NJ 89%
Goodrich 57% Swft & Co 56% Schering lost a point. Prices advanced in moderate
Goodyear 44% Texaco
87%
Gould Bat 37% Texas Ins 94% trading on the American Stock
Gt No Ry 57% Un Pac
42% ! Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed
22% V S Rub 61%
Gryhnd
Gulf Oil
58% U S Steel 51% and treasuries advanced.
Hotnestk 55% "Westg El 43%
IB Mach 411% Wlworth
27% WINONA MARKETS
Int Harv
73 Yg S & T 45%
Swift & Company

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP ) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 57%;
92 A 57% ; 90 B 561i ; 89 C 56Vi\
cars 90 B 57% ; 89 C 57'.- i.
Eggs weak ; wholesale buying
prices % to 2 lower; 70 per cent
or better grade A whites 28;
mixed 28; mediums 25; standards 25; dirties unquoted ;
checks 22.

Buying hours ara from a a.m. fo i
p.m. Monday through Friday
There win be no calf markets durlae
Ihe winter months on Prldayi.
These > quotations apply ,3 to nao-n
today.
All livestock
arriving after closlnj
time will be properly cared tor. weighed
and priced the following mornlnfl.
Hogs
Top butchers, lpo-220 lbs. 15.40-la.OO
Top sows
12.85-13.25
Cattle
The cattle market; Steers and heifen
weak; cows strong.
High choice
..,
2j,50
Top beef cows
,
12.50
Canners and cutters
II 00
Veil
The vea l market is steady.
Top choice
2J.0O
Good and choice
8.00-11.00
Commercial and boners
8.O0-down
Veal market will be closed
Thursday

CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) Live poultry : wholesale buying
Froedtert Malt Corporation
prices unchanged ; roasters 238 a.m. to 4 pm.j closed Saturdays
26; special fed white rock fryers Hours:Submit
sample before loading
NEW YORK (AP) - Bobby 18-19%.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
ll.il
Hull , who has driven many a
No. 2 barley
1.05
National Hockey League goalie ; NEW YORK <AP)-Canadian
No. 3 barley
95
'"
No. 4 barley
M
to distraction with hockey's ' dollar .9317, previous .9321.
heaviest shot, threw New York
Winona Egg Market
Ranger
netminder
Jacques | NEV7 YORK ( AP) - (USDA) j
These quotations apply as of
Butter
offerings
ample.
De|
!—
Plante for a loss with a couple
10:30 a.m. today
Grade ' a\ (lumbo)
I mand fair.
,2s
of bleeders.
Grade A (large)
.21
Wholesale prices on bulk car- Grade A (medium)
Hull fired eight shots at
,ia
Grade .A (small)
12
Plante Tuesday night as the tons (fresh).
Grade B
ig
Ha-wks extended their unbeaten
Creamery , 93 score (AA) Grade C
13
string to 11 games and moved 583/4-59V'4 cents ; 92 score (A)
3
Bay
State
Milling
Company
into a tie for first place with a 4- 5fi 4-59; 90 score (B) 58*4-59.
No. 1 northern spring whaat . . . . 1.6P
2 victory over the Rangers in
Wholesale egg offerings exces- No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.67
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.63
the- only NHL game played.
sive. Demand fair today.
No. 4 northern spring whea t .... I.Ss»
Six of Hull's shots were the
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices N01 I hard winter wheat
1.5s>
kind of bullets that have him hot based on exchange and other : No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.5T
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.53
on the trail of the greatest goal- volume sales.)
! No. 4 hard winter whea t
i. *9
scoTing year any NHL player
No. 1 rye
1.12
New York spot quotations fol- ! No. 2 rye
, 1.10
has ever enjoyed.
Plante
low :
.t
stopped those.
| Mixed colors: standards 29-30; I
LIVESTOC K
SOUTH ST. PAUL
checks 24-25.
| SOUTH ST.
PAUL, Minn. W -(USDA)
,
fancy
heavy
Whites : extra
— Cattle 3,500, calvas 1.50O; ilauflhter
itaers
and
heifers
strong to JS can-ti
weight C47 lbs min) 32-33% ;
higher th.an Tuesday; cows strong to SO
fancy medium (41 lbs average) cents higher; bulls strong
; vealen and
26-27 ; fancy heavy weight (47 slaughter calves steady; feeder classes
AMERICAN
; mos t choice slaughter steers 950Weitgtte
w.
L.
l ibs min) 31%-33; medium (40 steady
UW lbs 22.75-23.2J; mled high flood
Graham a McGuIr*
I
1
Country Kitchen
7
2
; lbs average ) 25-26; smalls (36 ; and choice 22.MM275; good 20.00-22.00;
choice and slaughter heifers 21.75-22.25;
Quality Chevrolet
4
3
j ibs average) 24-25; peewees (31 1 mixed good and choice 21.25-21.50;
Lincoln Insurance
flood
i
3
)
'
20-21.
j
lbs
average
18.50-21.00 ;
utility
and
Grainbelt Beer
commercial
t
3
slaughter cows 13.0O-M.0O; canner and
Earl'i Tret Strvlc*
ji-i jft
Browns: extra fancy heavy cutter 10.50-12.50; high yielding cutter
Bub's Beer
1
A
weight (47 lbs. min.) 36 - 37% ; I3.0O; utility and commercial slaughter
Winona Rcd l-Mlx
A 'h 4\'i
17.S0-H.50; good 17 .00-U.O0; choict
Hauwr 'i Black Crow»
4
s
fancy medium (41 lbs. average) bulls
vealen 27.00-30.00,H. Choate a Co
4
5
high choice 3I.O0(47
28-29; fancy heavy weight
32.00; good 21.00-2e.00i choice slaughter
Boland Mlg . Co.
3
t
17.0O-I9.O0; high choice 20.00; flood
Unknowns
t
lbs. min. ) 33%-34; smalls (36 calves
l4 .0O-lt.00good feeder steers 800-8.50
Merchants Bank
3
i
lbs average) 25-26; peewees (31 lb 18.CO; ;standard
Westgate Bawl
3
and good 600-750 111
*
14 .00-17.00 .
Rainbow Jewelers
1
7
lbs. average) 20-21.
.

Svwlfi

Prem s

Westgate
Co:y Cornc r
Kl .tiger's
Kelly's
Shorty' s

j

NATIONAL

...

1

7

Polnli
7
7
6
A

Louhe 's
Morkcn' s
Skell y
Highway

A
3
7

P«ire
.
W I N O N A CLASSIC
Athletic C lub
W.
Hamm 's B e e r
5
Hot Fish Salop
4
Ed Buck' s Camera Shop
3
)
Bub'i Beer
Golden Frog Suppe r Club
i
Emil' i Menawear
I
PARK REC J*) . G I R L S
Hal-Rod
W.
All Stars
17
Pin Busterm
17
Roadsiders
,
14
Ui<j
W ild Cats
Gultor DusBen
llVfc

L.
7
7
I
101^
UVi

Alley Oops
Beatles
Four Fs
Gutter Rots

13
14
15
II

ISBi

11

II
10
?
4

HIAWATHA
Westgate
HoUi.e of H rilmAiit
K ulak B t o i h t u
K A GE
Trl-County electric
Norm 't Elnclrk

Speltr

Implements

Schmltly 's Bar
Midland

B«ib' » Beer
Home Furniture
Main Tave rn
LADIES
Hal-Rod
Buck's C »r»i«r»
Linaha n' i
M ankalo Bair
Sainniv ' i
Topi ' n' Toys
Cory Cornrr

F

1
1
1

W
11
1}
II
II
10
•

L,
4
i
7
J
I
1

»

II)
M
II
II
11

?

.

'
7
4
*

N i ru

1

»

Pomls
70
It
M
11

I)
II

..

A. Kraiise

Oil f n
TUUsriAY
Rrit Men
r. <ilt» Phai m a t y
ft ravet .
M>ahlk*' i B i f at r y
Awpac hes

1
•
•

,

L ang' s B MI
n 1,1 ilyl.
Lager
Golrirn B r a n d Poods
tainlrel Mo Ion

4
1
L,
a
4

J

CI 1Y

4

W.
3
3
. ,. .

R« MKII Kllnw Aft
.,
G oldi'fi Fr«iq
P«oianc Tiu<l;ino
H adilail'i
Home Furniture
FOUR f UY
Hal tod
a irtler 'i O II
Ba ll' s Bar
Wlnonfl Trun k 5w rvi ( e
Ctmilensan > Drum

M urnhfe

.

.. . . . . . .

Pooh

dike 's F i n e Foods
llv rmelster OH

13

Pomls
4
5
4
4
4

ELKS.
Allilallr CluD
Speltr T r x a co
J . C. Prnnoy Co .

Grainbel t Blear

0

L,
1
7
3
3
]
S

11
II
1
I

5

1
W
)•
?'
>«
I*

I,
11
?l
71
tt

CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA ) Potatoes : arrivals 32; on track
127 ; total U.S. shipments .170;
supplies light ; demand good;
market firm; carlot track sales :
Idaho russets 8.10; Maine russet
7.00-7.35 ; Minnesota North Dakota Re<l River Valley round
reds 6.10-6..'i.r>.

Braves Offer
$1 Million to
Clear Move

DAYTON , Oh io <.lv-Thr Milwaukee Braves will offer SI
million lo clear the way for an
immedia te move to Ath t nla , the
Dayton Daily News report ed today,
In a slory by Sports Kdi tor
Si lUn ick. the N PWS snid the
Braves— who now face a InmeihK 'k season in Milwaukee he
fore thi 'v enn lcg'illy transfer lo
Atlanta
arc prepared to pay
the million in a cash settlement
In th e M ilwaukee County Board ,
whirh I K ilds a cont ract obllgins
Ihe Braves to plii v one more
\ <';ir in County Stitiliuni
"My inlunnaii l advises the (if
fcr of %\ million either is about
tn he made or hns been extended lo lh«' Milw aukee county offici a ls . " Biirick wr ote
The shift of the Iii ii\ *' fninclit.se lo Atlanta from Milwau
kee wher e it WHS moved after
many years in Boston - wns approved earlier (his year by National l .caRiie owners. However
es ,
to
Ihe leii ^ lie told tli e Kniv
a hide hy Hie contract to plav
in Mihv nukee ' s stiidmni in l!)ii.r>
and the approv al then was re
v iserl lo make the move effective in tf'fifi

Hogs 7.5O0; vary slow; b-arrowi and
gills 50-7*5 cents lower; sows steady;
leeder pigs steady; U.S. 1-2 200-230 lb
barrows And Dills IA.25- 16.50 . mixed 1-1
1 90-240 It) 1575 16.25,
240 -2fcO lb 15.5016 ,00; 2-j 260-280 \b; 15 00- 1 5.50; 280- .MX)
lbs 14.50- 15.00; medium 1 and 2 160-110
lbs 15. 00- 16.00; U.S . 1-3 270-300 lb sows
13.50-14.25- ; 300 400 It) 13.00.1375; 2 and
3 400 500 lb 127.5-13.25; few mostly No 3
500-600 Ih 12.00-13.00 ; choice 120-160 lb
lecder pi<|s 14.00 II 00
Micep v.COO, flc ' l v c , s Uunhtfr lamrjs
fully '.Icfl rty; slfluglift'r G W I>\ and feed e r
l<smbs slfiK ly; choice nnd prime 00-1 13
lb wooled -.laughter lambs 20.50-21 iO;
good and choice /0-85 lb 18.SO20.M , lodd
i hoico nnd prime 101 lb shorn slauflhl«r
Inmbs w i t h No. I pell 21.00; utility and
good wo-olwl slaughter ewes 5.50-6.50;
choice nnd fancy 60 80 lb lecder lam lis
20.DO-2I.OO , good nnd rnolr.r- ',0 60 lb 17 50
lo 20 00
CHICAGO i* I U S DA )
Hogs 8,5(M)j
butcht'i s I'J I'i tenl". lowr-r, sc .itlcred lr>ls
1 2 190 21 5 II) butclmrs 16 75 17 25. mixed
I - J I W '.'M lbs 16.25-16. 75; 2-3 2.50 275 I t)l
1500 15 50; l-J 350-4DO lb lows 13.2.5- 1 .1.7 5;
J .1 450-500 Ihs U S D II 00
I' nllle 5,000 , slau g hter IIDM sitting la
5" icnts hlnhf-r , Inur loads prima I ,lfl5I.J00 ID -.Inughler 'tiers 25 2 5 2.5 50, hici h
choice nnd prime
1 1511 I 40o lbs 24 ^52«.r,0; r. l-inn . i, I 0f.n i .4ni) Ihs
.'1 2 5 - 2 4 . 51
goorl ,'n PO T. 'C , I .',o liMri- , high rhoica
nnd prun e I 000 I f, 50 Ih slnu nhter hnllr rt

(h m e n B00 I, 10O Ihs 22. 50-21 50;
il/' ,
ino s lly gonil 20 00 ill l \ utilit y and corn mer on' ':o/; . t. e f - N 2 ' . . ,- uf far in coinn.ei < I « I t m l i s 14 50 in re*
Sheep
\no, wi .nlrtl shij r iht ei
lanos
sl e nrly, l»'u I 't i I I M I I . : ftn J p r i m e wool*"*!
.s iau glil fi Inmbi 12 DO, t .in In good wonleel s l a u g h t e r r *ri 5 50 « .50 .

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP (-Wheat
receipts Tuesday 20V ; year a^o
177; I lading basis one cent higher , prices :' i hi fi her; cash spring
wheal basis , No 1 dark northern
II to 17 proteins I.7fl !ii-1.85 7 k.
No I hard Montana winter
I II HVl 77' N .
S I ) No 1 ha rd winter
Minn
I .BIIVl 74' ' ».
No 1 hard amher durum ,
choice I 7.1-1.75 ; discounts , amber :i-."i cents : durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No :>. yellow 1.W > .|-1.10' \.
(i .its No :' while .W.-fSfl '-i , No
,'! white Mi ' i-ti.") 1 i, No 2 heavy
white fii; 1 i-ii fl-' -i, No :< heavy
white fi'l ' sdV ' i .
Bui-ley, cars lOti . vear apo
Hv» , nootl to choice 1.02 - I.M ;
low (o intermediate I.Ol-I. 'JH;
feed !M I On
Hye No 2 1 I'i I 2.1
Flax No I .li!;!
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2fi7 1 i.

DENNIS THE MENACE

Grand Jury
Called Jan. 11
In 3 Slayings

STRICTLY

*

BIG GEORGE

The recall order was signed
Monday and disclosed Tuesday
and it noted the jury was "requested and recommended by
the U. S. attorney for the Southern District of Mississippi. "
The Justice Department had
requested the jury consider the
cases against 21 persons arresled in the investigation of the
deaths of three civil rights
workers at Philadelphia , Miss.,
June 2. The department had
arrested the 21 on various
charges.
.At Meridian , U.S. Commissioner Esther Carter barred
government efforts to have an
FBI agent testif y one of the 21
gave him a confession , holding
such would be hearsay evidence
not admissible under rules of
law.

UMTY PRAYER WEEK
NEW YORK (AP) - Millions
of Christians of all confessions
on all continents will join in
prayer Jan. 18-25 in the annual
"Week of Prayer for Christian
|unity ."

APARTMENT 3-G

Want Ads
Start Here
N O T I C E

Robert Owen , attorney of the
Justice Department , announced
he would "not produce any
more evidence," and Miss
Caiter then dropped charges hi
the cases.
Owen said instead of disclosing evidence, the government
wanted a grand jury to hear the
cases and bring indictments.

"W. decided to cut you out thit hand. "

BLIND ADJ

UNCALLED

SAL

D. Cone

HERE

Is now

a

gal.

merry

She

and u pholste r y
sha mp ooe r, Jl .

Co.

COMES 19651 Vtfh»t a Brand wel-

come the Innkeeper an d his gan g have
planned for the new year, and y ou art

all Invited to the party. Free hats and
(auors, Fine food and the best li quors .
That' s at the W I L L I A M S and your host
Is Ray Mayer, basketball coach, pheasen1 hunter, bowler and all -around good
guy. Tell him Friday sent you!

"I had no retirement problems—I never started
working."
The Dally News Cless l fied Ad» help retirement problems by offering u seful
opportunities. Call 3321 to piaca an ad.

Court Orders
Strike Ended

sir?
IMPROPER fitting coat or pants,
Warren Belslnger Is your answer . 66V»
W. 3rd., (Morgan Bldg) .

NOTICE

NOT ICE IS HEREBY G I V E N , That an
application for renewal ol Radio Broadcast License ha s been filed w i t h tht
Fede ral Communications Commission by
fh» Winona Broadcasting Company, a
Minnesota p ar t nershi p operatin g Radio
Statio n KAGE
Sta tion
KAGE. Radio
b r oa d cas t s on a f r e q uency ol 1 38 0 ki locycles. The name ol the applicant tor
renewal ot Radio Broadcast License Is
Winona Broadcasting Company.
TRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

274 E. 3rd

Tel. 2M7

Transportation

8

RIDERS W A N T E D to No rfolk, Virginia,
leaving Winona Jan. 2. Tel. iW3.

Business Services
SMALL

APPLIANCE

best. Ap pliance
8th St.

14

re pairing

Service

at

Shop,

473

Its

W.

DIRT CAN ROT your carpeting 1. No matter how well or how often you vacuum ,
you can't get out all the dirt. Let our
experts do the thorough cleaning] |ob
good carpeting deserves. WINONA RUG
CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Tel
372 .2.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewe rs and drains
Tel| 9509 or 6134
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Jerry 's Plumbing

«27 E. 4th

Tel. 9394

WITH THE ALL N E W Moen Dlalcet lavat or y taucet you d on ' t w aste time man-

In directing the union to re- i pulatin g two han dles w h ile you soa p
hands. Set the controls when you
turn to work , Judge Elliot set a your
s t a rt , tu r n of f t he faucet a nd when
hearing Jan. 7. He said if the you turn It back on the temperature
strike continued it would seri- has remained the same.
Frank O'Laughlin
ously impair the railroad's ability to carry out its duties under 207 H. P3LrdU M B I N G 4 HEATING
Tel . 3 703
the Interstate Commerce Act.
Elliot also said the strike Held Wanted—Female
26
would damage the public interest by halting railroad trans- BABrSITTER and housekeeper to live In
le wife Is at hospital or work 7 to
portation . He said this was a 7.whiTel.
3596
situation from which there is
HOUSEKEEPER-llve In, modern farm"no adequate remedy at law. "
home, 3 adults. Weekends of f

By Dal Curtis

.

E-70 Dally News.

Oilseed Exports
Seen Increasing

By Ernie Bushmiller

IF YO l/ 'VE been working too hard and
nor vatlng right make a habit of stopping at RUTH'S R E S T A U R A N T , 156 E.
3rd St., for balanced nutritional mea ls
served In a relaxed atmosphere b y
friendly people. Open 24 hours a day.
except Mon.

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonymous. Pioneer Grou p Co General De
- livery, Winona, Minn.

WASHINGTO N (AP) — A fed- some yard and freight engines
eral ju dge has ordered firemen without firemen .
to end their strike against the ; The line, with 16,000 employes
Southern Railroad. A union offi- ! including 1,200 firemen , serves
i such key cities as Washington ;
cial said early today members Atlanta , Ga.;
Birmingham ,
have been ordered to lift their j Ala.; .New Orleans, La. ; MemI
picket lines and return to work. I phis , Tenn.; Louisville, Ky. ;
"I have notified all of our lo- Greenville and Columbia , S.C.,
cal chairmen to remove the and Charlotte, N.C.
picket lines and terminate the
strike of our members as re- Jennings said "while superviquired by the court order ," said sors are reported to be moving
J. W. Jennings, vice president | some freight cars in a few
of the AFL-CIO Brotherhood of ; yards , we are satisfied from all
Locomotive Firemen and En- reports that the Southern's
ginemen.
|freight and passenger services
have been effectively halted."
Jennings said the union had
He said other railroad unions
been served with the restraining
order issued Tuesday night in were respecting picket lines
Columbus, Ga., by U.S. Dist. i thrown up at key points along
i the railroad.
Judge J. Robert Elliot .
The union clamped a sudden j But a Southern spokesman
strike on Southern's 8,100 miles '; said only some passenger trains
in 13 states and the District of j were canceled.
Columbia early Tuesday when
"Freight service and freight
the railroad began to operate yard operations were largely
unaffected, with supervisory
By Alex Kotiky
officers of the railroad taking
over the duties of men who did
not report for work because of
the firemen 's union 's ipcket
lines," the spokesman said.

Write

PART TIME D I S H W A S H ER — No phone
ca lls. Apply after 2 p.m. Garden Gate.

ASSISTANT

COOK

shop. Write

E-6B

wa nted. Local
Daily News.

coffe t

WASHINGTON (AP ) — U.S.
exports of oilseeds and oilseed Help Wanted—Ma le
27
products — soybeans , cotton: seed, soybean and cottonseed
Deale r-Salesman
' oils and meal — may reach the TO R E P R E S E N T the f i n e s t package
: billion - dollar mark during the home In 'he Industry. Our men usually
er a 50-rnlle radius. Full or part; current marketing year ending cov
time. U. S. Custom Built Homes, Inc.,
[ next Oct. 1.
9010 Olson H i g h way , Minneapolis, Minne so t a .
Foreign sales during the past
season set a new record of $852
Sales Management
1 million .
Trainees
These oilseed crops are major M A R R I E D MEN
under 3"> y e a r s , who are
income
dissatisfied
wllh Ihelr present |ob be
providers
for
many
|
cause ol potential or money. Up to »IO0
; farmers in the Midwest , mid- I per wepk during training. Send parAtlantic , south Atlantic , south ! sonrtl resume lo F..6? D a l l y News
central and southwestern areas
I Help—Male or Female 28
of the country.
_
, The oils are used for food pur- I
; poses and the meal for protein ! A S S I S T A N T COOK wanted, l ocal coffee
shop. W r i t e E-6J Dally N e w s .
I
j supp lements of livestock ra; tinns.

The growing importance of Farms, Land fo r Sale
the oilseed crops to the nation is F A R M FOR
E or trad e on home In
reflected by the foot that during W i n o n a ForSALInformation
Tel . M91
the last two marketing years ,
they returned more dol lars to
the United States than any oth<r : (1st Pub. Dale Wednesday, Dec. 33, i?«4|
group of farm products , includ- ' S t m t of Mlnnesol» ) ss .
i C n i / n ty ol Winona
I In I' rolialr C o u r l
ing grains and cotton.
NO , 14 ,914
Hit

.

_ ^Y

By

W0RT H

Pub.

Data

Wed ,

Die .

14,

I9&« |

S t a l e ol M innesola ) it.
Counly of Winona ) In P r o b a t e C o u r l
No . H 6 t t
In Re Es lale of
Mildred Mahltci, Dtcedenl.
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
ansl Petition for Distribution .
The i n nrt-senlnhv e of Ihe above named
e s t a t e hnvlng Tllrd Ms final account and
petition
for
settlement
and allowance
H i e r r o l and for d i s t r i b u t i o n to Ihe persona
llwreunlo entitled
IT
11 O R D I R F D.
That
Ih* h e a r i n g
thereof
tie had on J a nu a r y >.
al
I"V
II (10 til kick A M . bstdro t h i s C o u rt In
tf i e
p r o rint e
four T
roo m In tlie c o u rt
house
in Winona.
Minnes ota,
and trial
nolicfl hereof tie cjlvt- n liy publication of
t h i s ord<*r
In the Winon a Dnily N e w i
anil by
rnfllled n o t i c e a s provided
by
Mw ,

Saunders and Ernst

Dated

December

1 1 , l?«t
E . O I I »F W A .
I' ' of die .lod ge
Seal!

[ I ' r ohnle ' m . r t
Harold J
l ihrrn,
A t t o r n e y f o r I' e l l t . o n e r

MARK TRAIL

~

' H i t Cull
1

By Ed Dodd

i

'.

1

'
'
I
I
i
,

'

D a t e W e d n e s d a y . Pec.

31. IV64)

M a l e , of M innesota
I si.
(. "unly o f W i n o n a
I In I' - o h n 't ( ourl
ho
I SMI)
In Re If stall ot
Arthur O
Nuttia k, Decedent
Ord er lor H e a r i n g on Petition
f o Sell Real Eittlt
"The r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of laid e s t a t e l i » v
liw hl'-il I 'l - t r - in n pe f rf l o n lit sell rrr
tis.i l r e a l
r s t n le d e s . nllfd In s a i d p«l|
linn
11
1%
O l t l U Id I)
"f riar
trie
hearing
thereof
I •<• lia.l un J a n u a r y il WAV el
ii ' i l c . k
A M
I'
l i r t n .e
Un, < null
In
in*
pi ul a t" m i n t
r mm
m t r * court
tin.ne HI
w i n ,inn,
Mionl'. u l* . , nnd tt> at
nntu e h e r e o f
he (j, urn riy
|n.lillc»llnn
of rr.n ii.rl'r .n tr e VMinnj d a i l y Ne<v i
anil hy
niiie.t
ruiiur
a-* p r o v i d ed
hy

la .v

[la n- il

, 1c e n . i. r r

', '
r

r r - f . h a li . . . | s>al >
Drsmrt f
| {Mr/
A " lr '" . for I' rli' .i - n e Wrt.hn-.liA, M i n n e s o ta

Ha-4
p
i I M I HA .
Fi ona la Jung*

Situation Wanhtd—MUU 3©
-1»-v»*»r-ol«» bey.
FARM WORK wan ted hy
Tal. 5093. 561 Garfield.

In

Ihe Matter ol tha Guardianship at
Albin N, Eus le rmann , Ward
1 tie- g u a r d i a n s of
the
above named
Wnrci . V I I
Wlnoni Mnllonnl and
Sav ,
mos Bunk nnd V i c t o r p , Oledrich, hav
Ing, made nnd filed In this com! Ihelr
final
account,
together
with llrelr
p«
tllion
representing
Hint said guardian
ship hm tarnilnalcrj and p r e y i n g
thai
•aid
account
b«
examined,
ad lusted
and
allowed
6y this
cour l, and
that
said guardians he d i s c h a r g e d ;
IT
I S O R D T R F D , Thai «ald pet ition
he h m r d arid
S .IMJ
at count ex an^lned
nnd Bdliuted by thli r o n rt , at the pro^
hate Com ! Rooni. in Ihe C o u r t It oust
in t h e l l'v of Winona, Counly of Winona,
S t o l e of
Minnesota, on the
20th
day
of J a n u a ry .
IW. at
10 4s A M ;
ami Ihnt this o,rl»r he s e r v e d by
pub
Mrallon
thereof
In
Ihe
Winona
Dally
News
a c r o n l i n q lo lavv
Oaf (VI Decern her l«, M A .
F.
D
L IBFRA,
Probate Judge
ll ( M I I | V „ :
S t r e a mer . .Murph y ft ft rosnahan
A t l ( i , r i ( * y i for
f' r t l l inner
( M l l' ul> Date Wednesday,

Dec. 31, IV44)

N O T I C E Of PUBLIC H«ARINO
I t l- HCt i Y
NOTICE
IS
CJ I V F . N ,
thai
Ihe C lly Council ot the C i t y of Winona,
Minnesota
will mc«f on
the Uth
day
ot J a n u a r y 1961 . « t 7 10 o'cloc k In the
evenlnti
of
said
day
In
the
Council
OiamtiiT In tht C i t y
H a l l , located on
the Southwest comer of F o u r t h and l a
InyelU S t r e e t s
In Ihe C i t y ot Winona,
Minor j n f a
fur
fhe
purpo-sc
of comlcl
e r i n g ami a( l i nu upon and deciding the
(>-etitir. n of Hie Merchnnls National Hank
of Winon a for 1he vncnllon of the I a i t
West
A l lry in llloc V
H Original Plat
houndml
hy
l afayelle
Srreel,
Walnut
Sheet
3nrl S t r e e t
and T h i r d S t r e e t In
de ( t t y
ol
s/vinonis,
Winona
C o u n t y,
Minnesota
At r h t hme and f l a r e above deslana
le<i snid p et i t i o n w i l l be considered and
d* cirtr ,1 . and
al s u c h
time
and p l a c e
an np [><ir (unit y w i l l he g i v e n to a 'l par
fo
hts hc/u d
foor
'M 'rrrs tecl
• one
ana rr t the t j'a n h r i' J of Said p e t i t ,o n .
Pa ' r.l al vVlrii ' na,
M trine snta
Oec em
her r , HM.
JOHN S
f A HI K R ,
C lly R e c o r d e r

3S

Technical Initrucriori
-

Wlnon.
Clae tii,
SCHOOL
ot Jan. 11,
Technical School, Benin watk
Display Mi
Welch for list of cour ies In
Pag* 3. Sun i Jan . 3.

EVEN ING

3?

Businew Opportuniti M

from the

ERWIN P. RICHTER
REALTY

meat i. H e avy
LOCKER P L A N T, grocer y,
Modem living
river trarl. In summer.
quarters, k itchen, wall-to-wall "'P*™?
» f«»'
livin g room and dining •/•«Must bt MM
rooms, baits and utility.
might
finance,
to
Willing
to appreciate.
conside r tr ad e. Tel. Sa87-333 1.

1 Southeast of Winon a on
blacktop highway, 260 acres
with 70 acres tillable, 90
acres pasture , borders future Highway 90. Weal for
recreation farming, partly
developed trout enterprise,
2,000 trout planted , 4 accessible springs, timberland
ideal for trail rides, large
apple orchard , complete set
of good farm buildings, 9
room home, completely remodeled and redecorated,
paneling, wall-to-wall carpeting in living room and
bedrooms, modern to last
detail.
2. South of Winona. Country
living with the finest of city
luxuries . 180 acre farm with
80 acres tillable . House has
recently been completely remodeled and beautifully
redecorated. New oak cupboards and builf-in dish
washer in kitchen. Oak panelling and wall-to-wall carpeting in huge living room,
Exceptionally
good
out
buildings . Barn cleaner in
barn , large pole shed , new
machine shed . Located just
off route of Highway 90 near
"Winona. This farm has everything. It must be seen
to be appreciated .
3. One half mile west of Nodine, 164 acres , 98 tillable,
large modern barn , new
milkhouse and silo , better
than average land , pleasant
house.
4. Southwest of Lewiston ,
320 acre farm with 113 acres
of excellent level land, large
modern chicken house, new
water system, large new
machine shed , 8 room
house.
5. Two miles south of Do¦ver , 80 acres of excellent
all tillable soil . Barn , granary, hog house, hen housemachine shed, corn crib all
in good condition. House is
not completely modern, can
be remodeled easily. Very
reasonably pi iced , on all
weather road just off black
top highway.
If you need some financial
help we are in a good position to help you arrange for
it .
6. Located near Lewiston —
240 acres with 188 acrej
tillable , highly productive
and well located . Large
modern home , 8 rooms and
bath , hardwood floors . Barn
44x84 , two silos 15x31 and
14x35 . Complete set of
buildings in very good condition ,
7. Located near Lewiston .
Level 160 acres , with 150
acres tillable. Has a good
modern home, 8 rooms and
bath. Other buildings in
good condition . Reasonably
priced .

40

Money to Loan

7

Blue Lust re rug
cleaner. Rent elect r ic
R.

HAPPY
NEW YEA R
Consider one of these farms
to help you prosper in 1965.

Personals
SORRY
used

~

FOR-

4
E—43, 46, Si, a, 44, 61, 6.1.

REX MORGAN, M. D.

NANCY

Pmrmi, Land for SaU

This ntwspaper will be ratpontlble
for only one Incorrect
Inwrtlon ot
any claesltled ad vertisement published In the want Ad section . Check
you r ad and call 3321 It ¦ correction must bt made.

JACKSON , Miss. (AP) - U.S.
Dist. Judge Harold Cox ordered
a federaL grand jury to reconven e here Jan. 11, apparently to
hea r charges against 21 persons
arrested following an FBI investi gation into the deaths of three
ci-vil rights workers.
Cox directed the 23 jurors
merely to meet to "further investigate such matters as shall
be presented to them or otherwise come to their attention."
The grand jury was impaneled more than a year ago
and has been in recess since
Oct. 22 subject to the call of the
judge.

Ike.MoMi k&aVAdowA mitM) WHAT \mm n THE SKW ?*

BUSINESS

Keal Estate - Loans
Life Insurance
FRANK WEST AGENCY
Tal.
175 Lafayette St.
( N e x t to Telephone Office)

5240

LOANS^Ir
PLAIN NOTE-AU TO-PURN 1TURB

Tel. 3911
170 E. 3rd
Hr«. f a.m. ta 5 p.m., let. • a.m. ta IWW!

Quick Money . . .

on any article ol value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN tTORE
Tal. 21J1
121 E. 2nd SI.

Dogs, Pats, Supplies

42

REGISTERED German Shepherd puppltt
for sale. Phillip Walef ikl, Rt. 1, Ah
1w«. (Village of Bethany.)
WANTED-yellow Labrador femela pup,
must come from top hunting etock.
W rite George Zleglar, Fountain Clty<
WH. Tel. 487-3617.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

HOLSTEIN
SPRINGING
hel feri, oood
Glenn
Babcock,
quality/ • vaccinated.
Utica , Minn.
registered
halter
to
GUERNSEY
*H
f reshen very soon. 2 bred regletered
Holstein
heifers from herd receiving
highest Holstein award with but1erl»l
average 52 9 lbs. on 103 cow herd. Edd ie
Wilb er , Trempealeau, Wli., Tel.
Centervill e S39-2483.
BR OWN SWISS bull, registered.- iwvlcaable age, sire Nordvlc Master AAodler,
dam Vera Gay, 500 lbs. tat. Gayvlew
Farm, 1 mile W. of Rldgeway.
THRIFTY FEEDER
Geo rge Burns Jr.,
3814.

PIGS

for

—

tela.

Lewiston , Minn. 7el.

HOLSTEIN BULL—serviceable, ni l dam i
last 3 records are 657 lbs. butlerfat ,
75A lbs butlertat, 62* lbs. butlarfat, pate rnal grand dems 800 butlerfal Gerald
Simon, Lewlslon, Minn. (Fremont) Tal.
*7 i 7 .

P U R E B R E D HOLSTE I N bulls, ready for
heavy service. J. J,

dee , Wis.

Rosenow, Waumen.

PUREBRED HOLSTE IN bulla, lervlcaable a g e, from dams that produce over
5O0 lbs. of butterfat, fjood type. Stephen
K ronebusch , l' t m iles E. of Altura,
Min n.
R E G I S T E R E D B rown Swiss bulls, serviceable age, OHI A reco rds, 1964 titrd
ave rage 522 taf. Lor en Bierbaum, Eyota, Minn. Tel, 545-2190.
P U R E B R E D Duroc boars, alto Landraca
boars. Clifford Hoff , Lanesboro, Minn.,
( Pilot Mowd l
HOLSTEIN BULLS-lor sale or lease, ex.
cellent quality, ready for heavy service.
Pat Daley, Lewiston , Minn . Tel. 48M.
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPON*
Oct. Fa rm Journal
(Inside back cover)

Combiotic
Aqueous Suspension

10 cc
100 CC

25c
$1,99

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Hea lth Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplias

44

DEKALB 70 week old pulled, fully vac-

cinated, light controlled, raised on ilat
floors. Available year around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllnostone, Minn.
Tel. 6689-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

S T E E R S WANTED - caitrafed and dehorned, about 25, 500 lbs., state price by
lbs. and brocd. Write telling location,
Art Schneider , Minnehka, Minn.
HOLSTEIN S P R I N G I N G COWS and heifers wanted, also op-en and bred heifer s , E. E. Gremels bach, Inc., Ltwlitorv
Minn. Tel. 4161.
L E W I S T O N L I V E S T O C K MARKET
A r eal good auction market for your
livestock.
Dairy
cattle on hand
all
w e ek , hog« bought every day. Truck*
avai lable. Sale Thur* . Tel. 2M7.

Farm Implements

48

Bee th e new 12 lb model XL12.
H O M E L I T E CHA I N SAWS
A U T O E L E C T R I C S ER V ICE
2nd fc Johnson
Tel
1433

Terramycin
A nima l Formula
For Mastitis
Free Flashli ght

8. Located near St. Charles.
227 acres with 155 acres
t illable. Has a pasture with
spring. Excellent farm for
either beef or dairy. Very
neat farmstead .

TED MAIER DRUGS

i« Located n e a r Houston.
:*7r> acres with 200 acres
tillable. 2 slory house with
8 rooms and bath. Other
buildings include barn 34x60
with stanchions , drinking
cups, jet pump, new barn
cleaner installed in 1%'2,
machine shed , chicken coop,
hog bouse and other small
buildings .

Puts ' low cost, heat where
you want it , in the repair
shop , Kani^e , IIOR hou.se.
Helps stal l frozen engines.
Thaws frozen pi pes . Runs
15 hours on a tank of fuel .
Qiifen-H Knrm Furnace ,

10 , Locnted near Chatfiold.
240 acres with 125 acres tillable nnd partly contoured.
7 room modern home , full
basement , hoi water heat ,
oil burning furnace . Barn
52x32 with 25 stanchions,
f lood granary, machine shed
and cattle shed . In Chatfield school district on bus
route . Priced to sell ,
11 , Near Houston—29 1 acres
wit h 175 acres tillable , good
land , large barn , large
house, reasonably priced .
Owner wants to sell ,
12, Located between St .
Charles and Chatfield , 120
acre farm with 100 acre* of
excellent work land . Ideal
for small beef set up. modern 2 bedroom home wit h
full basement built in IDStl ,
underground wiring .

ERVIN P. RICHTER
REALTY
"A Monitor "

1-ewiston . Minn.

Tel , 328 1

with carton of 12
Animal H e a l t h Cenler

PORTABLE
FARM FURNACE

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BRKKXV .ACHKS "

South on New Hwy . 14-fi l
Hay, Grain, Food

SO

'
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57 *(•wing Machinal

PORTABLE CAR itarler , built-in battery
chargtr. Inquire 837 E. Ith.

73 r"-touMi for Rant

IJSED FREE ARM VIMnn automatic
portable, ilka new. WINONA SEWINO
CO., 551 Huff Sf. Tal. «4I. „.

BASY AUTOMATIC WASHER and dryer . ~
CompUta, »1W. SCHNEIDER SALES, ,
Specials
1930 ath St., Odvw.
DIAMOND r MOTOR and pump, tapacify ISO oil, per minute, cheap. Elba
Village, Minn.

J_

it tha Stora

74

31" IMS Console TV lets,
*1«m No trad* naedad.
PhiIco Stereo ConuoU,
^ Only
I15MJ Ploor modal.
tea our selection ot portabla rv
Sets and Phonographs

ICE SKAT! Exchange, new and used.
Skatli sharpened. KOLTER Bicycle
Shoe, MB fVankato. Tel. M65.

FIRESTONE STORE

will soon ti hin, Put your inow
plow on lay-by now at WINONA FIRE
&. POWER CO., 34 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
(Across Irom the n«* parking lol.I

Annual
Pre-Inventory Sale
is now going on.
Buy this week and save!
155 E. 3rd.

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING iHEATING
161 E. 3rd Sf.
Tel. 3737

~

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
HAMMOND Spinet Organ
Very Good condition.
$795
1956 Plymouth
$115
Tel. Witoka 2347

¦URN MOBIL FUEL OIL and tn|oy Tha
comlort of automallc personal care.
Keep full lervlce - complete burner
cars, Budget planned and guaranteed
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
EA5T END COAL J. FUEL OIL CO.,
»OI E. 8th. Tel. 338?.
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak. slabs.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
J. LUMBER YARD
Trempealeau, Wit.
Tel. J34-6314

Stoves, Furnacai, Parts

NEAR NEW. 3-bedroom, l-floor home,
with) attached 2-car oarage. Best ot
construction. Built-in stove , large living
room, all oak flooring. Gas 'urnac*.
Cholct west location, ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtort, 159 Walnut St. Tal
MMU.
YOU WANT to buy, aell or trade
be sure to see Shank. HOMEMAKSER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

75

3. OWNER TRANSFER RED. Red«corat
ed. 2-bedroom home, with spare room
that could make 3. Lar^e living room,
dining room and kitchen bis enough tor
wssrier, dryer and deep tretzt . New
f.tnrox gas furnace. Choice east central location o«i bus line. Full price 510, $00. AOTS AGENCY, INC. Realtors,
159 Walnut St . Tel, 8-«6S

NODLAIG SONA DUIT
Christmas time brines memories of an auld Scottish custom of the "First Footer. "
The first to enter a house
brings luck to the house
and a gift for the chief of
the clan. Whereupon the
chief brings out a few wee
doch and dorris and soon it
is time for "Auld Lang
Syne" on the bagpipes. The
rest of the Christmas day is
spent visiting neighbors ,
eating haggis and oat meal
cakes and maybe a wee bit
of Scotch now and again.

You can depned on SKELGAS to give you full value
for your money. Even when
electric lines are down
SKELGAS comes through I
When you use SKELGAS ,
you can be assured of constant , uninterrupted service,
day and night , in any kind
of weather.

At Christmas and all thru
the New Year may you enjoy true happiness in the .
fullest measure.

Your SKELGAS Dealer is
your friend and neighbor.

7ABLE LAMPS, »3.«3; pole lamps,
SS.«5; kitchen step stools SI I 98. BORZYKOWSKI PURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
A DAYS
Veer-end clearance tale. Some Hams
arrived too ' late for Christmas.
Sail ends Thurs. at 6 p.m.
BURKE'S FURNITURE
3rd and Franklin

65

EXTRA SPECIAL! 20 lbs. Lary A Russet
Burbanks, 99c. Winona Potato Market,
118 Market St.

67

KEEP carpet cleaning problems small
. . . use Blue Lustre wall to wall.
Bant electric shampooer, tl. H. Choate
& Co.

! c tA"
[^

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

77

WE NEED USED adding machines.
Trade In your old one for one of
these row Smith Corona e- lectrlc adding arvd tubstractlng machines. Starting as low as JOT, WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 141 E. 3rd. Tel
(.3300.

—

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent . Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your of
flee supplies, desk), files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5212.

.

^

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
118 E. 3rd St.

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY P ROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyerl
P.O. Box 343
Tel. 63B8 an* 7093

|Motorcycles, Bicyclat

_» We Advertise Ou* Prltea

.^

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcoro
Cornet-Fairlane
Closed Sat., Dec. 26
and Sat., Jan . 2

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. Tel. 4859.

90

FOURTH W. 527H—3 rooms and bath,
ell space heater furnished . Available
Jan. 1. Tel. 2915 or 6067.

TWO-BEDROOM cound floor apt., available for Immediate occupancy. Refrigerator- atove and o/en, draperies, garbage disposal, heat and all building
tervlcos Included. 1130 a month. Choicest location In Wlnotia.

HAL^tgftARD

'62 FORD

" Galaxie
V-8 , overdrive,

'62 CHEVROLET
'61 PONTIAC
4-door.

'60 OLDSMOBILE

4-door, Dynamic 08, power
brakes and power steering.

'60 OLDSMOBILE

4-dr, hardtop, power brakes
and power steering.

'60 BUICK
'60 CHEVROLET

Bel Air
4-door , 6 cylinder , stick.

'60 CHEVROLET
2-door, 6, stick.

'60 FORD

Ranch Wagon .
4-door , V-8, stick .

TWO BACHELORS , age 24 and 25, need
personable younq man lo share expense!
ol modern 3 bedroom home. Tel. 6046
alter i p.m.

'59 FORD

0** ^mf i- *.*ia\- ^
Shea **

:: : -

j

- |l

Pff^-J^P| \*^SB

NYSTROM'S
ONE IN
MILLION
I960 THUNDERBIRD
2-door hardto p
•Solid white exterior , red and
white leather interior , power steering, power brakes ,
power windows, power seats ,
whitewall tires , tinted glass,
radio, heater , air conditioning, exceptional oar , owner 's name on request .

1959 RAMBLER
Super
»
#
/
4 - door , r a d i o, \
/
heater , automatic \
transmission , re- \ /
\i
built motor , white?
wall tires .
$695
1959
VOLKSWAGEN
Radio , gas heater ,
solid black finish ,
contrasting red interior , whitewall ,
V tires.
$995
1960 FORD
Starliner
/
2 - door hardtop, \
/
V-8, autom a ti o \
transmission, ra- \ /
dio, heater , solid \ /
white finish , whitey
wall tires.
$1095

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel . 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

__Jj

The sale of the lifetime accumulation of goods is a
serious matter , You want
your sale conducted in an
efficient manner. Thorp
S a l e s Company, through
their many representatives ,
is ready at all times to discuss with you the complete
handling of your sale.

CH RYSLER - PLYMOUTH
Open Friday Nlghta

1958
- OLDSMOBILE 98
\
/ 4 • door , r a d i o ,
V
/ heater, automatic
\ / transmission , power steering, power
\f
brake.?, tu - tone
Y
finish.
$795

&9

AUCTION?

$895

fine used car buys.

'""'MI

HAVING AN

*

THORP SA LES CO.
(Formerly Minn . Sales Co.)
120 Miracle Mile Off. Bldg.
Rochester , Minn.
Off. Phone-AT 2-7465
RES. PHONES: .
Merle Moehnke AT 9-3239
Clark Vessey AT 9-8790

CALL US

FOR SUCC ESSFUL
FARM

$1700

W ALZ

AUCTIONS
Community
Loan &
Finance Co .

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights
Mobile Homes , Trailers 111

1111 Caledonia ,

RENT 01? SALE—Trailers and campers. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City, Wis. Tel.
Cochrane 24H532.

La Crosse, Wis.

Auction Sale *

Contact

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and ttata licensed
and bonded. 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. 5th and Liberty). Tel . 4980.

Ralph Henge l

Tel. Winona 8-370 1

AUCTIONS l l I Household, Livestock or
General. LYLE L. B0BO, Rt. 3, Houston, Minn. Tel. Hokah 814-2103. Licensed S. Bonded.

Bertram Boyum

Tel. Rushford

JAN . 2 & 3—Sat. 10 a.m. Sunday 1 p.m.
Olmsfead County Falrflrounds, Rochester. Unclaimed Merchandise Auction;
Charles & Jean Webb, owners; Olson &
Gathle, auctioneers; Northwestern Nal'l
Bank, Rochester Clerk .

w

JS

_

km

1

864-9381

Jack Ebert

Tel. La Crosse 2-3225

"*

SBB

^SHB

fer**356*^^
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vni
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'56 PONTIAC
4-door, automatic
transmission.

'53 CHEVROLET

BAUTCH
MOTOR SALES
Chrysler - Plymouth
Arcadia , Wis.
Tel. 4115

MILLER
Chev rolet Company

i

____

Stotion Wagon

Low mileage local one-owner car.
Radio, heater, standard transmission .
Ott up to 25 miles, per gallon .

4-door, V-8, automatic.

NOW IS THE TIME
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE AT

j

•

Open Mon , & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

Everett J. Kohner
»» Walnut. Til. M710 tftir hours ?iu

'57 CHEVROLET

"Every I'ii r onrrios one year GW Warranty "

WITH THIS COUPON

-

£ SALES V

"~"
l960l)PEL

with one of these

\ DODOS

Minnesota
Land & Auct ion Sales

VOLKSWAGEN - 1964 , red with bucket
stats. 4-speed transmission! Sure star ting. Only 6,800 mllsi. Tal. 2155.

'57 PONTIAC

',17 CHEVROLET Station Wngon , fi , stnndnrd transm ission , radio.
$505
REDUCED- TO

|

Ol-'FKH tiOOD THUU J A N U A R Y O N L Y' !

RAMBLER /

Auction Sales

4-door, power steering.

'59 BUICK Electra 4-door hardtop , radio , luxury equipment including f>-woy power seat in a luxury car
with only 4;!, 00<i miles. Enjoy years of comfort and
safety at
$1395
ONLY

of j
I w hen you hav e a service check-up or repa ir
j any Monlgomory Ward product , Bring you r item j
:
j in. or phone:

1

W 1NON A UTO

109

2-door , V-8, stick.

T>9 PONTIAC Catnl inn 4-door , Hydramatie , radio . Real
nice in every way.
$395
GOING AT
'.19 CHEVROLET Hel Air 4-door , V-8, Powerglide , radio ,
many extras . EXCEPTIONALLY NI CE in every way.
$995
GOING AT

!

American
4-door sedan , radio , heater ,
whitewall tires , 30,000 actual miles. Priced to sell .

Uied Cars

WINONA DAILT NEW8 l$

'59 CHEVROLET

Yil CHEVROLET 2-door coupe , V-8 , standard transmission , rudio . Very nice .

3393

1962 RAMBLER

4-door , 6 cylinder , stick.

'fiO PONTIAC Catalina 4-door , Hydramatie , radio. A clean ,
fine , family car,
$1195
GOING AT

j

Dart Convertible
Radio , heater , whitewall
tires , 6 cylinder , automatic
transmission . Solid black
¦with red interior . Buy this
convertible now while the
price is right.

'59 CHEVROLET

'62 FALCON Country Squire 4-door wagon , BIG 6 , standard transmission , radio, electric rear window. Only
27,000 miles . Looks and runs like new , Was $1695.
$1385
REDUCED TO
'59 FORD Victoria Galaxie hardtop, Fordomatic , radio ,
power steering, power brakes . A beauty. Was $995.
$795
NOW ONLY

93

SAV E 10%

1963 DODGE

4-door , power steering
and brakes.

'02 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door , V-8, Hydramatie. A white
beauty that is excellent in appearance and performance. Was $1M5.
$1C>95
NOW

I

SPRING IS
J UST AROUND
THE
CORNER

'59 OLDSMOBILE

»G1 RAMBLE R Classic Custom 400 4-door , 6 with overdrive , reclining seats, radio, excellent tires . This Is
a GOOD car. Book value $940.
$795
OUR BARGAIN PRICE

i\r

105 Johnson
lei 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

4-door , 6 cylinder , stick .

SAV E SAV E SAVE

91

FURNISHED LOWER front apt., full
bath , private entrance w ith screened
porch. Tel. 7159 after 5.

Houtas for Rent

$1098

Wednesday, December 10, 19ft i

Start the New Year

4-door , economical 6 cylinder , radio, heater , priced
to sell.

"

|

BUY NOW - NO PAYMENTS UNTIL MARCH
'64 FORD V-8

'

Chevrolet & Buick
Huslil t inl , M inn.

Tel, 86-1-77 11

'59 CHEVROLET 6

Hard top with Cruisomatic, radio , p6wer steering, power
seat , many other extras. Low miles. Excellent maintenance. 12 month factory warranty still good.

Sedan , standard transmission , radio , clean car, runs
gooc|i p r j Ced right.
'
<t70c:
/yD

Breeze way 4 door sedan , Mercomatic , radio , power steering. A modern car at a price you can aiford.

Station wagon , lots of car for the money, priced to move
out fast.

63 FORD 6

'toJ A/FRT
l JRY
ft
V |Lrvv -U
v -o
[\ ' V
*-

$2695
'63 MERCURY V-8
$2 195

All Prices Good Thru Jan. 6

Tel. 2819

Apartments, Furnished

American

Station Wagon

Used Car Prices Greatly REDUCED!

Coach House Apts.

Winona Real Estate

We doubt if you will be able
to pass up these top quality
near-new and used cars at
such low-low prices, Corne
in and see us before you
trade.

YEAR END SALE I

THREE-ROOM heated apt., no children.
169 E- 3rd. Tel. 2737

Available at

IT HOME?

condition.

CHCVROLET-1550 Ef Camlno, a-cyllndtr,
vvlftt standard transmission , Tel. H2J4,

ONE & NOT

TAKE

good

FORD—l»5o, 4-cylInder. •frslghf transmission. $250. Tel. MIW.

196 1 RAMBLER

4-door , Powerglide.

Rooms for Houiakaa ping 87

( The 2 tops in frets)

Telep hone 8-2921

$1195

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
; Tel. SS47

ft EPI PHONE

Guita r Center

1500 lb. payload. Completely
enclosed cargo compartment. New paint . Ready to
go to work. We've sold a
great many of these new;
this is the first used one.

WANTED SCRAP IRON &. METAL,
COW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M & W IRON AND ME^AL CO.
V>7 W. 2nd, across Spur &as Station
For your convenl»n<a
We Are Mow Again Open on Sat*.

Apartments, Flats

109

THUNDERBIHD-1960,
Til. 1-3164 attar 5.

More
Per Mile

TRY

Convertible
V-8, automatic.

'61 PORD 6
Econoline Wan

Sam Weisman & Sons

ft GIBSON
OR

64 EJjjnd

107

MOTORCYCLE REPAIRS
PARTS 8. SERVICE
Robb Bros .
573 C. 4th
Motorcycle Shop

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rajs, hldea,
raw furs and woo11

Trade That
Old Guitar
for a new

102

isiEED LISTINGS on farms and water
frontage 'ots. Qualified buyers.
CORNFORTH REALTY
Tel. 695-2104
Ua Crescent. Minn.

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
Musical Merchandise
70 ¦ CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
Am W. 2nd.
CIBSON PIANO, vprlght.
Tel. 8487-3433
¦
Closad Saturdays
¦Iter i.
i

—.—.

120 Center St.

81 Trucks, Tract'f, Trailer* 108

Wanted to Buy

YOU CAN

Le Sabre
4-door.

Td 2349

;Wanted—Real Estate

Tel. 4210

Typawritars

THINK

-. Q

PBOB

You Can Depend on Him.

217 E. 3rd

TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
Tel. 4»33
BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th

iIP

Low Cost
Answer to All
You r Fuel Prob lems!

64

99

,E.

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flarne kerosene
furriers. No smoke, no smell, hums 55
houn on I gallon. Also ranges, gas or
oil heaters. Service and parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., K)7 E. ith St. Tel.
7479. A.dolph AAlchalOWlkl.

BLOND BED, complete with chett; 2-pc.
living room set; chrome kitchen set, A
chairs) «Jtsk; overstuffed chair; several
other Home. 323 W. eth.

Household Articles

IHout«i for Sal*

Get Genuine SKELGAS

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63

Good Things to Eat

unfurnished apt. wanted,
prefar downstairs. Tel. 41CJ or WW3213.

B & B ELECTRICS

PERAAAGLAS WATER HEATERS
Gas or electric
Select the fine; t at

96

i"HREE-ROOM

100 W. Ud

~
SNOW PLOW SEASON

Furn., Ruga , Linoleum

\/Vanted to Rant

Usad Cart
,
109
PARTY WANTS 3 bedroom home to buy
'
or rent, possession bet-ween now and
Mar. I, centrall y located . Write Sox 25, OLDSMOBILE-1054, lair condition, make
Winona.
¦n offer. Tel. t-ieoi ,

273 I. 3rd St.
We Buy
We Sail
furniture—Antiques—Toots
aod other Items.
Tal, 1-3(01,

109 Used Cars

T EW-BEDROOM house, eenlrally loci- JE EP with hydraulic j nowplow, new j BUICK—1957 , straight transmission, extra PLYMOUTH—1953 4-dnor. snov/tii-M, runs
ted, available Jan. Ii. Tel . 7419.
flraj, motor lust overhauled. Walter
rim and snow tires, excellent condition,
cjocl. F irst good cosh otter -takes It.
J7,0O0 actua l miles. WS. Tel. M«.
Lenta, Sf. Charles, Minn.
438 Center, after S p.m.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

95 Trucks, Tract's, TralUrs 108 j Used Cars

Galaxie 500 sedan , standard transmission , another one
owner low miler . This car looks like a new car .

$1695
'62 FORD V-8

Station wagon , 9 passenger , small V-fl engine , radio , Fordomatic. One we sold new.
$ 1695

'61 COMET 6

Tudor Sedan Deluxe , standard transmission (jives max!mum economy . One owner . Only 16,000 miles.
$ 1095
,

Bank Rate Financing

$495

" '

Mechanics special , big trouble in the engine .

_

Sedan , 4 door , Fordorntic transmission , radio , runs good ,
(tone:

$395

,_¦-, n i i | /- (/ \ / p
J>/ bUILJS V-O
Hardt op with power steering, power lir.'ikrs , radio , ,' inlom.'itic transmission , no rust , runs real good .

$295

~~™

Uv I

OTIIKR CARS
TO CUOOSt : KHOM

|
^^

'60 CHEVROLET 6

'59

FORD

_

nn
57 F O R D V-O
Scrl;m Fordomnlic , radio , tu-tone , local car , vor y carefull y maintained .

SOLD AS IS but

v-8

¦
¦
P AT
( hoan
I \ t 7 d l V- l \^ Q \J .

Stat ion wagon , fi passenger , V-Jl with standard transmlssion , no miles on newly installed exchange engine . Hero
Is a Rood huy !

$895

5 Car Traders On Duty !
l

L. ( J
^U

*
Q f
R A P (~ A |[\( J)
.
D / \ I \ v J / \ 11 N

Corvair , 4 doo r model , standard transmission , radio , one
we checked over in our shop. Try to beat our price .

$795

$85

~~™~

'60 FORD V-8

l0°kS niCe "

^
'59 PLYMOUTH 6

'55 Ford

%'X> .

'¦>¦- 1'onl \ ii^ ni

$ 17,.

'5(1 Chev inlet

**
$!lf».

" °
'5S Mtiick

V/ :> .

,49 M,,nM,ry

¦ ,:,2 ,, So,

?,,:

"

Buy With Confidence at Winona 's Automobile Super Market
WE ALWAYS ADVERTISE OUR PRICES '

OWL MOTOR CO.

4th & Main

Ford - Lin coln - Mercury - Cornel

WE'VE GOT THE USED CAR FOR YOU AT YOU R PRICE

W i n on a

I
DICK TRACY

B, ».y Cr.n.

BUZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould
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BEETLE BAILEY

——

——

By Mort W.lk.r

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAG©
By Chic Young

BLONDIE
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START WITH A GALA DINNER

Improve* !

Holland - Ihu'ine

Boots

all -

tor

— ONE-DAY SERVICE

TONIGHT

/T
/ I I
//)
/ I I
U I
//
J

j
5

better tnulion. Tan ploce leathe r outers ,
with full urniiK'd leather lining plus fn;nn

5
s

t ,
\*\

C^L
nBTC gftft
SPORTS
FOOTWEAR
^^e^^

tec TMECCI
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^o sloe* all popii '.av typos and sues plus
vnme unusual styles lor unusual walkin g
lu olilems
U > on want a specialized Imot.
come .or u s - r h a n e e s arr ue haw iust the
il i'lli x nu ' re lonkili'4 for i
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SKATES
Wm wm

aw^im

ma *m*W
i. i
.
.
/¦ .
c.u well-Uno^n
.
HI
u
J
brand
Such
^ M. — Hyde
name* aj C.C
-—
Bauer — Johnson , ttc.
^m9^

IH

Now As Low Al

WOMEN'S FIGURE SKATES

*-™

$9.95

?lt50

MEN'S HARD TOE HOCKEY
$11.50
Alto children '!and teen-age sizes .
E

Yes! We Like lo Take Trade-ins !

ml

1001 USES • Al1
1
Qy
SHAPES — SIZES
I
¦
,.
.ir.DC
.
,
, -„,,
.,
rr
¦
COLORS
and MATERIALS . . .
to *
$4.„.
95
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PIPES & TOBACCO
a bou1 everything

imag ine from tho moil
you can
econoniical to the most discriininolinal
ust
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DANCE

New Year ' s Eve and Saturday Niaht
* the Music of LEE HALL
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HATS—H ORMS—NOISEMAKERS
to Celebrate the New Year!

\>

Open 11:30 a.m. Daily (including
New Year 's Day) «xc«pt Sunday
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BA.KED "CH ICKEN-ALL"
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lull ankle height. Goodyear welt construction
insures bel ter fit and longer shnpe rcientioii .
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and EV ERY WEDMESDAY
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A complete and wonderfu l Dinner starting with an Assorted j a ,
Tray of Relishes and including Soup or Juice . Choice of Vl
^^^
Potatne-s , Tossed Salad, sonorous serving of U. S. Choice 40 ^P
^fc
PRIME RIB that'll melt in your mouth . . plus Assorted
'
Bread Basket , Coffee or Ten, and Sherbet Dessert. A treat
a^W
mmW
on New Year 's Eve for just

!»
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New • Year s Eve

Regular Menu also available on New Year 's Eve
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By Al Capp

U.S. CHOICE PRIME RIB

BOWLING
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LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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WE CATER

<lo0(1 foorl makes for good times ' Dine here
on Now Year 's with family or friends
Merc 's no better way to celobratc. <:.il|' for
a resPrvation. phone La
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MONDAY
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WEDDING ANN IVERSARY
AND BANQUET GROUPS

«.- EVERY MONDAY
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